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PREFACE.
IN this book an effort has been n1ade to present the £acts of geography in such
an order and by such a selection that the labor of memorizing may be the least
possible, vvhile the exercise of the imagination and of the power of inference shall
be as great as the age and advancement of the pupils \Vill per1nit.
'The principle, what is tru-e of the iuhole is true of the parts, has governed the
.o rder of presentation. The book is inductive in the earlier parts, but n1ainly
deductive in the later. The elementary notions founded upon experie11ce and
observation are introduced at the beginning. These are follO",vecl by a study of the
methods of representing geographical facts.
COPYRIGHT,

1896,

BY HORACE S. TARBELL ..

•

1

vVhen the child becomes acquainted vvith the geographical facts that may pe know11
through his own experience at his ho1ne and in its vicinity, he needs to learn ho,v
these facts are represented upon maps, in order that from maps he may learn the
geographical facts relating to other localities. vVhen he can do this, he is ready tostudy geography from a book.
At this point of his advancement the earth, represented by the globe, is presente(l
to his view as a unity to be studied, and thereafter his study is largely a descent fro1n.
the general to the particular.

rfhe location, size, and direction from each other of the several in1portant bodies of
• land and water have been introduced early, so that information gained later might
find the mind ready to receive and distribute it to proper centers. Unusual pro1ninence has been given to the consideration of climate -its dependence upon latitude,
elevation, prevailing ,;vinds, etc., and its influence upon plant and anin1al life, and
to a large extent upon human life as ,vell.

THE WERNER Co){PANY, PRINTERS
ELECTROTYPED BY

J. 8.

ANT>

CUSHING

Brnn-E1ts, AKRON, On10,.

& Co.,

NORWOOD, MAS&.

The causes which have produced the effects discovered are pointed out so far as
they can be apprehended by children. S01netin1es a direct state1nent of a fact upon
which 1nany things depend has been given without explanation of its cause or reason,
when the cause or reason n1ight not be readily understood by the pupil.
While the details to be me1norizecl have been reduced to a nurnber much s1naller
than usual in such books, general principles and important general facts have received
3

4
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PREFACE.

1.•,

•

I"" :•

(• ,.• •

unusual prominence.
There is very little of what Dr. Harris so aptly calls "sailor
geography.''
Physiography, or ele1nentary physical geography, is made the foundation of the
study. Relief is given its due importance, but not excessive attention; while industrial and co1nn1ercial geography, dependent largely on physical geography and closely
connected with hu1nan interests, are made more prominent. Political geography is
treated with less than the usual fulness because the occasion of its facts cannot be
readily understood, except from a study of both physical and economic geography on
the one hand and of history on the other.
Children are interested in home life, so the life of the people in their ho1nes has
been treated quite fully in this first book of the series.
The spelling of geographical names adopted in this book is that of The United
States Board of Geographic Names ; the pronunciation that of "The Century Cyclopedia of Names."
The authoT and publishers are under deep obligation to Supel'intendent C. B. Gilbert of
St. Paul, Minn., and to Miss F. Lilian Taylor of Galesburgh, Ills., who read both MS. and proof
.and 1nade 1nany valuable suggestions; also to Hon. Orville T. Bright, Superintendent of Schools,
·Cook Co., Ills., ·who read the proofs and gave the author the benefit of his wide knowledge of
schools and text-books. The treatment of map drawing., both text and illustrations, was pre~pared by 11iss Taylor, well known in her own state as instructor in institutes. The relief
:maps were drawn by Miss Louise Barwick, for some time instructor in geography in the
Chicago Normal School, Ills.
The drawings for the illustrations of this book were 1nade by Mr. True Willia1ns of
New York, and the engravings by Mr. John F. Richardson of Bos~on, Mass.

The result

of the excellent taste and skill of these artists will be appreciated by all.
The Werner School Book Company has shown great liberality and given unstinted personal assistance in every stage of the preparation of this book. The artistic character and
1nechanical perfection of the book are proofs of careful forethought and large expenditure on
the part of the publishers.
The author feels his obligation to many teachers not named herein for help and suggestions. But in the preparation of the text and in the selection of the illustrations he has been
aided chiefly by his daughter, Miss Martha Tarbell, A.M., who for five years has given her
ti1ne and thought to this work and to who1n its merits are largely due.
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You already know much about geography. You know that the gardens,
GEOGRAPHY tells yoll about the fields, and your playgrounds are land,
earth on which you live and of and your horne and schoolhouse are
the things that may be found on on the land. You also know where
the earth. It tells you about plants there is vvater, - either sorr1e stream
and animals ; and about peoples, of water or some body of · water.
where and how they live, their cities You know about the air which ,ve
and countries, their farrns and mills, breathe, and in which vve move. The
their ships and railroads.
birds fly in the air, the clouds float

1. Geography.

\
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THE WERNER INTRODUCTORY GEOGRAPHY~

in the air. The land, the ,vater, and
the air 1nake \1P the great world in
which vve live.

2. Direction.

the boy pointing? In which direction does each road run ?
The sun rises in the east, and sets
in the west. Remembering this ,vill
help you to know which way is east
and which is west. The shadovv of ·
a post, or of any
upright object, at
noon points to
the north; and a
line from the
foot of the object
to the end of
the shadow will
be a north and
south line.

vVhen you study about people and
places i1pon this earth, you will wish
to know, among other things, which
way they are from you, and how far
away they are.
Some places qre north of us, some
are south, some are east, and some
are ,vest. Do you kno~T- which way
is north?
The words north and south, east
""~'V4--A"t-.
and west, tell which way places or
things are from other places or things,
When you face the east, your right
and are called directions. In which
hand is toward the south, your left
direction does your schoolhouse face ?
hand toward the north, and your back
Can you 1nention anything that is
toward the west.
north of the schoolhouse? South?
East ? vV est ?
Which is the north side of your school/)/_,<,.)!",¥ l~~~~~"'W{,-

DIRECTIONS.

In this country scene the sun is
just rising. In which directions is

room ? The south side ? The east side ?
The west side ? Point to the east ; the
north; the west; the south.
If\ you face the north and turn to the
oppqsite direction, in ·w hich direction ·w ill you
then face ? If you faee the north and turn
a quarter ·way round to the right, in which
direction will you then face ? If you face
the north, in which directi9n will you face
when you turn to the left a quarter way
round ? Which direction is opposite north?
Which direction is opposite east? South?
West?

POINTS OF THE COMPASS.

3. Points of the Compass.
The directions, north, south, east,
and west, are sometimes called points
of the co1npass because vve use an instrument called a compass to show us
these points or directions.
Here are
pictures of
compasses.
Do you see
the points of
the compass
marked on
their faces ?
In whatever
THE MARINER'S COMPASS.
position the
compass is placed, the needle always
points nearly north and south.
Sailors use a compass to tell the1n
in which direction they are sailing.
The direction half-way between
north and east is called northeast.
Point to the north; the east; the northeast. Point to the east ; the south; the
southeast. Point to the south; the
west ; the southwest. Point to the
north; the west; the northwest.
J

In which direction do you go when on your
way to school? When on your way home?
Place a cylinder and a cube on your desk
so that the cube is north of the cylinder.
Place the cylinder east of the cube. In

9

which direction is the cube from the cylinder?
Place the cylinder one inch south of the cube.
Point to a place on the desk that is north of
the cylinder and south of the cube.
On which side of you does your shadow
fall as you co111e to school on a bright morning? On whieh side of you does your shadow
fall as you go home at the close of school at
noon? At the close of school in the afternoon? In which direction does your shadow
fall in the morning ?
!I (
i
< !I In
which direction
from you is the sun
at that time? At
what time in the day
does the sun seem to
be southeast of you ?
Which way does your
shadow fall then? At
what time in the day
does the sun seem to
THE POCKET coMPAss.
be southwest of you?
Which way does your
shadow fall then? In which direction from
you-is the sun at noon ?

Long ago, people had no clocks nor
v\ratches. They told the time of clay by
noticing the shadows cast by the s'un.
You have learned how to tell direction in t11e daytirne by the sun.
In the night the North Star sho,vs
which way is north. You must ask
some one to show you the Great Dipper in the sky, and the two pointers which point out the North Star.
This star seems always to be in the
sa1ne place, and all the other stars
in the north seem to go round it.
I

r~:r,.~........•

• ..
.:
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Point to the Great Dipper and the
North Star in this picture.
Iii

PLAINS.

Ho,v long 1vill it take you to walk a n1ile ?
Try it son1e time, and find ont. Do you
kno,v of any place about five miles from
here ? How many 1niles from home have
you ever been ? Where did you go ?

I

5. Time.

longer in sum1ner or in winter? Is
it colder, usually, in the daytime or
in the night time? Do you think
the long summer days make the
,veather warmer than it would be
if the day$ were short?

.

r·•,..
-•·...
•
•:•

11

•••

with grass upon which herds of horses
and cattle feed. On other prairies
great fields of corn and wheat grow.
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6. Plains.

You can tell the time by a clock.
How do the hands of a clock stand
at _n oon ? How at midnight? vVhen
does Monday end and Tuesday begin?
THE GREAT DIPPER.
How many hours fro1n midnight to
noon?
Fro1n noon to midnight?
When people can see neither the sun
Frorn midnight to midnight again?
nor the stars, and when they wish
How 1nany hours in a day? How
sorr1ething more convenient to show
many days in a vveek? In which
exact directions, they look at the co1nmonth is your birthday? How n1any
pass.
days are there in that month•? Ho,v
4. Distance.
many days in a year? How 1nany
months in a year?
Draw a line an inch long. Draw
vVhich are the cold 1nonths? ,vhich
beside it a line a foot long. Which
are the war1n months? Is it colder in
is the longer, an inch or a foot? How
summer or in winter? What seasons
rr1any feet Jong is a yardstick? The
are tl1ere besides summer and winter?
inch, the foot-; · and the yard are used
How many seasons are there in a year ?
to measure short distances. Do you
What are the n1011ths in eacl1 season?
know what measure is used for long
Did you ever see the sun rise! At
distances, sucl1 as the distance frorn
what time in the 1norning did it rise?
one town to anotl1er ?
Does it always rise at just that time?
How far from the scho<;>lhouse do you live ? To see the sun rise must you get up
,Vho lives a quarter of a mile from the
earlier in the sun11ner or in the winter ?
schoolhouse ? Who lives half a mile from
When the sun rises early, does it
the schoolhouse ? Name something that is
about a mile distant.
set early · or late? Are the days

Do you know what the word level
means?
Your schoolhouse floor is level, and
the school grounds are nearly level.

A SCHOOLHOUSE.

r9·
1•.
~

....

:!r
,
'
.,,.
•jz·

A PRAIRIE-DOG TOWN .

'

1,.
'

On some of the prairies there are
prairie-dog towns, like the one sho,vn
in this picture. Prairie dogs look a
little like rabbits. They are called
dogs because they make a barking
noise as a dog does. Do you see how
close together they build the mounds
in which tl1ey live ?

A broad piece of land level or nearly
level is called a JJlain. In this picture
the schoolhouse stands on a plain.
Plains are called by different names
in different parts of the earth.
Plains that are very high are called
plateaits, or tablelands. These are
cold plains, for the air surrounding the earth is colder the higher
A SWAMP.
it is.
S01ne very large plains in the cenPlains that are very wet are called
tral part of our country are called sivarr9.Js, or rnarshes. What do you
prairies. Many of them are· covered see in this picture of a swa1np ?
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Very dry plains are called deserts.
Sucl1 plains are barre11 places ; for
plants cannot grow without moisture.
Some deserts are so large that peop1e

7. Slopes, Hills, and Mountains.
All land is either level or sloping.
Land nearly level, as you have learr1ed,

SLOPES, HILLS, AND MOUNTAINS.

is the place where the slope begins
.
to rise.
In the picture of a hill on the opposite page, point to the foot or base.
:

.. ,...

A DESERT.

traveling across them are .many days
on the journey, and have to carry
water for then1selves and their animals to drink. Do you suppose that
roads are 1nade in the desert ? Give
reasons for your answer.
Yon must not think of these different kinds of plains as being perfectly
level and having no uneven places in
them. vVhen they ::tre very large the
greater part of their
surface is level, but
there are perhaps
in them rna.ny ,elevations, or places
higher than the rest.
In a. great desert
A
there are occasionally large elevations surrounded by
land that is lower and somewhat level.
Name the different kinds of plains
and describe them.

is called a plain. Sloping, or slanting,
land is called a slope.
Is your schoolhouse situated on a
plain or on a slope? Does the land
rise in any direction from it ? Is
there any high ground near your l1ome
or schoolhouse to which you can go and
see very far away?
Land considerably higher than the
surrounding land is called a hill. If
you go to the very
top or surnmiit of
a hill; you can look:
far away, n1uch farther than from the
bottom of the hill.
When you go down
HILL.
from the sum1nit,
you pass over the side or slope of the
hill, until you corne to the foot or
base of the hill. The base of the hill
is at the lower end of the slope, and

-

•e

•

• ••

., ~

; ; ;-

A MOUNTAIN SYSTEM.

Point to tl1e summit. To the slope.
A large mass of land ,vith steep
slopes and a narrow top is called a

rnountain.
A mountain differs from a hill in
being higher. It differs from a plateau in having a narrower top and
steeper slopes. Mountains are usually in rows or ranges. Two or more
ranges side by side make a mountain
syste1n.
Single mountains standing alone or
in ranges are sometimes called peaks.
Some peaks are pointed and others
are rounded.
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The sun11nits of the highest mountains
are covered with snow throughout the year.
What do you know about the air upon
1nountain su1nmits ? Have you seen any
hills, mountains, or slopes ?

This picture shows you
a 1nountain syste1n, tvvo
mountain ranges, a very
pointed peak, a river, and
a plain. Point to each.
"\Vhat other pictures of
n1ountains, hills, or plains
can you find in this book?
Bring to school if you can,
pictures of mountains, hills,
or plains, or any other pictures that will illustrate what
you are studying. Show by your
pictures, and those which other
pupils have brought, that you know the difference between a hill and a 1nountain a
mountain and a plateau, a range and' a
systen1. Describe these pictures and tell
the differences between the1n.
With a little sand, or sawdust, or clay,
you may build upon your slate or a molding-board a model of a hill. If you build
up a model of a hill and flatten the top,
what may you call
the level place on
top?
Here is a picture which shows
you ho~r n1ountains should be
drawn. Point out
the mountain system. The mountain range.
Draw a mountain system.
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8. Valleys, Brooks, and Rivers.
You have seen how quickly a heavy
shower washes the dirt fron1 the roads
into the gutters, and what a muddy
stream pours along by the side of the
roadway after a rain. Each drop of
water in the stream is filled with little
...
particles of dust or sand or clay, and
acts as a tiny boat to carry its load

The current of water ,vashes away
the soil first on one side of the ravine
and then on the other, broadening and
deepening it, until at last it becomes
so wide that it is called a valley.
Streams of water which flovv through
valleys are called brooks or rivers. A
river is a strea111 of water larger than
a brook. The rain falling on the land
makes the stream, and the strea1n digs
out the valley.
Have you seen a brook? A river? Do
streams flow in a straight line through the
1and? You may show by a drawing how a
river flows.
Have you any pictures that shovv rivers ?
Point to the rivers; the valleys. Show the
main valley; the side valley.

A VALLEY.

to sorne lo,ver place, where it may put
it do,vn. This little load it has gathered up from the ground over w hicl1
it flowed. Taking away these little
loads has left a hollow in which the
water runs. If the strea1n runs through
~
sand or loan1 or mud, then the soil on
the sides of the stream is loosened and
falls into the water, and is carried
away by the current. If the water
runs over soft rock it will at length
make for itself a deep and narrow
course, called a ravine.

vVhile the river has been forming
the 1nain valley, the s1naller strearns,
called tributaries, running into it, have
each been cutting av1ay its side valley,
and this ,videns the 1nain valley. The
valleys of some great rivers have been
for1ned in another way, as you will
learn later, but even in them this process of soil-carrying is still going on.
When the valleys of t,vo large
strearns are 11ot far apart, the ridge
of land between them is s01neti1nes
cut across by the side strearns or tributaries of these rivers. This cl1anges
the ridge into rounded elevatio11s, or
hills. In this way most of our hills

SOIL.

have been n1ade during the very long
time that the rivers have been cutting
down their valleys. From this it 1nay
be seen that all the land between the
hills was once as high as the tops of
.the hills or higher, and that the water
has cut it out and carried it away to
some lower place. Almost all narrow
valleys have been made by the strearns
which run through them.
Does the ridge betvveen valleys beco1ne
wider or narrower year by year ?
Do the side valleys gradually becon1e
longer or shorter ? Why ?
If the side valley of one stream has the
side valley of another stream opposite it, and
both strea1ns keep digging back the heads of
the valleys, what will finally happen?
If side strea1ns cut across the ridge
between two main strea1ns, into what will
the ridge be changed ?

9. Soil.
Take a tall glass jar; get a handful
of soil fron1 the fields or roadside.
Make the soil fine by rubbing it in
your hands. Fill the jar nearly full
of water, and then stir in the soil.
~lost of the soil and all the pebbles,
the coarse gravel, the fine gravel, and
the sand, sink quickly to the bottorn,
vvhile the muddy water re111ains at
the top. Were you to pound up the
pebbles they would make coarse gravel.
Gravel can be made into sand by
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pounding it with a ha111mer. If rocks
are rolled about by a strean1 of water,
,vhat change 'is made in their shape ?
What becornes of the particles that
have been ground off?
If 1nuddy water runs more slowly
or becomes still in a pond, what hap' pens to the pebbles, the sand, and the
mud which it was carrying along ?
All our soil is n1ade fro1n rock. It
is cru1nbled rock. · Some soil is found
on the spot where it was made by the
crumbling of the rock, and some has
been carried to its present place by
wind, ice, or water.
All land is rock, or soil resting upon
rock.
How fast soil forrns depends mainly
upon the kind of rock, for some kinds
of rock break up into soil rnuch more
readily than others. On steep rocks
the soil is washed off as fast as forn1ed
'
and such rocks are usually bare.
Soils are of different kinds, depending on the kind of rock from which
they have been made and on the
changes that have taken place in them.
Sorne kinds of rock ,vhen worn down ·
produce sand, others clay. These are
the two 1nain kinds of soil. When
these t,vo kinds are n1ixed, they make
a soil that is better than either of the1n
alone. Such a mixture made fertile

16
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JO. More About
Rivers.

THE SOURCE, MIDDLE COURSE, AND
MOUTH OF A RIVER.

by decayed vegetable 111atter is usually called loam,
and is the best kind of
soil for raising crops.
Where can you find
sand? Clay?. Loarn?
Through which does the water run
1nore easily, sand or clay? What are
some of the uses of sand ? Some of
the uses of clay? What differences
between sand and clay do you know?
"\Vhat kind of soil would you find
in a garden?
Soil supports plants whicl1 grow in it.
It both holds the plant and feeds it.
Good soil, war1nth, sunlight, and moisture are the things that plants specially
need. Soils that contain a large amount
·o f plant-food are called fertile; those
that contain very little are called sterile.
·Soil is sometirnes called earth; the
great ball on whicl1 we live is called
the Earth.

If you should follow a river until you
came to its source,
or the place fro1n
which it begins to
flow, you would probably find a little
spring of water bursting out of the ground.
The rain sinks into
the ground until it
is stopped from going farther by something through which it cannot pass,
rock perhaps. The water collects in
the earth until there is no longer
room enough for it, and then it forces
itself out in a bubbling spring. The
tiny stream flows down the valley,
other small streams join it, and at
last all of thern unite to form a great
river. A river may be small at its
source, but so1netimes it is many miles
wide at its mouth, where its waters
flow into some other stream or body
of water.
The ground over which a river runs
is called its bed; that part of tl1e
bed in w bich 1nost of the water runs
is called its channel.

MORE ABOUT RIVERS.

You kno,v that a stream is kept in
its bed by its banks, ,vhich are the
land on each side of the stream. The
right bank of a river is the bank on
the right hand, and the left bank is

A DIVIDE.

the one on the left hand, as you go
do,vn the river. If you sail up a river,
is the right bank on your right hand
or on your left ?
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direction the land is l1igher, but the
vvater always finds its ,v-ay to the
lower level.
Hold your book so as to represent 1 a
valley with its three slopes. Let the valley
slope fro1n you. Let it slope toward you.
When the book is so held before you as to
have the main slope toward you, is the right
bank of the stream on your right hand or
your left? How is it when the book is held
so that the slope is from you?

The ridge of land which divides one
valley fro1n another, is called a divide.
Sornetirnes also it is called a watershed
or a water-parting. Why?

Is there some stream of water near your
school? Point out its banks, its bed, its ·
channel. In which direction and where is its
source? Its mouth? Has it any tributaries?
You may show with the chalk how a river
widens as it flows. Draw a narrow line at
first, then hold the chalk with a firmer grasp
so that the line shall gradually become
broader and stronger. Show tributaries flowing into this river. Draw a river, and mark
its source, mouth, right bank, left bank.

Every river valley must have three
slopes ; one of these slopes is dovvn to
the right bank of the river, one down
to the left bank, and one toward the
n1outh of the river. The last is called
the main slope of the valley. Sometimes these slopes are so nearly level
that it is difficult to see in which
B

RAPIDS.

When rain falls upon the roof of a house,
the ridge, or the highest part of the roof, acts
as a watershed, causing part of the water to
run down one side and part down the other.
Hold your book so as to represent a watershed. How many slopes has a watershed?
1

Represent : to show, to bring before the mind.
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Do the slopes of a valley unite at their upper
or their lower edges ? The slopes of a ·watershed? Illustrate with youT book.
The ridge of a hill is the watershed for
the strea1ns that run on either side of it.

A main river with its tributaries is
called a ricer systeni. The land drained
by a river syste1n is called the basin of
the main river of the syste1n.
You yourselves can tell ,vhat rapids
are and ,vhat a ivate1fall is. A srnall

Here is a dra,v-ing ,vhich shows a river
syste1n and a single river. You may copy
it and then sketch faint
lines to sho,v the ridge of
land., or the divide, bet,veen the strea1ns of
·water.
Can you tell whether
the laud through which
these rivers flo,v slopes
to-ward the gulf or a,vay
from the gulf ?
vVllich si<l.e of the river has the steeper
slope?

l l. Land and Water ·Forms.
As strea1ns flo,v along over the
ground they ~ometimes find hollo,v
places into vvhicl1 they run, and ,vhich
they fill vvith vvater. Do you kno,v
any such places? A body of ,vater
filling a low place in the land is
called a pond. A very s111all pond,
such as you s01neti1nes see in the yard
after a rain, is called a puddle. A
very large pond is called a lake.
Is a pond or a lake surrounded by
.land? "\Vhat is the land under it called?
The land along the side of a pond or
a lake is called its shore.
FALLS.
Along the shore of a pond the grass.
waterfall is s01netimes called a cascade, often gro,;vs very high, and sometimes.
there are rushes at the edge of theand a large waterfall, a cataract.
water. What animals do you expect to
Does the water descend more rapidly in
find on the shore of a pond ? What.
a waterfall or in rapids ? What kind of
living things can you find in a pond?
slope causes rapids ?

LAND AND W .ATER FORl\1S.
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Some lakes are very large. In the the rocks, trees, and houses, while the
northern part of our country there are second merely represents the land and
lakes so large that sailing vessels are the water.
often out of sight of shore for days
Sorne islands
whe11 _crossing the111.
are very small,
perhaps MAP oF LAKE AND 1sLANo.
\Vit11 sand or son1e other 1naterial, being
as your teacher directs, represent a only a big rock in the vvater, while
mountain and a plain; represent a val- others are large enough to be the:
ley vvith a stream of water in it running home of n1any thousands of people.
to a lake. Make dra,vings to show .--_-_-_--------------------.
the san1e things. vVithin the lake
show t,vo bodies of land. Let one
of them stand alone in the ,vater.
Land entirely surrounded by water is
cal1ed an island. Connect the other
body of land to the land at the side
of the lake by a little neck of land.
Land nearly surrounded by water is
CORAL ISLAND.
called a peninsula. Land connecting a
peninsula with the mainland is called
There are some
islands that have
an isth11ius.
been built by litHere are two pictures, each of which
tle animals called
represents the sa1ne island, lake, and
polyps. These little

PICTURE OF LAKE AND ISLAND.

land around tl1e lake. The first picture also shows you the bare ground,

animals take in the
lime that is in the
coRAL.
water.
This lin1e
forms solid walls
within their bodies. These walls are called
coral. After countless numbers of years,
during which countless numbers of polyps
have lived and died, each leaving the coral
that had been formed in its body, the mass
of coral finally reaches the surface of the
water, and thus an island is made.
The waves break up the coral on the top of
the island and leave upon it bits of floating

,
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wood and seaweeds, ·which decay, and together
with shells and broken coral fonn a soil upon
the coral foundation. The winds, the ·waves,
and the birds bring seeds, so1ne of which
grow. The birds 1nake their nests upon the
island, and after long ages it becon1es fit to
be the ho1ne of n1an.

water is called a strait. What body
of water does an isthrnus ,esen1ble ?
vVhy ? Sorne large bays are called
gulfs. Gulfs, bays, and lakes are
son1etimes called seas.

·12. Other Forms of Land and Water.
The shores of a body of ,vater are
not everywhere straight. In so1ne
places the land extends into the _water;
in others the water extends into the
land. A point of land extending into
the ,vater is called a ca1Je. A high
cape is called a proniontory.

PICTURE OF BAY AND STRAIT.

MAP OF BAY AND
STRAIT.

What do these two·
pictures show you ? How
does one differ fro1n the
other? ,Vhere are the
capes?

If a strait ,vere cut through an
istl1n1us, what would the peninsula
become?

PICTURE OF PENINSULA -AND ISTHMUS.

MAP oF PENtNsucA ANO
ISTHMUS.

What can yol\ see in
both of these pictures ?
What does the first one
show you that the second
one does not?

A body of water extending into the
land from a larger body of water is
called a bay, and the narrow body of
water connecting two larger bodies of

You may copy this clra,ving, and ,vrite
by each fonn of land its na111e. ,Vrite the
na1ne of each fonn of ·water
shown. What for1ns of
••
land not shown in this
drawing can you na1ne ?
What forn1s of ,vater not
shown? In ,vhat direction does the river run ?
On ,vhich bank of the river
is the 1nouth of its tribu- O sea
tary ? Do you think this
is a swift-flowing river?
Make another dra,ving showing an island,
a strait, a peninsula, and an isthmus.

TI-IE l\1:AKING OF MAPS.
REVIEW QUESTIONS.

[To the Pnpil.-Read over these questions
and think ·what ans,vers you ,vould give if your
teacher should ask the1n. If you cannot give
a goocl answer, turn to the page where the
inforn1ation can be found, and study it once
1nore. You 1nust think out for yourself the
ans,vers to some of the questions, for the book
does not give the answers to the1n all. J
In ·which direction does a shaclo,v fall at
noon? Does a shaclo,v fall in just the san1e
direction at sunrise every clay in the year ?
Notice where the shaclo,v of son1e obj ect
falls at sunset on different days, and see
whether the shadows all fall in exactly the
san1e line.
In what season of the year is the noon
shado,v of an object shortest? Longest?
Does the sun ever cast a shadow toward the
south?
.
What is the opposite clirection fro1n northeast? From southeast? From southwest?
Fro1n north west ? N a1ne so1nething northeast of you.
,Vhat is a plain? vVhat kinds of plains
can you 1nention? vVhat is a plateau? Are
swa1nps usually near a body of ·water or a
strea1n of ,vater? Are deserts usually near
a body or a strea1n of water?
vVhat is the difference bet,veen a hill and
a mountain ? Bet,veen a 1nountain and a
plateau ? Between a hill and a plateau ?
What is the slope of a hill or n1ountain?
Do plateaus have slopes? Do meado,vs?
What is the difference between a mountain
range and a mountain syste1n?
What is a brook ? A river ? A valley ?
What is the difference between a valley and
a plain? Between a valley and a ravine?
How 1nany slopes has a valley? How are
valleys made ? ,Vhat is a spring ? What
is a tributary? vVhat is the difference be-
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tween the bed of a river and the banks of a
river ? Between the bed of a river and the
channel of a river? vVhat is a divide ? Is a
divide usually high land or low land ? vVhat
is the difference between a river and a river
syste1n? Between a river syste1n and a
river basin ? vVhat is the difference between rapids and a waterfall ? Between a
cascade and a cataract?
What is the difference between a brook
and a pond ? Between a pond and a lake ?
Bet,veen an island and a peninsula? Between a peninsula and a cape? Bet,veen a
peninsula and an isthmus ?
Co1npare a pond and an island, a gulf or
bay and a peninsula, an isth1nus and a strait.
vVhat is the difference between banks and
shores? '\Vhich of the objects referred to
in the questions above have you seen ?

13. The Making of Maps.
How long is the top of your desk ?
How wide? Make a dra,ving of the
top of yonr desk. Is the picture you
have drawn as large as the top of
your desk? Draw the picture onefourth as long and one-fourth as wide
as your desk. If your desk is t,venty
inches long, how long will your picture be?
On the next page is a picture of a
schoolroo1n and also a plan of the
same schoolroom. Are just as rnany
desks represented in one as in the
other? Are the platforms and the
windows in the same place in each?
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MAP DRAWING.

Ho,v long and how wide is your given you the scale of the several
schoolroon1 ? Dra,v a plan of the drawingi Wliat was your first scale?
floor of your schoolroom, and show the [ Ans. One inch represented 4 inches.]
'\Vhat was your
teacl1er's table and
second scale?
the desks of the
What ,vas your
pupils in their
third scale ?
proper places. Let
If you draw
one inch in your
the schoolhouse
drawing represent
grounds, will you
four feet of the
use the san1e scale
schoolroom.
which you used
l\1ake upon the
A SCHOOLROOM.
when you drew
board a drawing
four times as long and four ti1nes as the floor plan of your schoolroo1n ?
,vide as the one you have last dra,vn ,Vhy?
Dra,v the boundary of the schoolupon your slate. I-low n1any feet of
the schoolroo1n does one inch of your house grounds, and let one inch in
your drawing represent twenty-four
blackboard drawing represent?
feet of the boundary
Make a plan of the
line. ,Vhat is your
floor of your schoolFa fiffR RI Fa IRI
house.
scale?
If you live in a
In the drawings you
ii
la
city, n1ake a drawing
have already 1nade,
Ill Ii Iii =1
of so1ne of the blocks
ho,v 1nany inches along
iJl Ill
!a
or squares about the
your desk did one inch
lll!!!!!l
of the dra,ving of your
school grounds. If you
desk represent? How
live in the country,
1nany feet along the
draw the schoolhouse
floor did one inch of
grounds and the roads
FLOOR-PLAN OF SCHOOLRO:)M.
your floor-plan repreleading to it, ,vith
sent? How many feet did each inch so1ne of the far1ns on each side of the
of your house-plan represent ?
road.
The answers to these questions have
These drawings may be called maps.

Here is a picture and a 1nap of
part of a city.

This is a picture and a map of a
school district in the country.
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PICTURE OF PART OF A CITY.

i
'

PICTURE OF A COUNTRY DISTRICT.

.
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MA? OF PART OF A C.TY.

A picture shows ho,v things appear; a map or plan sho,vs where
_things are and their distance and
direction fro1n one another. l\1aps
are usually drawn so that the top of
the 1nap represents the north, the
botton1 the south, the right hand
side the east, and the left hand side
the west.

MAP OF A COUNTRY DISTR :CT.

J4. Map Drawing.
Here is a 1nap divided
into half - inch squares.
Ho,v many square inches
does it contain ?
Each half-inch stands
for one hundred miles.
Ho,v many n1iles long do
you think each strea1n
of water represented is ?
Should you go in a boat
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fro1n the source of the longest river to its
mouth, how far would you travel? In what
direction ,vould you go ?
If you should go fron1 the lake to the
ocean in a carriage, would most of your
journey be up hill or clown hill? vVhy?
In ,vhat direction do the mountains extend? In ,vhat direction does the tributary flo,v which has its mouth in the left
bank of the river?
I. Dra,v a coast line extending nearly
north and south, sho,ving a bay, a peninsula, ancl an isthn1us. East of the coast line
write the word seci. Dra,v two islands off
the coast separated from the land by straits.
Let a promontory extend from one of the
islands into the ocean.
Draw a range of 1nountains extending
from northeast to southwest. In the south,vestern part of the map draw a lake. Let
this lake be the source of a river which
flows into the ocean.
Draw one tributary flo,ving north, and
another flowing east.

II. Dra,v a river flo,ving southeast into
a bay. Co1nplete the 1nap by sho,ving a
mountain syste1n ancl a river systen1. Tell
the direction of the coast line and of the
1nountains. vVhich way does the land slope?
III. Dra,v an island in the northwestern
part of the map. Let this island be separated from the land by a strait. Draw a
river rising in a lake ancl flowing into the
ocean east of the strait. Show two peninsulas, one isthmus, two lakes, ancl four tributaries. Tell what you can about this map.
The first 1nap above sho,vs so1ne of the
streets of Washington, one of the beautiful
cities of our country. Notice the scale in the
upper right-hand corner. About how 1nany
square miles are represented in this 1nap?
The second map represents the entire city
of Washington. Is the scale the sa1ne as in
the first map?
vVhat part of the third 1nap is occupied
by the map of Washington? How does the
scale compare with that in the second map?

Find '\iVashington marked on the last 1nap.
Ho,v is it represented? Ho,v 1nany other
cities are represented? Ho,v are the 1nountains represented? Ho,v rnany square 1niles
are sho,vn in this 1nap '? Do all maps of the
same size represent equally large bodies of
land or water ?

l 5. The Globe.

the stars. Ho,v large this ball is you
can hardly realize, but you can kno,v
that it is round, and has people living
on it and traveling over it in many
directions by ,vagons, cars, and ships.
On page 7 is a picture of this earth,
and you can see its shape.
The earth being a big ball is often
represented by a sn1all ball called a,
sphere or globe, which is of the san1e
shape as the earth.

You have studied for some time
about a little spot of earth near your
schoolhouse and your hornes.
The land and water that you have
l 6. Motions of the Earth.
seen about you are a part of the great
If you throw a ball into the air, it
earth on which you dwell.
You will understand rnany things will turn as it 1noves. Try it and see
better if you now study about this ,vhether this is true.
The ball which you thro,v has two
earth and learn to think of it as a
huge ball of land and water sur- 1notions, one forward and one turning
rounded by air, and moving arnong in the air.
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The earth has two n1otions like
the ball in the air ; one a forw·ard
1notion around the sun, the other a turnino· 1notion like that of
a vvheel or ball or top.
The
earth
goes
around the sun once
a year.

I

C,

There are a fe,v bright
stars in the sky that go
around the sun just as the
earth does. Son1e go faster
and so1ne go slo,ver than
the earth. :Oiost of the stars ,vhich ,ve see in
the sky are like our sun, but are 1nuch farther
a,vay fro1n us than the sun is, and so do not
appear so large and bright.

I

There are t,vo points on the surface of
the earth which do not turn, but around
,vhich, or around the line connecting
the1n, a11 parts of the earth n1ove.
These t,vo points are called the pules
of the earth, and the line that connects then1 is called the earth's axis.
One of the poles is called the north
pole, the other the south pole.

'

Run a knitting needle or ,vire through an
orano-e and think of the orang·e as represent" ' earth and the ·wire as representing its
ing the
axis. Let a lamp represent the sun, ancl holcl
the orange in the light of the la1np as is
sho,vn you in this picture. The part of the
orange on which the light falls will represent
the part of the earth where it is day, and the
part in the shadow will represent ·the part
where it is night.

..- . ...·-- ,
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The earth turns on its axis once
in t,venty-four hours, ,vhich n1ake a
day. So1neti1nes the word day n1eans
the hours bet,veen sunrise and sunset, and
then night n1eans the
time fro1n sunset to
sunrise.
Someti1nes
day 111eans t,ventyfour hours and includes
both daytin1e and night
ti1ne.
It is the turni.ng of the earth on
its axis that n1akes the sun appear
to rise and set. vVhere does the sun
rise ? \Vhere does it set ? \Vhich ,'lay,
then, does the earth turn ?
On ,vhat part of the earth is it
· dayti111e ? Night ti1ne?

l 7. Continents and Oceans.
On the next page are t,vo 1naps of
the globe. Each of these maps sho,vs
one side or one half of the globe.
Half of a globe or sphere is called a
hernisphere. The 1nap on the right
hand is of the Eastern Hemisphere,
and the other is of the Western Hen1isphere.
The dark portions represent land,
anrl the light portions, ,'later.
Point out the land ; the ,vater.

,

CONTINENTS-THE OCEANS.

l 8. Continents.
How 1nany masses of land are
na1ned on the 1nap of the he1nisi)heres? The six largest divisions
of land are called continents. The
continents n1ake three large bodies
of lancl. Europe, Asia, and Africa
together 1nake the largest body of
land on the earth. North A111erica and
South A1nerica
1nake the novv
largest body.
Australia is the
smallest of the
OCEAN
continents.
Europe, Asia,
ancl Africa
are s01neti1nes
WESTERN HEMISPHERE.
called the Old
\Vorld. North A1nerica and South
1:\.111erica are called the Ne,v \Vorld,
because they ,vere not known to the
people of Europe until discovered by
Colu1nl1us in 1492. On ,vhich continent do you live?

l9. The Oceans.
The great body of ,vater covering
about three-fourtl1s of the earth's surface is called the Ocean. For conven.
1ence, certain parts of tl1e Ocean are
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then1selves called oceans and have
particular na1nes.
There is an ocean around each pole.
The one around the north pole is called
the Arctic Ocean, and the one around
the south pole is called the Antarctic
Ocean. Point out these t~vo oceans
on the rnap.
There are t,,,o oceans, one east of
An1erica and one ,vest, 11/ hich extend bet,veen
the t,vo polar
oceans. vVhat
. .
name 1s given
to the ocean
east of An1er.
?
1ca.
To the
ocean ,vest of
it? vVhat land
EASTERN HEMISPHERE.
is on the east
of each ocean? On the west of each
ocean? '\Vith ,vhich ocean do they both
connect on the north? On the south?
There is also another part of the
ocean that lies betvveen Asia and the
Antarctic Ocean. Narne this part of
the ocean. \Vh:1.t land is 11/est of it?
The great ocean, called Pacific
(peaceful), covers 1nore than onethird of the surface of the ,vhole
earth, and is about as large as all the
other oceans together. vVhat lands
border it?
\Vhat oceans join it?
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Bound it, pointing out on the n1ap
the continents and connected oceans.
Then bound it fron1 1nen1ory.
Notice how the Atlantic Ocean na,rrows between South An1erica and Africa,, and widens north and south of
this part. Bound the Atlantic Ocean
as you did the Pacific.
Bound the Indian Ocean.
Of what use to 1nan are the oceans?
Ships cross
the oceans and
carry people
and lJroducts
fro1n one country to another
1nuch 1nore
OCEAN
conveniently
and cheaply
0 C! EA N
ANTARCTIC
than they can
be carried by land. When ships reach the
shore, they need to have places where they
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:houses are placed at dangerous points along
the coast. On the top of each lighthouse
is a lantern; and fro1n sunset to sunrise
the la1np in the lantern is kept burning.
'There are red lights and white lights. So1ue
,see1n to burn steadily. Others see1n to flash
brightly and then disappear, to flash again
and disappear · regularly, and the sailors can
count the number of ti1nes that the light
flashes in a minute, and so find out ,vhich
lighthouse it is. The lighthouses help the1n

sho,v him the deep channel. Yet, in spite of
all these precautions, vessels are often clri ven
ashore and ,vreckecl. To help shi p,vreckecl
sailors, life-saving stations and crews are
placed along dangerous coasts.
The surf1nan ,valks along the shore. ,¥hen he sees
a vessel sailing toward a dangerous place,
he ·warns it off by signals. If he finds a
ship ,vreckecl or in distress, he hurries to
the station and tells his con1panions. They
hasten to the wreck ,vith their life-boat and

CAPRI CO FIN

TROPIC

,.
-ANTARCTIO

OCEAN

.
can rema1n at anchor ,vithout being exposed
to storms. Such places are callecl harbors,
and at the good harbors cities usually grow

LIGHTHOUSE.

A HARBOR.

up.
Of ,vhat use to a city is a harbor?
Do you kno,v any city that has a good harbor ? Notice the long clocks in this picture
of a harbor.
A ship, when it is out in the open sea, is
quite safe, even in a stonn; bnt when it is
near a coast, the sailors 1nust be very sure
just where they are, or the wind may drive
the ship on shore.
To help sailors locate their ships, light-

BELL-BUOY.

.also by clay, for each one is painted peculiarly,
1Jerhaps reel, or white, or striped horizontally,
-or like a barber's pole. So1ne lighthouses
also have clocklike machinery to ring a fogbell, or make a great fog-,vhistle blow.
At a dangerous reef 1 or shoal 2 off the land,
a light-ship is so1netimes stationed; so1neti1nes a bell-buoy or a whistling-buoy is
anchored. vVhen the sailor brings his ship
into the harbor, there are red buoys, at his
right hand, and black buoys, at his left, to
Reef: a chain of rocks at or near the surface of
the water.
2 Shoal : shallow place.
1

LIFE·SAV iNG STATION.

other life-saving apparatus, get all the ship,vrecked people ashore, if possible, and then
take them to the station, where they are cared
for until they can proceed on their journey.
In this ,vay 1nany lives are saved every year
on the coasts of the United States and other
countries.
Describe the three pictures on this page.
1Vhat are continents ? Name the six continents. vVhat three continents are united?
vVhat two?
N a1ne the oceans. Bound each. Which is the
largest ocean? The sn1allest? Which ocean
has most islands in it? , Which has fewest ?

,
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N a1ne the arms of the A.tlantic on the
,vest; on the east. Name two seas and a
bay bordering the _Indian Ocean.
vVhat are harbors '? 11/hat are lighthouses? ,Vhat are bell-buoys?

Places bet,veen the equator and tl1e
north pole are said to be in north latitude. Places between the equator and
the south pole are in south latitude.
Si1nilar lines are drawn upon maps
for the sa1ne purpose. These lines,
you 1nust re1nen1ber, are only on the
globes and the n1aps, and not upon
the earth, but
,'Ve sometimes
speak of thern
as though they
were on the
earth itself.

The greatest depth of the ocean has
been found to be about five n1iles.
The height of the highest n1ountains is
a little 1nore
than five 1niles.
Around the
--~: _£_ -- I-border of each
/ p _,, CI PIO
continent the
l,.
Oy E,4.V
.
ocean 1s, as a
rule, not n1ore
Upon the n1ap
than frorn a
point out the
fe,v hundred
north pole ; the
HEMlS?HERES W .TH PA~A!...LE:..S AND MERIDIANS.
feet to a 111ile
south pole; the
deep. Farther out there is a steep equator; the parallels ; the meridians.
Point out as nearly as you can where you
descent into the deep ocean valley.
ioQU TOR

20. Lines on Globes and Maps.
For convenience in finding places on
the globe, certain lines are dra,vn upon
it, son1e fro1n ectst to ,vest, and son1e
frorn north to south. The lines drawn
around the globe fro111 east to ,vest are
called JJarallels, and those fro1n north
to south are called rnericlians. The
line extending east and west around
the globe just mid,vay between the
poles is called the eqnator.

live.
Turn to the map on page 60, ancl trace
the · meridians and the parallels. Point out
so1ne place on the 1nap; another place directly east of it; directly ,vest of it; north
of it; south of it.
Select a place, and na1ne another northeast
of it· one southeast of it; one south,vest of
' north,vest of it. Is there n1ore land
it; one
north of the equator or south of it?

2l. Drawing the Continents.
Here are maps of the continents,
,vhich you are to copy carefully and
to continue copying until you can

DRA vVING THE CON'l'INENTS
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make the1n
quickly. Copy
the1n until
you can easily
•
dra,v thern
••'
,.
,'Vithout looking at the
book.
Before you copy the n1aps draw lines
The map below sho,vs the earth for
on your paper a quarter of an inch apart · a certain distance north and south of
as they are in this map. Each side of the equator, but not all the ,vay to the
each little square represents a thousand poles. It is n1ade as though it ,vere a
1niles. Kno,ving
part of the covthis you can
ering of a globe
tell ho,v large
pulled off and
each continent is,
stretched at the
and how 1nuch
edges so as to lie
larger the large
flat.
c o n t i n e n t s are
Such a map is
than the small
called a Mercator
ones.
map, and shows
MERCATOR MA?.
better than any
Ho,v many miles apart are the northernother kind of n1ap the direction of
most ancl southernmost points of Asia? The
1nost eastern ancl the most western? Answer places fron1 one another over the ,vhole
the same questions about the other continents. earth.
It does not sho,v the true
shape of the
continents as
well as other
n1aps do.
0

0 0

00

Look at the
map on the next
page and tell in
,vhat direction

\
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each continent is from each of the other continents, each ocean from each of the other
oceans, each continent fro1n each ocean.

WAVES, TIDES, AND CURRENTS.

REVIEW QUESTIONS .

vVhat is the shape of the earth?
vVhat is a he1nisphere ?
"\Vhat are continents? Oceans?
What three continents are united? What
t,vo? vVhat continent is not unitecl to any
other?
"\Vhat motions has the earth?
What is the earth's axis? vVhat are the
poles? In ,vhich direction does the earth
turn? Illustrate this by a globe or a ball.
What are parallels? 1Ieridians? vVhat is
the equator? "\Vhich ,vay is north upon 1nost
maps?

22. Air.
Belo,v is a s1nall 1nap of North An1erica.
· Copy it carefully, and then sketch South
The air is all about us.
\Vere
A1nerica beside it in its proper place. Copy
it again, and sketch Europe . in its proper there no air to breathe, ,ve could not
place.
Copy it once
live. The air is so1neti1nes still and
1nore, ancl then sketch
so1netin1es in n1otion. ,Vind is air
Asia in its proper place.
in 1notion. vVere you ever out in
Again copy it, and
sketch in their proper
a strong wind, and did you feel the
places South America,
air press against you? Have yon
Europe, ancl Africa.
.
. d?.
seen
trees
blo,vn
do,vn
by
the
win
Practice doing this freDid you ever sail in a boat blo,-vn
quently when you have
a few 1ninutes of spare
along by the wind? If you have
tin1e. After each sketching look at the n1ap,
noticed these and other such facts,
and see where your sketch can be in1proved.
you 111ust kno,v that air is
very
Belo,v is a map of Europe.
Copy it carefully, and sketch besid:. it real and important part of this ,vorld.
Asia. Copy it again and sketch Africa.
The air surrounds the solid earth on
Again copy it, ancl sketch
all sides and reacl1es 1nany miles (fifty
North America.
You need not wait to do or more) above it.
all . that this lesson directs
before you learn other les23. Waves, Tides, and Currents.
sons. Almost every clay for
several months turn back to this lesson, and
The ,vater of the ocean is never
make some of the drawings which are here
still. Sometimes t he wind blows it
suggested.

a

into great waves that co111e dashing
upon the shores. But even where
there is no wind the ,vaters of the
ocean rise and fall regularly twice in
a little rnore than one day. This rising and falling of the water is called
the tide. In the n1iddle of the ocean
this tide 1nakes a change of only t,vo
or three feet in the depth of the water,
but at the
shores and
in bays and
.
rivers connected ,vith
the ocean
the change
fro1n high
tide to low
LOW TIDE.
tide n1akes
in sorne places n1any feet of difference
in the depth of the \Yater.
Besides the ,-vaves and the tides
there are currents in the ocean that
are like vast rivers running in the
111idst of the ,vaters. One of these
great currents flo,Ys fron1 the Gnlf of
Niexico along the east coast of North
A1nerica a fe,-v miles frorn the shore,
and at length crosses the Atlantic
Ocean to the western shores of Europe. This current is called the "Gulf
Stre;i,m ."
This current of ,vater is many miles
C

in ,vidth and is war111er than the
,vater on either side of it. It makes
the winds that blo,v over it from the
,vest warn1 and 1noist, and so the climate of Western Europe is 1nore warm
and 111oist than it would other,vise be.
A similar current s,veeps past the
islands on the east of Asia and northeast,vard across the Pacific to the shores
of A1nerica.
This makes
the western
shores of
America
,var1ner and
n1ore even
in te1nperature 1 than
HIGH TIDE.
the eastern.

24. Forms of Water.
You kno,v that ,vet clothes hung in
·the _air beco1ne dry, that the ponds by
the roadside dry up, that the water in
pitchers and pails dries away. Damp
things dry faster in warm ,-veather
than in cold. You kno,v these facts;
but you may not know that the
water from the clothes, the pond, and
the pails goes into the air in a for1n
,vhich ,-ve cannot see; yet so it is.
1

Even in tempe,·atu,·e: having only slight changes
from hot to cold or cold to hot.
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If you look at the spout of a teakettle of boiling ,vater, you ,vill notice
that nothing can be seen close to the
spout, but that steam appears in the
air a little way from the spout.
The ,vatery vapor that cornes frorn
the spout of the kettle is partially
cooled in the air and so n1acle visible. 1
There is always son1e ,vatery vapor
in the air. It rises frorn the surface of every exposed bit of ,vater and
from everything that is becorning
dry. vVhen water dries up or takes
the form of vapor, ,ve say it evaporates. \Vhen by cooling it changes
again into a visible forn1, or ,vhen
it changes fron1 mist or cloud into
•
drops of ,vater, it is said to condense.
If a cold plate or knife is placed
in the stea1n escaping from the teakettle, its surface beco1nes covered ,vith
drops of ,vater. This water is the
stean1 condensed . .
If a pitcher of ice water is allowed
to stand in a warm roo1n, it soon becomes moist upon the outside, and
drops of water will finally trickle
do,vn its sides. This water does not
co111e through the pitcher, but is condensed froin the vapor in the surrounding air.
1

Visible: that is visible which can be seen.

FORMS OF vVATER.

The a111ount of vapor the air can
contain depends chiefly upon its
warn1th. The higher the te111perature,2 the greater the an1ount of vapor
the air will hold in the in visible for 111.
vVhen air that is full of rnoisture
is cooled, it leaves sorne of its n1oisture in tl1e for111 of deiu upon any
surface cooler than the air. On a
su111111er night the air near the ground
so111eti111es contains nearly all the water
it can hold. If the night is clear and
cool, cle,v will be forn1ed.
Clouds
keep the heat fro1n leaving the earth,
and this prevents its being cooled ·
enough to condense the invisible
watery vapor into dew. vVhen it is
cold enough to freeze the clew, frozen
de,v or frost is produced.
When the vapor of 1noist air is
condensed at a considei. able height
from the ground, it forn1s clouds.
When the condensation takes place
near the ground, rnist or fog is
forn1ed.
Clouds are sometin1es seen resting
against a mountain side, as in the picture shown on the next page. vV ere
we at the place where the cloud touches
the 111ountain, we would say ,ve were
in a fog; but if we should cli111b abo,·e
the fog, we could looJr do,vn upon
0

2

The higher the temperature, the warmer it is.
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the clouds. W oulcl not this be a to the ocean. In that case we should
strange sight ?
have no ,vater to drink, no moisture for
llaindrops are formed when a, current the plants, no rivers for ships - all
of colder air 1neets a war111er current, the ,vater would be in the ocean,
just as drops were
all the land would
forn1ed on the cold
be dry; no plants
dish ,v hen it n1et
could gro,v, no anithe ,varn1 vapor.
mals could live,
The 111oisture first
no people could
condenses into
live,
ancl
this
clouds, . and then,
would be a dead
if the condensaworld.
tion is continued,
But the great
into rain.
sun, which is as
When it rains,
necessary to us as
the water falls
the earth itself,
upon the land or
lifts the little parupon the ,vater.
ticles of water inS01ne of the ,vater
to the air, the
falling
upon the
particles cool and
.___,
CLOUDS ON A MOUNTAIN
land is dried up.
=
s,oe.
unite into clouds,
by the sun · that
~::-~~=;__,:,,-;•..._-t "-, the wind blows the clouds over the
'
.,, (:7"
"
is, it goes back into the air ,,_~1..,,,-i.._,
land.
again. Some of the water sinks '
,vhen cold air strikes the war1n
into the land and reappears in clouds, the particles of water of ,vhich
springs. The rain that does not sink the clouds are made, fall in rain, and
into the land runs do,vn the slopes the water begins to run back to the
into the strean1s and joins the water ocean again. On its ,vay the thirsty
fro1n the springs. It flo,vs in brooks soil absorbs it, thirsty plants and aniand rivers and some of it finally reaches mals are refreshed by it, and man uses
the ocean.
it in many ,vays.
Were it not for the rain all the
The rain prepares this earth to bewater on the land would quickly run co1ne the hon1e of life.
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25. Effects of Heat on Air.
I£ a fire is lighted on the hearth,
the smoke will go up the cbi1nney. I£
you drop light pieces of paper near the

A BONFIRE.

cold water and war1n water are poured
into a pail ,vhich sinks to the botto1n?
,vhy ?
Air is lighter than water. That is
why bubbles rise through water, and
,vhy the air is above the water instead
of the ,vater being above the air. I£
,ve pour water into a pail, it will go to
the botto1n and push up the air that
is there, and as the water fills the
pail, it will lift the air out.
The heavier fluid gets under the
lighter one and bears it up. You
kno,v oil will float upon ,vater, and
air upon oil; so light air floats upon,
or is held up by, heavy air.
The heaviest air is nearest the earth;
the lighter air rises above the heavier.

fire, they will be dra,vn into it and
carried upward, just as the arro,vs in
this picture sho,v you the ,vind is
drawn toward the bonfire and upward ,vith the heated s1noke. When
a stove draws, hot air is rising through
the pipe, and colder air is coining in
to feed the fire.
Fill a paper bag with air, tie it
tightly, and then take it into a cold
place. The air inside ,vill contract or
occupy less space than before. Hold
the bag to the fire, and the air inside
,vill expand, and perhaps will stretch
the bag until it bursts.
Heat causes air and most other subEFFECT OF Al R CUR~ENTS.
stances to swell or expand. Hence
heated air is lighter than cold air. Near the earth, hot air, which is light,
vVhen cold air and war1n air corne to- is pushed up by the cold air, ,vhich is
gether, ,vhich rises to the top? When heavy. Higher up, the warm air cools.

TEMPERATURE.

In the last picture you see the effect
of opening the door of a war1n room
on a cold clay. Which way does the
cold air rnove ? The ,varm air ?

26. Temperature.
Can you tell by the thermometer
ho,v warm it is ?
A thern1ometer is a tube of glass
with a ball, or bulb, at the botton1
fill ed ,vith mercury.
Since increase of
heat
causes objects to
'
expand, the mercury will expand,
and therefore rise
in the tube, ,vhenever the thern1ometer is made warmer. So by seeing
ho,v high the 1nercury stands, we
A THERMOMETER.
can tell how ,varm
it is. This glass tube has a piece of
metal alongside of it on which marks
are macle. If the thermometer is put
into water that is just freezing, the
mercury ,vill go clown to the point
marked 32 degrees. If it is placed in
boiling water, the mercury will rise to
212 degrees. If the thermometer is
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placed on the wall in a schoolroom
just about warm enough for co1nfort
ancl health, it will stand at 70 degrees.
What effect will holding the thermon1eter in your hand have, if it mark
70 degrees to begin with? Will putting snow on the thermometer cause
the 1nercury to rise or to fall ?
,vhen we say the average temperature of a place is 50 degrees, we n1ean
that a thern1ometer out of doors in the
shade shows an average of 50 degrees.
Is it colder or war1ner than that
where you liye?

27. Effects of the Sunts Heat.
You kno,v that some things are
more easily heated than others.
As you go out into the sunshine
on a ,var1n clay notice ,vhich things
feel vl'armest; the wood, the grass,
the soil, the rock, or the metal. In
the evening? when these things have
cooled, which feels coldest ?
The sun's rays go through some
substances without heating them. Air
is a substance but little heated by the
sun's direct rays; but ,vhen these rays
have heated the earth, then the earth
gives off heat rays that warm the air.
The air is heated by the earth more
than by the direct rays of the sun.
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DurinO'
b the daytin1e in su1n1ner . the
sun heats the land n1ore than it does
the water, so that in the afternoon
the land on the seashore is ,varmer
than the water. The land heats
the air above it more than the water
does the air above it, so that the
air over the water is cooler and
heavier than the air over the land.
Unless prevented by a stronger' wind,
the sea air ,vill flow in upon the land,
under the air that rested upon the
land, and there will be a sea breeze.
· During the night th~ land cools
faster than the water, and to,vards
morning the land becon1es cooler
than the water. The air over the
land is now cooler and , heavier than
that over the water, and so it flows
out over the water and takes the
place of the lighter air. This n1akes
a land breeze.
All ,vinds are caused by the air being
heavier in one place than in another.
The difference in the vveight of the air
is n1ainly due to a difference in the
warmth of the air.
The sun is the great source of heat
for our earth.
The circle in this figure represents
the earth, and the lines A represent
rays of light and heat frorn the sun,
wl1en the sun is directly overhead

to the inhabitants living between 0
and D. The lines B represent the
rays frotn the sun, when the sun is
nearer the horiB
A
zon.1
Notice that the
rays B spread
over rnore of the
earth's surface
than the rays A:
hence fe,ver fall
bet,veen O and D.
Therefore less
heat reaches the
earth bet.ween 0
and D fron1 B
SUN 'S RAYS , DIRECT AND
,vhen tl1e sun is
OBLIQUE.
near the horizon,
than from A when the sun is overhead.
,v e should ren1ember that tl1e
earth is al,vays cooling, or sending
heat off into space, and that were it
not for the heat which it constantly
receives from the sun, the eartl1 would
soon becon1e too cold to live upon.
e know how 1nuch the earth cools
in a fe,v hours of darkness, so that
before sunrise in the 1norning it is
usua,lly much cooler than it was the
evening before.
In the winter season vve feel the

,v

The horizon is the place where the earth and sky
seem to meet.
1

ZONES.

loss of the heat which tl1e earth has
sent out into the great cold space in
,vhich it moves; and did not the sun
rise higher above the horizon in spring
and sum1ner than it does in winter,
,ve should have a never-ending winter,
which would grow colder and colder,
until nothing could live.
But ,vhile ,ve ~tre having our winter,
the sun is shining hot upon the people
,vho live south of the equator, and
they are having their summer. When
it becon1es sumn1er ,vith us again, it
is ,vinter ,vith the1n.

28. Zones.
The . sun gives most heat to those
parts of the earth near the equator,
and least to those near the poles.
Hence the earth near the equator is
hot, and near the poles, cold.
The belt of land and ,vater near
the equator is always hot. The belts
around the poles are very cold for
a great part of the year. Bet,veen
the hot belt and each of the cold
belts there is a belt of land and
water not so hot as the one nor so
cold as the other. Zone n1eans belt,
'
and torrid means hot, so we call the
hot belt, which lies on each side of
the equator, the torrid zone. Frigid
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means cold. There are two frigid
zones, one surrounding each pole. The
belts between the torrid zone and the
frigid zones are called the temperate zones, because they are neither
very hot nor very cold. . Of course,
those parts of the te1nperate zones
near the t,orrid zone are quite ,var1n,
much like the torrid zone, and those
parts of the te1nperate zone near the
frigid zones are quite cold. So we
have a ,var1n te1nperate zone and a
cool temperate zone north of the equator, and a warm temperate and a cool
ten1perate zone south of the equator.
Ho,v many zones are there? What are
the divisions of the ten1perate zones?
As ,ve go fron1 the equator north or
south, what change in temperature
will we usually find? We see that
a difference in the latitude of places
makes a difference in the te1nperature
of the places.
If we climb a high 1nountain, ,ve
find that the air gro,vs colder toward
the top. Often high 1nountains are
covered ,vith snow at the top, even
though they are in the torrid zone.
You have learned that the higher a
region is, the colder it is.
You ,vill learn more about zones
and where they are by looking at
the maps on the next page.

PLANT LIFE.
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vVhat is ,vind? 1:Vbat is ·watery
vapor? vVhen is vapor said to be invisible? vVhat are son1e of the names.
given to visible ,vatery vapor?
1Vhat does evaporate 1nean? vVhat
does condense 111ean?
Does hot air hold 1nore or less
,vatery vapor than cold air? If air
cools, does it give off or take up mois-tnre ? Does dew form on clear nights
or on cloudy nights ? vVhat is the
difference bet-ween fog and cloud/
De,v and frost ? Explain the cause o±
land breezes ancl sea breezes. 1Vhich
is the 1norning breeze, the land breeze.
or the sea breeze ? 1Vhy ?
At ,vhat ti1nes in the day is the su11
near the horizon? Do you think the
space between us and the 1noon is.
wann or cold ? vVhich heats faster,
land or ,vater? 1Vhiclt cools faster,
land or ,vater? In the su1n1ner season
is the land or the ,vater the warn1er ?
In the ,vinter season is the land or the
,vater the colder ? vVhich varies 1110s t ·
in te1n peratnre through the year, land
or ,vater ? Are the changes from heat
to cold greater in the interior of a continent or on its coasts? Where is the
hot belt of the earth ? vVhere are the
coldest regions ? vVhat is the te1nperature of the regions between those hottest and those coldest ?
Are the hottest sun1111ers and the
coldest ,vinters on the shores of the
continents or in the interior? Why'?
What are the cold zones called ?
The hot zone? Draw a n1ap showing
the zones. 1V'rite in each zone its
na111e. In ·which zone ,vonld you pre-fer to live?

'·-

This 1nap of plant life shov,s you more
clearly than a 111ap of the zones could ,vhere
plants of different kinds grow.
Notice that certain kinds of plants are
found together, that so1ne plants gro,v only

in a fe,v places, and that others are ,videly
scattered, gro,ving in regions which. are far
separated and differ 1nuch in te1nperature.
Consult this map whenever you read about
plants.

•

29. Plants of the Torrid Zone.
Look at the n1aps on page 40, and
see what part of each continent is
within the torrid zone. vVhich continent has no land within the torrid
zone?
Not only is this the hot zone of the
world, but it is also the zone where the
1nost rain falls.
In this zone of continual su1nmer

•

1nany kinds of plants find a home well
suited to their gro,vth, and here there
are the richest and densest forests of
the world.
The trees of this zone are chiefly
pahn trees, which do not lose their
leaves regularly every year, as most
of our trees do.
The plants which give food to the
people of this hot region are different
fron1 rnost of those raised near your
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homes. In this region the people live
n1ostly upon bananas, breadfruit, and
cocoanuts.
The banana is the main food of a
large part of the people who live in
tropical South
America and
on the islands
of the Pacific,
where . every
garden has its
banana trees.
An acre of
banana trees
produces 1nore
BANANA TREE.
than a hun-

It produces three crops a year. The fruit
often weighs four pounds. It is like a strawberry in shape, but has a rind like a pineapple. vVhen baked in a pit or oven, it
resen1bles heat bread.

dred ti1nes as 111uch food as an acre
of wheat.

The cocoanut-paln1 grows about
eighty feet high, and is crowned ,vith a
tuft of leaves, each of ,vhich is four to
seven yards long.
The fruit hangs
in clusters at the
base of the leaves.

A banana tree has beautiful broad leaves
which look s01newhat like those of a calla
lily. It gro,vs fro1n ten to fifteen and even
t,venty feet high. 1iVhen t,vo years old, the
tree bears fruit and then dies, but a number
of young shoots spring up around the old stein.
Even the trunk is of use, for it contains a
fiber ahnost as soft as silk, which can be
woven into fine 1nuslin.

Our bananas co1ne fron1 Central
A1nerica, the ,vest Indies, and Florida,
the southeastern peninsula of the
United States. See 1nap, page 41.
The breadfruit tree is found chiefly
on the islands of the Pacific. It grows
to a height of forty or fifty feet.

,v

PLANTS OF 'l'HE TORRID ZONE.

The spices, as pepper, cloves, nutmeg, cinna1non, are all natives of tropical countries. They are obtained chiefly

BLACK PEPPER ,

BREADFRUIT.

Every part of this
tree is of great use.
The kernel of the nut
gives food and oil, the
1nilk is a refreshing
drink, the shells are .
made into drinkingcups, the fibers of the
husks enclosing the
COCOANUT-PALM.
fruit are t,visted into
rope. The leaves are used for thatching
houses, and are ,voven into n1ats and baskets,
while the trunk of the tree furnishes timber.

NUTMEG.

fro1n the islands southeast of ~'i.sia.
Pepper is the dried fruit of a cli1nbing shrub. The fruit of the red pepper
is dried, ground, mixed ,vith flour, and
baked into cakes. The cakes are then
ground into very fine po,vder.
Cloves are the dried buds of flo,vers.
The clove tree gro,vs very high. The
word clove con1es from another ,vord
meaning a nail.
Can you see
that a clove
looks like a nail?
Cinna1non is
the dried bark
of cinna1non
trees.
CLOVES .
A nutn1eg
tree looks very n1uch like an orange
tree. Upon a nutrneg tree flo,vers
and fruit are found gro,ving at the
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sa1ne time. Is this true of our fruitbearing trees? Nutineg is the seed
of the fruit.

COFFEE.

Coffee is the fruit of a tropical plant
that is raised n1ostly in Brazil and the
East Indies. See rnap, page 41.
After the plant reaches a height of
six feet or a little 1nore, its top is cut
off. The tree bears small white flo,vers
for eight months. The fruit is gathered three ti1nes a year. The seeds,
or coffee beans,
are gathered
and then prepared for market by being
put on mats to
dry in the sun.
.
Tea lS the
dried leaves of
>
a plant that
TEA.
gro,vs in both
tropical and ten1perate regions. It is
cultivated in China, Japan, southern
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Asia, and some other countries.
1nap, page 41.

See

Each leaf is carefully picked, roasted on
pans over a fire, and rolled by hand. To do
this requires a great deal of -work, and tearaising pays only -where labor is cheap. The picture on page 43 shows you a Japanese gathering tea leaves;
in his hoine, Japan,
labor is cheap.

RICE FIELD.

The leaves are ,voven into n1ats and
bags, the leaf-stalks into baskets, and
the ,voocl is used in 1naking houses.
I11 northern Africa the seeds of the
elates are roasted and used as coffee
Rice is the n1ain food of a large part
of the people of eastern and southeastern Asia and of parts of South Africa.
It is also cultivated in the southeastern
part of tl1e United
States.
Rice grows best upon
lo,v lands that are soineti111es under ,vater and
,vhere the cliinate is
,vann and sho,vers are
frequent. Land upon
which rice gro,vs -will
raise but little else,
and so in regions ,vhere
it grows it becoines the
main article of foo cl.

In the hot and the
,var1n belts, dates and
rice are in1portant articles of food. The datepalm grows in very
SOWING RlCE.
dry . soils ; rice grows
Next to the food
in very rnoist soils. The date is often
.
plants,
cotton
1s
called the " Bread of the Desert," for it
is the, chief food in the desert regions the plant of greatof northern Africa and southwestern est use to n1an. It
Asia. A date-pa1m ,vill bear fruit for is a tropical plant
COTTON PLANT.
more than t,vo hundred years. Dates raised in Brazil,
are eaten both fresh and dried. ,vine India, Egypt, and the United States.
and vinegar is made fro1n tl1e fruit. Find these countries on the 1nap.
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It is gro,vn more abundantly in our Southern States than anywhere else.
Here the plant is an annual,1 but the tree cotton of South Arnerica and
Africa is obtained from a plant which lives 1nany years.
In the picture of the cotton fields, you can see ho,v cotton
is raised. The pods, or bolls, containing the seeds and the
fiber around the1n, -ai·e picked by hand and taken to a
gin, ,vhich by n1eans of sa,v-like teeth draws away
the fiber from the seeds. The fiber or cotton
lint is packed in bales and sent off to be 1nanufactured into cotton cloth. The finest cotton
is called sea-island cotton; .sewing-thread is
1nade froin its fiber. The fibers of the stalk
of the cotton plant are ,voven into bagging or
1nade into pulp for fine writing paper, and
the seeds of the
plant contain a
useful oil.
.A._nother kind
of cotton 1s

LOADING COTTON.

called upland
cotton. This,
as the na111e
tells yon, is
gro,vn on the
land back of
the low lands
PICKING COTTON.
near the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts. 'rhese t\vo kinds of cotton, "seaisland" and "upland," are natives of North 1\.merica, and are the kinds preferred by 111anufacturers.
Cotton can be cultivated ,vith success in n1any parts of
the -world. It was first raised in India 1nore than two thousand years ago. The Indians of Ainerica used cotton before
the tiine of Cohunbus, and 1nacle of it garinents ancl covering for
their huts.
COTTON PICKERS' CABINS.
The first successful cotton factory in the United States was established in 1790. Though cotton is grown in the southern part only of the United States, it is
1nanufactured mostly in the northeastern part.
1

Ann,wl: a plant living but a season.
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30. Animals of the Torrid Zone.
In the torrid zone live the largest
and fiercest ani1nals. There are the lion

LION.

I

I

PLANTS OF THE TEMPERATE ZONE.

chestnut, the ,valnut, the maple. In
the cooler part of the north te1nperate zone; 111ost of the trees are pine,
spruce, ~tncl hernlock.

ELEPHANT.

PANTHER.

The chief food plants are sugarand the pantl1er, the great elephant of
the plains of Asia and Africa, and the cane, corn, wheat, oats, and potatoes.
Sugar-cane groYvs only in the warn1er
camel of the plains and deserts. You
will learn more about these ani1nals part of this belt near the torrid zone.
'\Vheat gro"1 s best
,vhen you study
in the central part
the
conn tries
of the north te1nwhere they live.
perate zone. Corn
In this zone are
thrives best in a
birds of the 1nost
cli1nate ,var1ner,
beautiful plumage
and oats in a
ancl insects of brilclimate cooler,
liant hues, as well
than that suited
as the n1ost danto wheat.
gerous snakes ancl
Sugar is made
other reptiles.
CAMELS.
from sugar-cane,
3l. Plants of the Temperate Zones. beets, and the sap of the maple tree.
In these zones there are few pahns,
but instead gro,v the forest trees ,vith
which you are familiar, the oak, the

The sap is pressed out _of the sugar-cane
stalks by crushing the1n between heavy rollers, and then it is boiled till sugar is for1ned.
Molasses is another product of sugar-cane.

Sugar-cane grows
in India ancl the
East Indies, the
West Indies, South
A1nerica, the Hawaiian Islands, and
the southern part of
the United States.
Fin cl the I-Ia waiian
Islands on the n1ap,
SUGAR-CANE HARVEST. WHEAT
page 41.
CORN FIELD.
Corn requires a
,varm cli1nate, ,vith n1uch sunshine
and many
sho,vers.
•
In the United States it is raised
chiefly in the central part. It is also
raised in South An1erica, in southeastern Europe, and on the shores of
the Indian Ocean.
This plant is a native of A1nerica,
and ,vas the only grain cultivated by
the Indians when the Ne,v '\Vorld was
discovered; hence it is often called
Indian corn.
Wheat is the principal grain eaten
. by the _people of the United States
and of Europe. Large quantities of
,vheat raised in the United States are
sent to Europe every year.
Oats gro,v well in a soil less fertile
than is required for ,vheat or corn.
In our country they are raised mainly
I in the northern part. Here they are

FIELD.
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used. chiefly as food. for horses. The best in the ,varn1 te1nperate zones,
people of northern Europe use large though it can be gro\vn in the cool
temperate. Its qualities depend very
quantities of oat1neal for food..
The potato is an i1nportant arti- 1nnch upon the soil and the clirnate.
As much
cle of food.
tobacco is
are
There
raise cl in
t,vo differthe United
ent plants
States as in
known
as
the rest of
potatoes.
the ,vorld.
The s,veet
potato gro,vs
There are
in our southseveral kinds
ern states,
of tobacco. In
TOBACCO FIELD.
this country
and in so1ne
localities farther north. It requires a it is a broacl-leaved plant ,vith a thick, juicy
stein, growing from three to six feet or more
war1ner clirnate than that ada,pted. to
in height.
the Irish potato.
Flax is a plant of great value.
The Irish potato is raised. largely
Fro1n its fibers linen is
in the northern states and Canada.
,voven, while the seed
Though a native of An1er1ca, it is n1ore
furnishes linseed. oil, an
extensively cultiv<ited in northern
oil used in 1nixing paints.
Europe and. in the British Isles, than
Hemp is a plant somein the United States. See 1nap, p. 41.
what like flax ; but its
Twelve tin1es as n1any bushels of
fibers are coarser and
potatoes are raised in Europe every
stronger.
year as are raised in the United
Both he1np and flax
States.
FLAx.
are gro,vn chiefly in EuTobacco is one of the plants that
was cultivated by the Indians in this rope, but they are also cultivated in
country before its discovery by Co- the United States.
The principal fruit trees of the cool
lumbus. White people learned the use
of tobacco frorn the Indians. It grows temperate zone are the apple, peach,

PLANTS AND ANIMALS OF THE FRIGID ZONES.

pear, plum, and cherry. Do you know
any trees that bear nuts?
The fruits of the ,varmer localities
are the orange, len1on, pineapple, and
olive.

ORANGES.

32. Animals of the Temperate Zones.
In the te1nperate zones there are few
wild anin1als, for in these zones ,vhich
are
mostly
thickly settled
by n1an, most of
the n1ore harn1fnl ,vild animals
have been ki11ed.
Here the dornestic ani111als
are reared. Don1estic ani1nals ,,,v,;.,,.
. ,,
are ta1ne an1- _.,._s,,
mals \vhich are cared for by n1an,
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because they are of use to him. Name
some of then1, and tell in what ways
they are useful.

33. Plants and Animals of the
Frigid Zones.
The frigid zones are nearly destitute of food plants. Only mosses and
stunted shrubs, and
trees like the willo,v
gro,v there.
There is anirnal
SEAL.
life in these frozen
regions, for the seals are protected
fron1 the cold by soft fur, the ducks

WH .l.LE.

by do,vny feathers, and the whales by
great stores of fat.
REVIEW QUESTIONS.

In what part of the ·world are the densest
forests? 1Vhat are some of the important
trees of the tropical regions ? What parts of
,vhat. continents are bebveen the tropics?
What are the important trees of the north
te1nperate zone?
vVhat are the grain foods of the torrid
zone? Of the warm temperate? Of the
cool temperate?

,;.
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What are the fruits of the torrid zone?
Of_the warm temperate ? Of the cool te1nperate?
Describe the cocoa-pahn.
The banana. The elate.
Where are spices found?
vVhence do ,ve get our coffee? Tea?
Where is rice grown?
Tell ,vhat you can about
cotton.
vVhat are ,vilcl · animals ? vVhat are clo1nestic ani1nals? ,4:re
·wild ani1nals nun1erous
where 1nen are nu1nerous? Are the te1nperate,
the torrid, or the frigid
zones 111 o st cl e n s e 1y
populated ? v,Vhy ? In
which of these zones are
fo11ncl the 1nost wild
ani1nals? Do you
think that sn1all
islands have
1nany large
,vil cl beasts ?

•
•

HOMES.

vVhat are son1e of the ani1nals
of the tor~id zone? The te1nperate

.,-- .,.. --

zones ? The frigid zone? Do ,ve go to the
north or to the south for flu's? vVhat reasons
can you give for this? In what
zone are the 1nost beauti.
ful birds? The most
poisonous reptiles'?

34. Civilization.

In studying
about the people
who live in different parts of . the
,,·orld you ,vill find that they
differ very 1nuch in the way
they live.
,
Savage People.- Some of the natives of Africa live in caves and holes
in the ground, or in little huts made
,vithont tools, and their only food is ,vild
plants and anirnals. Such people are called
savages. 1VIany of the people who live on the
islands in the Pacific Ocean are savages.
Barbarous People. -Other tribes in Afric~
live in n1ore comfortable huts, cultivate the soil,
and have flocks and herds. They have advanced beyond. the savage state, but ,ve call
thei:n barbarous people because they have not

OCCUPATIONS.
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yet learned. how to · do n1any things ple? Which are country homes ? Which
skillfully, or ho,i\' to live comfortably. is a ho1ne in a village? vVhich 1s a hon1e
in a city? •
There are 111any barbarous tribes in
35. Occupations.
Asia and Africa, ctncl also a111ong the
An1erican Indians.
The ,vants of the savage or of the
The great difference bet,veen savage barbarian are very fe,v. He makes
and barbarous people is that barbarous for himself a few ,veapons with ,vhich
people have learned to cultivate the to hunt, and a fe,v utensils in ,v hich
soil and keep do1nestic c1,ni1nals. Do to cook or store his food. If he has
you suppose this
a flock o_r herd,
makes life rnore
he wanders from
con1fortable for
one place to anthem? In what
other in search
zone do n1ost
of pasturage for
savage people _
his animals.
probably live ?
He learns to
Why?
rnake tents that
C·ivilized P eocan be pnt up
ple. - Most of
or taken down
the people of the
quickly.
HOUSE IN NORTHERN EUROPE.
world have laws
Whctt are
and rulers to govern thern; they have some of the ,vants of civilized people?
schools and churches, factories and
To satisfy all these ,vants, the civilshops, railroads and telegraph lines. ized ,vorld has become a great workThey n1anufacture 111any kinds of shop of busy people.
goods, some of which they exc.hange
The farmers cultivate the crops
for the products of foreign co~1ntries. and care for the ctnimals that furThey have books, ne,vspapers, and pic- nish food, clothing, and service. The
tures, and Jive in cot11fortable ho1nes. miners obtain the ores and 1netals
All such people are civi_lized.
found in the earth. The n1anufacturers turn the 1naterials obtained
vVhich of the homes sho,vn on these two
pages are those of savage people? Which, of from the rnines, from trees, plants,
barbarous people? Which, of civilized peo- or animals into useful articles, ,vhich
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COMMERCE.

commerce.
Goods
are constantly being sent from different parts of our
country to other
parts, which need
them but do not produce them. Many
things are also sent
out of our country
to other countries,
and 1nany things
are brought from
other countries to
our own.
Commerce which is carried on entirely within a country is called do1nestic commerce. Commerce carried
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where rivers furnish abundant
water po,ver, or where coal
can be obtained for stea1n
po,ver. Cities built upon rivers
or lakes can beco1ue the centers
of trade ,vith other parts of the
country, and cities having fine
harbors can carry on trade with
countries across the ocean. The
occupations of the people of any
place depend upon its location and
natural resources.

MANUFACTURING, M!NlNG, GRAZING, AND FARMING SCENES.

36. Commerce.

the traders distribute to those ,vho use
the1n.
What are the principal occupations
carried on in the place ,vhere you live?
Where the land is very fertile agricul,ture is the chief industry. '\Vhere
the earth is rich in valuable ores or
metals mining is extensiYely carried
on. l\1anufactures can flourish only

No one class of people ca11 raise or
1nanufacture all the necessities of life.
People 1nust either exchange goods
,vith one another, or sell so1ne of
their o,vn p)loducts to purchase the
products of others. To aid in this
exchange, n1any people make it their
occupation to buy and sell goods.
Such people are engaged in trade or

•

SHIPPING .

LOGGING SCENE,

on between places in different countries is called foreign comnierce.
Goods ,vhich are sent out of a country are called its exports. Those which
are brought into it
are called its imJJorts.
vVhat is commerce ?
1Vhy is it necessary for
sorne people to engage
in cornmerce ? What
is dornestic commerce?
vVhat is foreign commerce ? What are exports? What are imports?
vVhere do the people
engage in farming? Is
farming carried on
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more in the temperate or in the frigid zone?
vVhy? Are there more farmers in the te1nperate or in the torrid zone? Why? Is
farming carried on largely in mountainous
regions ? "\Vhat are naturally the occupations
of people in 1nountainous regions ?
Where are 1nanufactures likely to be n1ost
abundant? How is power obtained to move
machinery ? Can a country with no coal
mines be a great 1nanufactnring country ?
Where must cities be located to have great
commerce?
,
Are there any kinds of business not 1nentioned in this lesson ? What are they ?

1nost of the people of our country
belong, and is the race most advanced
in civilization. The people of this race
are of various co1nplexions, but all,
whether light or
dark, are quite
different in color
from the other
races.
The people of
the white race are
the most intelliYELLOW MAN.
37. Races of Men.
gent in the ,vorld.
The people of different parts of the They live more co1nfortably than the
world vary greatly, not only in the people of other races, and support
way they live, but also in appearance, churches and schools. l\£ost of the
in size, in for1n, in the color of the people of North and South An1erica,
skin, and in the shape of the head. of Europe, and of southern and westPeople much alike in these respects, ern Asia belong to this race. They are
but unlike all other people, are grouped increasing in nurnbers, and through
together and called a race.
their influence some of the otl1er races
There are five are becoming more civilized.
races of men.
The Chinese and the Japanese are
The white race, the best specimens of the yellow race.
the yellow race, l\£ost of the people of this race live in
the black race, northern and eastern Asia. Their
the red race, and dress and manner of living are very
the brown race. different frorn ours, and they are in
Each race re- 1nany respects very interesting. These
WHITE MAN.
ceives its narne people are increasing in ntunbers, and
from the color of the people belonging rnany of them are imitating the _custon1s and dress of the white race.
to it.
The negroes belong to the black race.
The white race is the one to which

I

GOVERNMENT.
Those in this country are civilized, many
of them are educated, and they live and dress
like the white race. They are descendants of
people ,vho were brought from Africa to be
slaves to the ear Iy
inhabitants of this
country. Most of
the negroes in the
southern part of
the United States
were slaves until
the Civil War,
when they were
BLACK MAN,
set free.

The black race occupies the central
and southern part of Africa, sorne
parts of Australia, and some of the
Pacific Islands.
The American Indians are the red
race.
"\Vhen people of the white
race first came to An1erica the Indians they found
here were savages.
Some of them
are savage still,
but many of thern
have been educated in schools
and have become
civilized.
They
RED MAN.
have been gradually driven ,vest by the white people,
until there are not many of them left
in the eastern part of our country.
The l\£alay peninsula at the southeast of Asia, and 1nany of the islands
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in the Indian and Pacific Oceans, are
inhabited by a race of people called
the bro,vn race.
You will learn many interesting
things about the races as you study
about the different countries in which
they live.

38. Government.
Do you live in the country, or in a
village, or in a city ?
A place where there are not many
houses near one another is called a
country place.
If there is a
cluster of several houses near
together, the
place is called a
village ; and if
there are a great
sRowN MAN.
many houses a,nd people in a pla,ce, it
is called a town or city.
People n1ust have laws to govern
thern; they must have officers to see
that the laws are obeyed and that
things needful for the general good
are done. Making and carrying out
the laws is government. The place
where the laws for a country are
made is called its capital; the building in ,vhich the law-makers assemble
is called the ca,pitol.
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The people who make their
own laws or have them
rr1ade by their
own rulers
for1n a nation.
The territory of
an independent nation
is called a country. The
nation to w hicl1 "'e belong is
the United States of Arnerica, and
a very large and strong nation it is.
The United States, France and Switzerland
in Europe, and most of the countries of South
Ainerica are Republics; that is, they are
countries ,vhere the people choose their o,vn
officers and the 1nen who make their laws.
The chief officer of a republic is called the
President. ,Vho is no,v the president of the
United States?
CITY, COUNTRY, AND VILLAGE.
Tl1ere are other
countries ,vhicl1 are called Monarchies, ,vhere tl1e
one who is at the l1ead of the government, the
monarch, is not chosen by the people, but inherits
his riaht to rule. This monarcl1 is called a King
b
.
G
or a Queen in Spain, an Emperor 111 er111any, a
Sultan in Turkey, a Cz"ar cir a Czarina in Russia, a
Mikado in Japan, a Queen or a Ki11g in England.
The man who rules a savage or a barbarous
tribe is called a chief.
A country governed by a king or queen is called
a Kingdo1n.
A CHINESE OFFICIAL.
A country governed by an emperor or e1npress,
a czar or czarina, . a sultan or a n1ikado, is called an E1npire.

GOVERNMENT.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS.
There are many portions of the
world that are not independent. They
What is a savage? v'11here are savages
belong to s0111e nation more powerful found? VVhat are their wants? How do
they live?
than they are.
These dependent
VVho are barbarous people? Ho,v do civiregions are usually called colonies or lized people differ fron1 savages and barbarous
.
people ? VVhat are the different races of
provinces.
There are a few independent coun- men?
1Vhat do fariners do ? Miners ? Manutries in Africa, but most of this con- facturers? Traders? Upon what does the ·
tinent is divided into various regions occupation of a place depend?
VVhat is a country place? A village ? A
that belong to nations in Europe.
city? Ho,v is a city governed? What is
Australia is divided into several col- govern1nent ? vVhat is the difference bebveen
onies that belong to the British a capital and a capitol? [The capitol is at
E1npire. 'l'he nations of Europe hold Washington, the capital of the United States.]
control of nearly all the i111portant vVhat is a nation? What is a country ? To
·what nation do we belong? What is a repubislands of the world except Japan.
lic? A monarchy?

CZAR OF RUSSIA.

MIKADO OF JAPAN.

QUEEN OF ENGLAND.

INDIAN CHIEF.
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NORTH AMERICA.

Refer to these rr1aps continually as
you read the text and the questions.
You have studied the continents as
The Highlands. - vVhere is the great
to their size and shape, and have mountain system of North An1erica ?
learned ,vhere they are. No,v you Where is a smaller systen1?
will · learn about
Where does the
their rnountain sysRocky
l\iountain
te1ns, their plains
syste1n lie nearest
and lo,vlands, and
the Pacific Coast ?
their rivers.
"\Vhere farthest
A study of the elefro1n it?
Yations and slopes
The Appalachian
of the land may be
system, in the eastcalled a study of
ern part of North
'-,
relief, and a study
k;
k;
America, is shorter
'"I
of rivers and the
',
" and lo,ver than the
basins ,vhich they
_.Rocky
l\iountain
drain n1ay be called
systen1. Is it the
a study of drainage.
same dista,nce from
NORTH AMERICA
A relief 1nap is one
the ocean in its
Key to Re li ef Map
,vhich shows the
northern and its
highlands, lowlands, and slopes of the southern parts ?
land.
The Loiulancls ancl Drainage BaOn the opposite page is a relief map sins._:___ The great central plain extends
of North An1erica, and above is a key from the Gulf of l\iexico on the south
n1ap, on which are the names of the to Hudson Bay and the Arctic Ocean
parts of the relief map.
on the north. A lo,v divide separates

39. Relief and Drainage.
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the waters running south from those
Of what basin might the Mississippi basin
runnin.g north and east in this central be called a part ?
vVhich of the drainage basins of North
plain.
America is the largest? Name two rivers of
On the map of North America trace the Atlantic syste1n. Na1ne one in1portant
with a pencil frorn the right bank of tributary of the Mississippi on the east and
the Mississippi at its mouth around to one on the west. Find two in1portant rivers
of the Pacific basin. What is the chief river
•
the left bank opposite the place of of the Arctic
basin? In which basin are the
starting without crossing any stream Great Lakes ?
or body of water. See map, page 58.
The line you have traced shows the 40. Animal Life of North America.
watershed of the Mississippi. Enclosed
by this watershed is all the land drained · Niany of the animals in the northby the Mississippi River. This is the ern part of North America, such as
basin of the Mississippi. Show on the the · seal, the polar bear, the sable,
map where this basin comes nearest to and the Arctic fox, are hunted for
the Atlantic Ocean. Where nearest their valuable fur.
to the Arctic Ocean. Where nearest
to the Pacific Ocean.
North Arnerica has an Arctic basin,
a Hudson Bay basin, a St. Lawrence
basin, an Atlantic and Gulf basin, a
Mississippi basin, a Pacific ba· in, and
also some s1naller basins.
Trace each of these basins as you
did the :lVIississippi basin.
SEALS.
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The divide ·which separates the St. Lawrence basin fron1 the Mississippi basin is so
low that a canal has been cut from Lake
lVrichigan to a tributary of the ~fississippi.
The head waters of the Red River of the
North ahnost 111ingle ·with those of the Mississippi. See map, page 68.
The Hudson Bay basin and the St. Lawrence basin might be considered part of the
Atlantic basin.

Seals live together in herds. They
are sometirnes carried southward from
the polar regions upon blocks of Ice
which have broken off from the
main body of ice, and are captured
off the coasts of Newfoundland and
Labrador.
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The skins of seals are n1ade into leather.
The oil made from their layers of fat, or
blubber, is used in tanning and in making
soap. The seals whose fur is valuable are
found in Bering Sea.

and it is for this blubber and the
whalebone found in its 111onth that it
is hunted and
k:illed.
The skin of
the musk-ox, so
narned fro111 its
odor, is n1ade
into clothing
GR1zzLY BEAR.

The polar bear, sometimes called
the white bear, is the largest of all
bears. It is a
very heavy animal, ,veighing
sometimes, as ,by the people of the Arctic regions.
The fiercest anin1al of our contirnuch as ten
POLAR BEAR.
n1en together, nent is the grizzly bear, whose ho1ne is
but it is · a good swimmer and diver,
and in the icy waters of the far north
it dives for the fishes which it eats.
It will v,atch many hours at a hole in
the ice under which it knows a seal has
con1e for air, and then, ·with one powerful blow·
of its paw will kill the seal as it comes up
to the surface of the ice.

!!

"

The walrus is a huge animal that
lives on the ice and the shores near by.
It is captured
mostly ·for its
ivory tusks.
Its thick skin
is useful for
WALRUS.
making tough
leather for harness, while the blubber
underneath its skin yields a valuable
oil.
The whale has a much thicker
layer of blubber than the walrus,

BLACK BEAR.

WOLF.

in the Rocky and Sierra Nevada mountain region. It is strong enough to
•
kill an ox and carry off its heavy body.
Other wild animals
are afraid of it.
The grizzly bear has
long hair, a 1nixture
of brow·n, black, and
·white in color.
Black bears and
,volves live in the
northern forests.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN GoAT.

A111ong the Rocky l\1ountains there
are flo cks of ,vild sheep and goat~.
Herds of bison, huge anin1als ref;

sembling oxen, and con1monly called buffaloes, once roamed
over the plains

BEAVERS AND THEIR WORK.

of North A111erica, but
they are now found only
in parks and zoological
gardens.
In Canada, beavers build houses of
trees, brush, and stone plastered together with 111ud.
These houses are quite as
skillfully made as the abodes
of sorne savage tribes of men.
The houses are built
in the water, with the entrance below the surface.
To keep the water high
enough in sun1mer, the
beavers often build dains
across the strean1. Their
food is the roots of ,vater
DEER.
lilies and other plants,
and the bark and tender twigs of the trees
growing by the lake or river.
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Deer and antelopes are also
found in this
continent. These
animals are
very graceful
BISON.
in form and
very tin1id and swift. The horns of
deer are shed every year, and another
pair grows very quickly, ,vhile those
of the antelope grow
slowly and are not shed.
In every continent, except
Australia, some deer and
antelopes are found.
T·he eagle is the swiftest
and fiercest
of North
A1nerican birds. ,vhy
is the picture of the
en,gle so co111mon in
the United States?
In countries around
the Gulf of Mexico live
fierce reptiles called
EAGLE.
alligators. I-lard plates protect the

ALLIGATOR.

back and sides of these reptiles. Like
snakes and turtles, alligators lay their
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eggs in the sand and leave them there
to be hatched by the sun. In the dry
season, they bury themselves in the
n1ud and sleep.

4l. Countries of North America.
Look at the rnap and na1ne the
countries of North An1erica. '\Vhat
cou11try occupies the best part of North
Arnerica? What country is north of
it? South?
The peninsula of · Alaska in the
northwestern part of North America
is a part of the United States.
Central A1nerica is not one country,
but contains several independent countries.
•
The capital of the United States is
\Vashingtou; that of the Dominion of
Canada is Ottawa; and that of Mexico
is the City of Mexico.
Point out these cities oh the map
and tell where each is situated.
Greenland is a large island belonging to Denmark, and so is often called
Danish America. Find Denmark on
the map, p. 123.
REVIEW QUESTIONS.

What part of North America is in the
torrid zone? In the te1nperate zone? In the
frigid zone ? Bound North America.
N a1ne t,vo islands that belong t.,. N 01-th

A.1nerica. Are there 1nany islands near North
An1erica? How many large gulfs and bays
are there around North America? What
two large bodies of water are there between
North America and South A1nerica? Find
five peninsulas of North An1erica. Name
them and tell ,vhere each is. Is there a gulf
or bay near each ?

42. The First Inhabitants of
America.
Four hundred years ago,
when Columbus reached
the western
continent, he
did not kno~'
that he had
coLuMsus.
discovered a
ne,v world, but thought he had come
to India, in the eastern part of Asia.
He therefore called the people whorn
he found, Indians, and by this name
all the native people of North and
South America have since been called.
These Indians were quite unlike
any people of the Old World. They
were reddish brown or copper-colored,
and hence were called Red Men.
They painted their faces and bodies so
that they ,vere hideous looking. On
their heads they wore feather plurnes,

THE FIRST INHABITANTS OF AMERICA.
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around their bodies a girdle and short taught the red n1en how to use fireskirt, on their legs leather leggings, arms; soon these savage tribes were
and upon their feet shoes of soft using firearms so effectively in warleather, which they called moccasins. fare a1nong the1nselves as well as
Sometimes they put on long robes of against the white 1nen. that their
'
buffalo or deer skin, which often had numbers were greatly diminished.
a deep fringe made of hair taken from After a time many of them learned
the heads of the men whorn
how to cultivate the soil and
they had killed and
to care for flocks and
scalped. They were
herds, and gradually
savages, you see,
they settled down
but they were
to a peaceful
yery skillful in
life.
making
bows
Indians are
and arrows and
now found in
birch-bark cac
nearly all parts
noes, in huntof South A1nering and fishing,
ica, especially
and in finding
in the secluded
'
their ,vay through
valleys and dense
dense forests. They
forests, and in the
kne,v rnuch about the use
western part of North
of the plants and herbs that
Arnerica.
INDIAN IN BIRCH-BARK CANOE.
grew in the forests. They
Hov, many of you have ever seen
were strong, and could endure a great an Indian? There are not many tribes living
an1ount of fatigue or pain without east of the Mississippi River, but perhaps you
have seen their encamp1nents in swnmer and
showing any signs of suffering.
have bought some of their prettily woven
'\Vhen the people from the different baskets.
European countries carne to North
In the Indian Territory are people
America and settled in colonies, belonging to the Indian tribes who
wars arose among the colonies, and are as intelligent as the people of
the white men asked the Indians to other parts of our country. In some
help them in their battles. They of our western states there are other
E
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WIGWAM.

tribes who are still savages. In summer
they live in what they call wigwa1ns,
tents made of cloths or bark stretched
over poles. For winter they build h~1ts
of logs or ,vood.
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In Alaska, in front
of son1e Indian
homes are strangelooking poles, carved
with faces of 1nen
and beasts.
These tote1n poles,
as the Indians call
then1, represent the
story of their lives.
INDIAN MOTHER AND PAPOOSE.
Upon this page is a
picture of two such poles. How· high do you
think they are ?
In some Indian tribes the mother straps

her baby, ,vhich
is called a papoose, to a
queer sort of
cradle.
It is a piece
of board ·with a
slip of ,vood at
the botto1n for
the baby's feet
to rest upon, and
INDIAN CRADLE.
to this he is
bound so tightly that he cannot 1nove
hands or feet. Around his head a hoop
of wood is put to keep it steady, and
from the hoop are so1neti1nes hung bells,
feathers, and bright rags to amuse hi1n.
Sometimes the papoose is left hanging
in his cradle fron1 the li1nb of a tree, or
is carried upon his 1nother's back and
supported there by a broad band passed
around her head. In some tribes, when
a baby dies, the mother fills his cradle with
black feathers, and carries it around on her
back for a ·whole
year afterwards.
. So1ne tribes on
our north,vestern coast strap a
board or bag of
sand to the foreheads of their
papooses so as
to n1ake their
heads slant back- '
ward to a peak,
as they do not
think that round
heads are pretty.
The picture on
TOTEM POLES.
the next page shows you how it is done.
The Indian boy learns to shoot and to ride,
and he is very happy in running races, wrest•

THE FIRST INHABIT.t\.NTS OJ<' AMERICA.
ling, swim1ning, hunting, and fishing. The
girl learns to sew, to skin animals and to
cook them, to hoe in the garden, and to take
down and put up the tents when the fa1nily
1J1oves to another camp.
Ho,v did the Indians get their name? How
did they look ? How did they dress ? In
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what ,vere they skillful? Do they live now
as they lived in the ti1ne of Columbus?
1Vhere are they no,v found ? What is a
wig,vam ? A tote111 pole ?
How do so1ne Indian 1nothers take care of
their babies ? What does the Indian boy
learn to do ? The Indian girl ?
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THE UNITED STATES.

no,v the United States, thirteen separate colonies. These thirteen colo11any other voyages besides those nies all finally ca1ne under the control
of Colurnbus were rnade to this new of Great Britain, the country of the
world by bold sailors from across the English in Europe.
The colonists
Atlantic ,vho explored the counbecame discontented at the way
try a little they ,vere
and then regoverned,
turned horne.
and finally a
These exwar called
plorers took
the ' An1eriback
good
can Revoluaccounts of
tion, arose
the country
between the
they had visited, and after a
colonies and Great Britain. The
INDEPENDENCE
,vhile people began to corne over
HALL.
thirteen colonies united to forn1 a
here to n1ake this land their home. new nation, and called the1nselves the
The first town in our country ,vas United States of A1nerica. It ,vas on
built by the Spaniards (people of the 4th of July, 1776, that the peoSpain) at St. Augustine, Florida. Find ple declared they ,vould no longer be
this place on the n1ap. See page 84. governed by England. Ho,v do we
Later, the English carne to this country. celebrate that clay ?
The English continued to con1e
Above is a picture of Independence
to this country in great nurnbers, Hall, Philadelphia, of the roon1 within
and people from other nations of Eu- the Hall where the Declaration of
rope also can1e, until there gre,v Independence was signed, and of the
up, in the eastern part of what is bell that ,vas rung to tell the news.

43. Early Settlements.

f
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44. Divisions and Extent.

45. Relief of the United States.

The United States now consists of
forty-five states, five territories, and
one district. ,vhere is the capital?
The chief officer of our nation is the
President, who is elected by a body of
men chosen by the people.
In each state the chief officer is the
governor, ,vho is elected by the people.
In the territories the governors are
appointed by the president.
In 1nost of the states the smaller
parts into which they are divided are
called counties. What are these divisions called in your state?
The United States extends fro1n the
Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean,
about three thousand 1niles, and from
Canada to the Gulf of Mexico, about
twelve hundred n1iles. With the exception of Alaska, it is wholly ,vithin
the north ten1perate zone. It has. a
great variety of surface, soil, climate,
and productions.

Turn to the relief 1nap of North
A1nerica, p. 58.
~
In the western part of the United
States is a broad belt of high land, consisting of a plateau upon ,vhich are
rnany ranges of mountains.
This highland :is nearly one thousand n1iles broad, and occupies about
one-third of the United States.
What highlands are there in the
eastern part of the United States?
How do the eastern highlands cornpare in ,vidth with the western highlands ? In height ? In length ? What
lies between the eastern and the ,vestern highlands ? How ,vide is the great
central plain from east to west ? How
long is it fro1n north to south?
Between ,vhat four drainage basins
does the Appalachian system lie?

.

.

REVIEW QUESTIONS.

What vegetables now widely used were first
found in America?
Where was the first settlement in A1nerica
made? By who1n ?
When was the Revolutionary War? 1Vith
what country? How n1any colonies took part
in it? How many states and territories are
there now?

46. Rivers and River Basins.
The chief river is the Mississippi,
,vhich drains the great central plain.
The Mississippi and its tributaries
resemble an imrnense tree. The Mississippi is the trunk ,vith its roots in
the Gulf of Mexico and its branches,
which are its tributaries, stretch
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outward to the Rocky and
the Alleghany Mountains.
In what general direction
does the Mississippi River
C'fl
flo,v ? In what direction
l) Salt Lake
do its ,vestern tributaries
•
flow? Its eastern? Notice
,vhat a long river the Missouri and the l\iiississippi
together make, the longest
river in the vvorld.
The source of the Mississippi is in a s1nall lake in
the northern part of the
United States, in a region from which
waters flow in several directions.
Find this region on the map and
tell what rivers have their sources
there, and in ,vhat direction each
flo,vs. See rnap, page 93.
In ,¥hat generctl direction do the

PRODUCTS.

47. Products.

Great

drkan<r«s

,

GULF

OF

MEXICO

apeake Bay and Florida? Between
Florida and l\'Iexico ?
Trace the Ohio basin. How far
east does it extend ? North? South?
Trace the Appalachian vvatershed.
\Vhere is it broken through ? Trace
the Rocky l\'Iountain watershed fron1
Canada to the great bend in the R,io
Grande. Are there any breaks in this
watershed ? Find four large rivers
rising near together in the Rocky
l\'Iountain system. Trace their ,¥aters
to the ocean.
What part of the United States is in
the St. Lawrence basin ? What part
is in the Hudson Bay basin? \Vhat
A LAKE NEAR THE SOURCE OF THE MISSISSIPPI.
part is drained by streams flowing into
rivers between the Bay of Fundy and the Pacific Ocean ? What by streams
Chesapeake Bay flow? Between Ches- flo,ving into lakes vvithout an outlet.?

In the great central plain the land
is generally level and very fertile.
The cli1nate varies frorn warm in the
south to cool in the north, and there
is sufficient rainfall for growing plants.
vVhat do you think would naturally
be the chief industry of the people
of this part of the
United States?
In the northern
part of this plain
,vheat is the great
product; in the
central, corn and
tobacco ; in the
southern, near the
Gulf, cotton and
sngar-cane.
In the western
part of this plain,
A ,1sH1NG
close to the base of the Rocky Mountains, the rain is not sufficient for good
l
crops, t 1 ough grass grows scantily, and
supports herds of cattle.
Minerals are found in the rocks.
It is easier to dig into the rocks in
the side of a mountain than to dig into
the rocks beneath the soil of a valley.
For this reason, minerals are usually
mined in the mountains.
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Name some of the principal mining
regions of the United States.
In the Appalachian region are found
iron and coal, in the Rocky Mountain
region gold, silver, quicksilver, lead,
and s01ne iron and coal.
vVhere is manufacturing 1nore extensive, in the Appalachian or in the
Rocky l\1ountain
region? Give three
reasons for your
answer.
There are three
parts of the United
States in ,vhich many
of the people are
engaged in fi shing.
Where
are these
parts?
vVhich parts of the
United States are best
adapted for manufactures? vVhy? vVhich
are most suitable for
soAT.
cmnmerce ? Why?
Are grazingi·egions
as populous as fanning regions? Are •fanning regions as populous as 1nanufacturing
r egions? Are mining regions likely to have
a very large population? Give reasons for
your answers.

48. Sections.
On page 74 is a map of the
United States divided into sections.
Ho,v rnany sections do you find?
That which is true about a section

•
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in the winter, and very hot in the summer.
The soil is rocky and poor, except
in the river valleys. The Connecticut
valley is very fertile, and in its lo,ver
part n1uch tobacco is raised.
There are large pine forests in N[aine
and Ne,v Harnpshire, and many of the
people of these states are lumbermen.
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is generally true about all the states
within the section. It ,vill be much
easier to learn about eight sections
than about forty-five states.
Which sections border the Atlantic?
1i\Thich, the Gulf of Mexico ? 1i\Thich,
the eastern bank of the Mississippi?
Which, the western bank? Which
section is crossed by the Rocky
Mountains? Which section borders
the Pacific ? \Vhich sections border the Great L1kes ? 1i\Thich border Canada ? · Tell why each section
is called by the name given it. As
you study each section turn to this
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map and see where the section is
located.

49. The New England States.
The states in the northeastern section of the United States received the
name of New England from the early
settlers who came to this part of our
country fro1n England.
N a1ne the New England States. How many
states can you find that aTe as large or larger
than New England? Which states of this
group touch Canada? vVhich states have a
seacoast? Which state is wholly inland?
Which is the largest state ? The smallest ?

The 1nountains of New.England are

not very far
from the coast,
and the surface
is hilly; hence
the rivers are
nearly all short
and swift.
\Vherever the
,vater tumbles
down a hill or
falls over a
dam, it can be
ON THE CONNECTICUT ,R IVER.
made to furnish water power to turn machinery.
As water po,ver is cheaper than stearn
power, many to,vns and cities with
busy factories have been built close
by rapids and waterfalls, and thus the
rivers of New England have made this
part of the country the chief manufacturing section.
The cli1nate of these states, especially in the northern parts, is very cold

During the ,vinter the woodcutters Jive in the
forest. Some fell
the trees, and
others drag the
logs over the sno,v
to the nearest
river.
In the
spring the logs
are floated do,vn
the strea1ns to
the sawmills.
Sometimes
the
logs get crowded
together 1n
a
"jam" at some

A NEW ENGLAND FACTORY.
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THE NEW ENGLAND STATES.
narrow place, and then the drivers, who
have been follo,ving_ in a canoe, 1nust walk
out on the logs and pry then1 apart to get
them started again. A number of logs fas-
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tened together
is called a raft.
RAFTS OF LOGS.
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The Penobscot is the chief lumbering strea1n.
In Maine, New Han1 pshire, and Vermont there are many n1en ernployed
in the granite and n1arble quari-:ies.
In Maine and in Massachusetts
there are many fishern1en ,vho catch
cod, n1ackerel, and herring off the
coasts. The fish are
salted down, ·and
sent to other states.
These fisheries are
the 1nost important
in the United States .
In New Hampshire are the vVhite
Mountains, and in
Vermont the Green
111:ountains. Can
you tell by their
nan1es vvhich mountains are the higher?
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To ,vhich 1nountain system do these
mountains belong?
New Hampshire is famous for the
beautiful scenery
among its 1nountains,
and 1na~y people
from other states go
there to spend the
sumrner.
Mount
Washington, the highest peak, is
over a rnile high.
.
Verrr1ont is a good grazing state.
It is noted for its fine horses, sheep,
and cattle, and also for its n1aple
sugar.
'

The sugar-maple tree gro,vs in the northern
part of the United States and in the southern
part of Canada.

.

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and

THE GREEN MOUNTAINS.
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A FISHING VILLAGE IN
MASSACHUSETTS.

Connecticut are 1nanufacturing
states. Vast quantities of goods
are 1nanufactured every year in the
cotton and woolen mills.
Did you ever visit a cotton mill to see
how cloth is made? In a large storeroom
are bales of ra,v cotton that is matted with
sticks, dirt, ancl seeds. This cotton is cleaned
by 1naehinery, and then the pure ,vhite puffy
cotton-wool is passed through a inachine called the
carder which combs out the fibers so that they lie
' the fibers into threads, and a loom weaves
straight. Another 1nachine, the spinner, twists
these threads into cloth. Unravel a
piece of calico and see ho,v the threads
cross, running in and out, over and
under one another.

In these ~tates more clocks,
firearms, sewing machines, boats,
boots and shoes, thread, and
•
jewelry are made than anywhere
else in the United States.
The people of these states
manufacture also linen goods,
paper, locomotives, far1ning

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS.

tools, and all kin_ds of hard ware,
pianos, and furniture.
What ra,v rnaterials are used in
making these different kinds of manufactured articles ?
Massachusetts has rnany great cities.
Boston, 1Vorcester, Fall River, and
Lowell are
its largest
cities.
Provi-.
dence is
the largest
city of
Rhode Island, and
Ne,v Ha- LONGFELLow's HousE AT cAMBR10GE.
ven is the largest city of Connecticut.
REVIEW QUESTIONS .

Where are the N e,v England States?
What is their climate? Are they good
farming states ? Are they good grazing
states? What is the difference between
farming and grazing ? Have these states
any important mines?
Which is the greatest lumbering state?
vVhich states have important fisheries?
Which raises most tobacco?
vVhich is the Green Mountain State? The
'iVhite Mountain State? How high is Mount
Washington ? The Green Mountains and
the White Mountains are a part of which
system?
Why are manufacturing establishments
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located in or near cities ? Why are more
goods manufactured in the southern New
England States than in the northern?
N aine the N e,v England States. Are these
s_tates large ? Are they rich and populous ?
Is
the coast of N e,v England reo-ular
or
'
b
irregular? Are more harbors found where
the coast is regular, or where it is irregular?
Is New England a rough . or a level section ? Where are the · pine forests?
The maple groves ? The quarries ? The
fisheries? N aine the capitals of the N e,v
England States. Which are the largest
cities?
Select all
that is said
about Vermont, thus:
Its position, inountains, climate, soil,
quarries,
for
,vhat
noted. Add
anything
else you
1nay know
about Ver1nont,
or
can learn
BUNKER HILL MONUMENT.
from
the
map; arrange these topics iu a good order;
then write a description of Vermont.
vVrite 1vhat you know about each of the
N e,v England States .

50. The Middle Atlantic States.
Name the states of this section.
Which are the largest states ? Which is
the smallest one? Which border the A.tlantic?
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In what drainage basins do these states
These states are better for farming
lie? vVhat mountain syste1n crosses them?
vVhat mountains in New York Lelong to . than the New England States are, and
this system ? vVhat are the long ranges the farmers raise great crops of hay,
farther south called?
corn, oats, and potatoes.

Coal and iron are found in this secIn the Adirondack Mountains rises tion, and water-po,ver is abundant.
the Hudson River, the most beautiful · There are a few fine harbors along the
river in our country. What great city is Atlantic coast, and rivers, canals, and
situated at the mouth of the Hudson? railroads connect these harbors with
"\Vhere does the Delaware River rise? the states farther ,vest. The people
Into ,vhat
are largely
bay does it
engaged in
flow·? vVhat
manufactur.
large city is
1ng, n11n1ng,
on the Delaand comware?
merce.
Find the
There are
source of
many beauthe Potomac
tiful lakes in
River. Into
Ne,v York.
NIAGARA FALLS.
what
bay
On its ,vestdoes it flow ? What large city is on ern border are t,vo of the Great Lakes,
the Potomac ?
Erie and Ontario. These two lakes
In the states that border the ocean are connected by the Niagara River,
the land along the shore is level and in which are the greatest falls in
in s0111e places 1narshy. Farther from the world. Where does all the water
the shore are rolling lands and rounded come from that is constantly pouring
hills, and beyond them are the long over Niagara Falls?
ranges of the Blue Ridge, the AlleAt Buffalo, on I.. ake Erie, begins the
ghany, and other 1nountains.
Erie Canal, which connects the lake
The clirnate of Ne,¥ York is 1nuch like ,vith the Hudson River at Albany.
that of Ne,¥ England. What is the cli- On this canal a vast a1nount of grain
mate of the states that lie farther south? is carried in boats, which are towed
F
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along by horses. How long do you think it would take to cross this wide
state in such a way ?
Lake Champlain is a beautiful sheet of water separating New York and
Vermont and extending into Canada.
There are more people in this state than in
any other, and it has 1nany large and flourishing cities. When the Dutch settled on the
island where New York
City stands, they bought
the land from the Infive dollars. Now the
dians for about twentylargest city in the
United States is here.
ERIE CANAL.
It 1na.n ufactures more
goods and has more comm.erce with other
nations than any other American city. Adjoining its fine harbor are several other great
LAKE ERIE.
cities, Brooklyn being the largest.
Long Island is a part of the state of New York. Where is it situated?
In Pennsylvania there are many coal and iron mines and petroleu1n wells.
Wells have been bored into the rocks far down in
the earth, and up through these ,vells the petroleum
rushes with great force. Fro1n petroleu1n, kerosene,
or coal oil, is made. Besides kerosene, what else is
used to furnish light? In 1nany places where there
are oil wells, natural gas has been found.
This picture sho,vs a train of tank cars which
are being filled with oil from pipes.
Many, many thousands of years ago, this regior.
was covered with monster trees, ferns, bushes, and
shrubs in dense masses, ,vhich died and decayed in
the swampy ground where they had grown. After
TANK CARS.
long ages this mass of vegetation settled. The ,vaters
covered it, leaving deposits of sand and pebbles which hardened into rock. Under the pressure of this deposit the vegetable mass was gradually changed into the coal now found
so far belo,v the surface of the earth.

,..
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In Pennsylvania
iron and steel
ships are
built, and
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Ne,vark, the largest city in Ne,v Jersey, is one of the most important manufacturing cities in the United States.
In Maryland, east of the Chesapeake Bay, there are large
peach orchards.
Tobacco
is raised, but the n1ost
profitable industry of
this state is the fisheries of the bay.
The oyster beds are
the finest in
the
-~ world. Find out ho,v
PEACE
oysters are obtained.
MONUMENT.
Baltimore is a large
various articles
manufacturing and co111111erTHE WHITE HOUSE.
are rnanufaccial city. By means of a
tured of iron. Philadelphia, the largest canal across Dela,vare ships can go
city in Pennsylvania, is one hundred fro1n this city to Philadelphia.
1niles frorr1 the ocean ; but large ocean
The District of Colu1nbia contains
stean1ers reach the city, by way of Washington, our national capital.
Dela,vare Bay and River. Here are
Above_ are pictures of the vVhite House
great iron and steel and woolen manu(the horne of the President of the United
factories, and the city is knov,n as the States), of one of the fine n,onu1nents of the
greatest carpet-1nanufacturing city in city, and of the dome of the Capitol.
the world.
In Pittsburg there are 1nanufactures
In Virginia and Pennsylvania large
of iron and gla,ss. vVhere is this city quantities of tobacco are raised. In
situated?
vVest Virginia are coal 1nines, oil-wells,
The people of Ne,v Jersey and Dela- fire-clays , salt, and great forests.
·ware raise many peaches and small
Richn:1ond has large iron ,vorks,
. fruits and vegetables, which are sent tobacco factories, and flour mills .
Where is it situated ?
to the northern 1narkets.
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Sl. The Southeastern States.

Where are the Middle Atlantic States?
N a1ne the states of this section.
·vvhy so called ? How· many are there '?
vVhich of these states border on the AtlanNaine the1n. Describe the seacoast of these
tic ? On the Gulf of JVIexico ? On the Mississtates. vVhich is the only large city on the
sippi River? vVhich extends farthest south?
seacoast?
In ,vhat drainage basins are these states?
Do you think there are good harbors in
Trace on the n1ap the Alabarna River .
these states south of Ne,v York?
The Tennessee River.
On this page you
N a1ne the rivers of this section. vVhere
have a picture of the Tennessee River as it
is Niagara Falls ? Name three lakes borderflows past Chattanooga.
ino-b New York. Find two important bays.
Name so1ne advantages ·which N e,v York has
'rhe clin1ate of this section is war1n
for trade.
'iVhat are the chief occupations of the and moist. In ,vinter it is especially
people of the 1\1iddle Atlantic States?
pleasant, and 1nany people fro1n the
Which 1s the
mining state? V\That
kind of mines has
it? What can you
.say of its chief
city?
In which states
is coal oil, or petroleu1n, found ?
What advantages
has Pittsburg for
manufacturing iron i "cc ;•, -d
MOCCASIN B E ND, TENNESSEE RIVER.
and glass
? Do you (
,
•~.:. -....,v '
.;,
----,. . ,. . ...~,,.•,_,-~,t,.C:
·:..._.,·.'J:::-..
• ,
think it a g-ood
.....,
' -..." ~
;,, ._<.1·· \ •
place for manufacturing cotton? "'"'-·'2._''\,<:'f:~; ·<-••. northern states go there for
winter residence.
vVhich are the largest of these
states? In ·which of these states do the people
The low coast belt, which begins at
raise tobacco ? 'iiVhat are the products of
Ne,v York and extends along the AtNew Jersey and Delaware? vVhy are these
lantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico to
products raised in these states ?
In which state are many of the people en- the l\1ississippi basin and beyond, is
gaged in fisheries ? Name the cities in the wider in this section than it is farther
Middle A_tlantic States noted for both comnorth. It covers all of Florida and
merce and 1nanufactures. Name three that
are 1nore important for their rnanufactures about half of each of the other states
than for their commerce.
bordering on the Atlantic and the Gulf.
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In the shallow waters along the
coast there is a chain of long, low,
narrow islands that have been for111ed
by the ,vaves of the Atlantic.
South Carolina and Georgia produce large quantities of rice.
Back of the lo,v, s,van1py coast land
in these states, and in North Carolina,
is a strip of sanely land on ,vhich pine
trees grow. Fro111 the sap of these
trees pitch, turpentine, ta,r, and rosin
are 1nade. For ,vhat are these products used?
Still farther away fro111 the coast is
a hilly country, where corn, cotton,
tobacco, and s,veet potatoes are raised.
All the states of this section raise
cotton. Sugar-cane is raised in the five
southern states.
Alabama has coal and iron n1ines.

"'
~

,.

fine groves of oranges, lemons, and
bananas, and fields of pineapples.
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PINEAPPLES GROWING.

Atlanta, the largest city of Georgia,
is an important railroad center.
Charleston is the largest city of
South Carolina. ,vhere is it? ,vhat
do you think its exports are ?
Charleston and Savannah have the
only good harbors on the Atlantic
coast of · this section. :Niobile has the
only one on the Gulf coast. These
harbors are in river 111ouths.
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vVhere are the Southeastern States? N aine
then1. Name their capitals. Point out the
southern end of the Appalachian 1\l[ountains.
Ho,v wide is the coast belt of this section?
Are there n1any goocl harbors in this part
of the United States?
What is raised along the Atlantic coast?
vVhat do ,ve obtain fro1n the pine trees of
s01ne of these states ?
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REVIEW QUESTIONS,

In Florida there are many lakes and
great cypress swa111ps. There are also
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ON A FLORIDA RIVER.
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What is produced along the sides of the
highlands?
What are the chief cities of this section?

52. The Southwestern States.
In this section there are three states,
Louisiana, Texas, and Arkansas, and
two territories, Indian Territory and
Oklahoma.
Which of these states border on the Gulf
of Mexico? Which

THE SOUTHvVESTERN STATES.

89

Ho,v has the land about the mouth of the
Mississippi been formed ?
Much of this land is so low that banks
called "levees" have been built along the
river to keep the "'ater fro1n overflowing
in spring. At that tin1e of the year the snow
1nelts in the north, and heavy rains occur, so
that a greater torrent of ,vater than usual rushes
along to the Gulf. So great is the force of the
water, son1etin1es, that it breaks through these
levees and covers the fertile plantations.

The three states have the same products as the other
TAHLEQUAH.

Texas is the largest of the
states. On its plains great herds of
cattle, horses, and sheep are raised.
These herds roam about the country and
are almost wild. Twice a year the animals
are driven into an enclosure called a corral,
where, ,vith a hot iron, the young colts and
calves are given a peculiar mark that sho,vs
to whom they belong.

•
•

A SPRING

AT THE DOCKS,
NEW ORLEANS.

FRESHET.
THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER.

on the Mississippi
River? In what drainage basins are these
states and territories? What large river
enters the Mississippi in Arkansas? What
one in Louisiana?
What river separates
Texas from Mexico ?

I·

The land in this section is low on
the coast and near the Mississippi, but
it is higher in the north and ,vest.
Northwestern Texas and Oklahon1a
are a high plateau.
Louisiana, like Florida, has many
lakes and swamps. ·

Gulf States. What are these products?
Louisiana raises n1ore sugar-cane
and 1nore rice than any other state.
New Orleans is the largest
southern
u
city and a very in1portant seaport. It
is the greatest cotton and sugar n1arket
in the southern states.
Arkansas has fine forests, and in the
northern part of the state there are
mines of coal, iron, and lead. ,vhat
other southern state has no seacoast?

•

Indian Territory is a fertile
region set apart
by the United
States as the
hon1e of the Indians. Some of
the tribes are
civilized and have
. cities, villages, and well cultivated
farins. Other tribes are partly supported by the governrnent. ·
Tahlequah is the largest to,vn.

Oklahoma Territory was separated from Indian Territory only a few
years ago. It has good farming land,
and is growing rapidly in population.
REVIEW QUESTIONS.

Where are the South,vestern States? Name
them. vVhat territories are included in this
section? Describe the surface of this section.

TEXAS CATTLE RANC~.

What can you say about Louisiana? Ne,v
Orleans? Arkansas? Texas? Indian Territory? Oklaho1na?
Name two rivers in this section. N a1ne the
capital cities of this section .
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53. The Central States.
In the northern · part of the Mississippi basin lie the Central States.
The western portion of this group has a
1nuch severer climate than the eastern.
Everywhere, except in the extre1ne ,vestern part, there is
abundance of rain.
The surface of
these states is generally level, and the
soil is deep and rich.
This is the chief
far1ning region of
the United States.
Here is the greatest
wheat-gro,ving region of the world;
and here are also
vast fields of corn
and oats.
PICTURED ROCKS,
'
vVhere corn 1s
raised, hogs are kept to be fattened
upon the corn. The Central States are
'
the great pork-producing states.
The Mississippi River divides the
Central States into an eastern and a
western section.

54. The East Central States.

·-------- --·-·

91

Name the states of this group.
Which of

these states borde·r on the

Great Lakes ? N an1e the Great Lakes.
Which lake is wholly in the United
States ? Whjch states border on the Mississippi River? Which on the Ohio River?
Which state is bordered by the Appalachian
highlands ?

Wisconsin produces large quantities
of lun1ber. Its chief agricultural products are hay, oats,
and corn. Milwaukee, its largest city,
is a great manufacturing city, producing large a111ounts
of clothing and
machinery.
Michigan is divided
by Lake
Michigan into two
peninsulas. The
upper peninsula,
next to Montana, is
the greatest copperLAKE SUPERIOR.
producing region of
the ,vorld. It produces more iron ore
than any other state. The lovver peninsula is a far111ing region. In its northern part lu111ber is cut and salt manufactured.
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio are the
great wheat and corn-producing states
of this section. The largest city of
the Central States is Chicago. Locate
it on the rnap. No other city in the

•
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world has grown so rapidly as Chicago.
Fifty years ago it was a very sn1al~
town, and now it is the second city
in the United States, and the greatest
grain, provision, and lumber 1narket
of the world. It has n1ore railroads
than any other city in the ,vorld.
Name the lakes and rivers between Chicago
and the Atlantic Ocean.

Natural gas is found in Indiana
and Ohio.
Illinois and
Ohio have the
best coal mines
of this section,
although soft
coal is found
in all the East
Central States,
except Wis•
consn1.
In Ohio there
STONE
are fine far1ns,
and very many sheep are raised. Ohio
was first settled by people from the
New England States.
Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Indianapolis are large cities. '\Vhere is each
situated?
Kentucky is a farming and grazing
state, and is noted for its fine horses.
It produces nearly half the tobacco
that is raised in the United States.

Louisville is a great tobacco market.
In the central part of the state is
Ma1nmoth Cave, supposed to be the
largest cave in the ,vorld.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS.

,Vhere are the Central States ? Why so
called? Bound the Central States. What
parallel separates then1 fron1 the Southern
States?
Describe the cli1nate of these states. Their
surface.
Their
soil. What is the
leading occupation of the people ?
Ho11r do
these states compare with other
states in a1nount
of ·wheat, corn,
and oats raised ?
,Vhich reqlur0s
the warmer cli1nate, wheat or
corn?
,Vhere are the
East CentTal
QUARRY.
Name
States?
then1. vVhich is the 1nost northern of these
states? The 1nost southern? ,Vhich is the
Lake State? Between ·which of these states
does the Ohio River run?
,Vhat is said of vVisconsin ? 1\'Iichigan?
Kentucky?
Indiana?
Illinois?
Ohio?
Chicago?
In ,vhich of the East Central States is coal
found ? N anie the Great Lakes in order from
west to east.
,Vhat is the great· state of this section?
The great city? Na1ne the capitals.
N a1ne t,vo cities of Ohio.
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55. The West Central States.
N a1ne the states of this section.
Which of these states border the JYiississippi River? '\Vhich border the Western
States ? Which are in the valley of the
l\fissouri? Between which two states does
the Missouri run? What states does it
cross ? How does the Janel in this division
slope?

This is a prairie section and well
suited to farn1ing and grazing.
Minnesota contains the highest land
bet,veen the Gulf of Mexico and the
Arctic Ocean. Into what three river
systems do its waters flow ? There
are thousands -of beautiful little lakes
in the state. In the northern part are
great pine forests. What two other
Central States have large forests?
Minnesota is noted as a great wheatproducing state.
l\!Iinneapolis and St. Paul have the
largest flour mills in the world. ,vhere
are these cities ?
Iowa raises more corn than any
other state.
In Missouri iron is abundant, and
lead and coal are also mined.
St. Louis, situated in the center of
the J\1ississippi basin, near where the
Missouri joins the J\1ississippi, is a large
city carrying on an extensive comn1erce both by ,vater and by railroad.

__ _,, __

,.. __

--

North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas are all farmin()'0
and stock-raising states.
If you n1easure a 1nap of the United States,
and clra,v lines through the center, east and
,vest and north and south, you ,vill see that
these lines 1neet in Kansas.
REVIEW QUESTIONS.

vVhere are the West Central States ? Name
them. N a1ne the first tier of states ,vest of
the l\fississippi. The second.
Describe the surface of this region. vVhich

FLOUR MILLS.

is the great state of this section ? The great
city? Nan1e the capitals.
What mines in l\fissouri ?
What is said of Minnesota? I(ansas?
Nebraska? The Dakotas? Io,va?

56. Mountain and Plateau States.

,v

Montana, yo111ing, Colorado, New
Mexico, Idaho, . and Utah are crossed
by the Rocky J\tiountains, and together
with Nevada and Arizona, whose surface is mountainous, for1n the group

l\lJ:OUNTAIN AND PLATEAU STA.TES.
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lying so far south, have a warm
'··'-~
cli111ate. Aln1ost all their rain
falls in July, August, and Septe111ber.
The Plateau States north of
these are n1uch colder. Though
- the su111111ers are warm, there
is no other part of the United
States ,vhere the winters are
so severe.
All the n1ountain regions
IRRIGATION SCENE.
are too broken, rocky, and
of Mountain and ~ateau States. I cold for cultivation, except in so111e narNew Mexico and
ro,v valleys.
Arizona are terriThis is one of
tories.
the richest gold
vVhich are the
and silver regions
states lying on the
of the ,vorld. Coal,
eastern slope of
iron, lead, borax,
the Rocky Mounand salt are abuntains ?
The clidant.
n1ate of
these
Although this is
states is like that
the largest section
of the
Central
of the United
ARIZONA DESERT.
States near them,
States, yet it has
though son1ewhat colder and drier. the s111allest nu111ber of inhabitants.
Large parts ·of Nevada, Arizona,
and New l\!Iexico are desert land
fro1n lack of rainfall. The winds
which blow fro111 the Pacific leave
their moisture on the ,vestern
slope of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Arizona and New J\1:exico,
A HERO OF CATTLE, MONTANA.
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115 °

119°

103°

107°

111°

0

T

The people are miners, stock-raisers, or
farmers.
In so1ne parts of this section, ditches
have been dug to carry water from
distant strea1ns over the land. By
this 1neans the fields are watered,
which other,vise would be
far too dry for cultivation.
This n1ethod of watering
is called irrigation.
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PARK.

In Wyon1ing, Utah,
and Ne,v l\fexico there are
more farn1ers and stock-raisers
than there are 1niners, but in the other
states there are more 1niners.
G

Wyoming contains the Yellowstone
National Park. This magnificent park
is a mountainous
region in the basin
of the Yellowstone
River, a tributary
of the Missouri.
It has many natural wonders. Here
are nu1nerous boiling springs, and
geysers, gurgling,
steaming, roaring,
and exploding at
intervals. Here, too,
are grand waterfalls,
deep gorges or canyons,
beautiful lakes, and lofty
1nountain peaks.
Near the center of Colorado are so1ne of the
highest peaks of the Rocky
.lVIountains, and the scenery
here is very grand.
The Grand Canyon of the Colorado is a wonderful gorge ,vhich the
river has cut through the plateau of
north,vestern Arizona. Here for two
hundred 1niles the river dashes along
its rocky bed, and on either side of
the strean1 rise walls of rock, sometimes six thousand feet high, curiously
carved by the action of the water.
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Many of the people in N e,v
Mexico speak the Spanish language. They are descendants of
the native Indians and of the Spaniards vv ho first settled this part of
the country.
Utah has more inhabitants than
any other state of this division
except Colorado. In Utah is Great
Salt Lake, a gallon of whose water
SCENE IN THE GARDEN OF THE GODS.

Denver is the largest city in this
section and the capital of Colorado.
Not very far fron1 D enver is a spot called
the Garden of the Gods, -w here r ed rocks
tower in spires and curious shapes.

EXCELSIOR GEYSER.

GRAND CANYON OF THE COLORADO.

contains about a quart of salt. Another lake in this state contains so
1nuch alkali that its water rese1nbles
very strong soap-suds.
Near Great Salt Lake is Salt Lake
City. Most of the people of this city
are l\lormons, or Latter-Day Saints as
they call themselves. They have an
i1nposing temple, a large tabernacle,
and fine school buildings.

THE PACIFIC STATES.
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leys between these ranges, reaching
Where are the vVestern States? Which lie frorn Mexico to Canada, are sheltered
mainly on the eastern slope of the Rocky frorn chilling winds and have a delightJ/Iountains ? Which
ful climate and
are crossed by the
productive soil.
Rocky Mountains?
Southern Cali1,Vhich lie in the plateau ,vest of the
fornia is very dry;
Rocky J\1ountains ?
but the amount of
Which border the Parainfall increases
cific Ocean ?
regularly northvVhich of these
states are arid (very
ward to 1Vashingdry)? vVhy? vVhich
ton, v, here it is
are ,varm states ?
very great.
Which are cold?
vVhich are the
This is one of
stock-raising and
the favored reagricultural states ?
gions of the world,
vVhich are the 1ninfor the soil is very
ing states?
Which is the great
fertile. In 1Vashstate of this section ?
ington and OreThe great city? ,Vhat
gon there are imis the capital of each
state ? What is said
mense forests of
of vVyo1ning? Colopine and fir, and
rado? N e,v J\fexico?
vast ca,ttle
and
Utah?
Nevada?
•
Arizona?
sheep ranches. In
California there
57. The Pacific
are gr~tin fields,
States.
vineyards, orange
groves, and fruit
Within these
SALT LAKE CITY. TEMPLE BLOCK, SALT LAKE CITY.
GREAT SALT LAKE.
orchards producstates are three
ranges of mountains: the Cascade Range ing great quantities of peaches, prunes,
in vVashington and Oregon, the Sierra plums, and other fruits. In Southern
Nevada in California, and the Coast California flo,vers bloom in the open
Range lying farther west. The val- air in all seasons of the year.
REVIEW QUESTIONS.
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What rivers drain these valleys ? Now California is the most populous
In what part of the state is the state west of the Rocky lVIountains.
drainage to lakes without outlets ?
The largest river is the Columbia,
w·hich has its head waters in the
Rocky Mountains and breaks through
the Coast and Cascade Ranges to reach
the ocean. On this river are verv val"
uable salmon fisheries and canneries .
Puget Sound is the center of a great
trade in lu1nber. The lumber mills
here are the largest in the world.
Gold was discovered in California in
1848. I-low rnany years ago Wc!,S that?
Before that ti1ne there were . on,ly Indians and a few Spanish and Mexican
settlers in California, but \vithin two
years after the discovery of gold 100,000
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people had gone there from other parts
of the United States and even . from
South Arnerica, Europe, and Asia.
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At fhst the land seemed fit only for grazing, and it was thought that farming could
not succeed because of tlie lack of rain during
the sunnner. But fanners learned that by
plowing the land in the spring and sowing
the seed after the first fall rains, an abundant
harvest could be raised. Now almost as 1nuch
·wheat is raised in California as in any other
state. Which are the great ,vheat-growing
states ? Many fanners irrigate their land.
. No other part of the ,vorld produces such
a variety of fruit as grows in California.
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The peaches, pears, grapes, figs, plun1s, cherries, nectarines, apricots, oranges, lemons,
olives, which grow there are sent to the eastern cities. There are factories for drying
and canning the fruit. The grapes are n1ade
into wine and into raisins.
There are large trees in California, some
of the1n fro1n 200 to 275 feet high.

San Francisco, on San Francisco Bay,
has the best harbor of the Pacific coast,
and it has, therefore, a large foreign
commerce.
To what countries can
vessels go f rorn there ?

CALIFORNIA

FRUIT

FARM.

REVIEW QUESTIONS.

I

Where are the Pacific States ? N a1ne
them. In what latitude are they? Which
is the most important state? The most important city? vVhat is the capital of each state?
What mountain ranges are there in these
states? "\Vhat i1nportant river valleys? In
-what respects are these valleys favored regions? ,Vhat rivers flo,v through them?
,Vhat valuable products have they?
What is the great river of the Pacific
coast? vVhat fisheries has it? "\Vhat anns
of the Pacific on this coast? vVhat can you
say of Puget Sound ?

vVhat of the cli1nate of the Pacific coast?
"\Vhat can you say of gold in California?
Farn1ing? Fruit-raising?
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BRITISH AMERICA.
ing re1noved, are salted, dried, and taken to
San Francisco, and from there sent to London
to be dyed, finished, and sold.

1Vhere is Alaska? vVhat is its cli1nate?
Chief river? Its 1nost valuable product?
REVIEW QUESTIONS.

58. Alaska.

1Vhich are the lun1bering regions of the
United States? Which are- the wheat regions ? The corn? Cotton? Sugar ? Rice ?
1Vhere are smne of the coal 1nines ? The
iron? Gold? Silver? Lead? Copper ?
Which are the 1nain fishing regions ? ,Vhich
are the sheep-raising sections? Where do
oranges gro,v ? Small fruit ?
vVhich is the most important of the N e,v
England States ? Middle Atlantic States ?
East Central '? West Central ? Southeastern States ? South,vestern States? Mountain States '? Pacific States?
What is the chief city of the New England
States? Middle Atlantic? East Central?
vVest Central? SoutheasteTn? Southwestern? Mountain? Pacific? Locate each of
these cities.

Alaska is the peninsula in the northwestern part of North A1nerica.
This territory is n1ore than seventy
times larger than Massachusetts, bi1t
there are seventy tin1es as 1nany people in Massachusetts as in Alaska.
Along the southern coast, bet,veen
the ocean and the ,coast range, the
climate is rnild. Southern Alaska is
warmer in winter than Illinois or New
York. In other portions of Alaska
the winters are extrernely cold.
The Yukon River is one of the largest rivers of the ,vorld. Niount Sciint
Elias is one of the highest n1ountains
in North A1nerica.
Gold and silver are found in Alaska.
The n1ost valuable product of this region is tl1e fur of the seal. Whales
are caught in Bering Sea.
Thousands of seals live together in rook•
eries which they the1nselves divide into
sections, one for the 1nothers and their
puppies, another for the rest of the seals,
while there is' a hospital section for the
sick seals, or those hurt in the fights con·
stantly going on ainong the older 011es. In
winter the seals go fa.r ther south, but late
in the spring they all return. The best
skins con1e fro1n the seals that are between
two and five years old. The skins, after be•

59. British America.

GOLD MINING,

After Colnrnbus had made his first
voyage to America, an. English n1erchant, _named Cabot, sailed along the
eastern coast of North A1nerica and
clain1ed all that region for England.
Then ca1ne the French, ,vho settled
along the St. Lawrence River and the
Great Lakes. After one hundred and
fifty years they ,vere obliged to give
up this land to the English. ]\'[ost of
the people in the country along the
St. Lawrence River are the descendants
'
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of these French settlers, and they still
speak the French language.
All of this large tract of country
north of the United States, except the
peninsula of Alaska, is called British
Arnerica. It is larger than the United
States ,vithout Alaska, but it has only
about one-thirteenth as many people,
for much of the land is too cold to be
inhabited. The state of N e,v York

WINTER SPORTS IN CANADA.

alone contains 1nore people than all
British A1nerica.
British A1nerica
consists of the Don1inion of Canada
and the colony of Newfoundland.
Most of Canada is a rolling plain.
vVhat high mountains cross the western part? There are many large rivers
in Canada, but some of then1 are of
little use, because -the country through
,vhich they flovv is so cold that they
are frozen over for a good part of the
year.

There are many hunters who roam
over this cold region in search of the
otter, n1ink, beaver, and other animals vvhose fur is so valuable.
vVest of the Rocky l\llountains there
are large coal fields and valuable gold
1nines. Coal and iron are also found
in the far east on the peninsula of
Nova Scotia.
lVIany of the people along the east
coast and on the Great Lakes are fishe1~1nen; farther away fro1n the coast
they are engaged in lu1nbering and
far1ning. Although Cctnada is so cold
that even in the southern part snow
son1eti1nes covers the ground for six
months of the year, yet the summers
are usually long enough in the St.
Lawrence basin and the south,vestern
part of the Hudson Bay basin to
ripen corn, wheat, potatoes, oats, barley) rye, the grasses, and hardier fruits.
The soil there is fertile, and the far111ers are very industrious.
Each of the two chief provinces of
Canada, - Quebec and Ontario, - desired to have the capital of the Don1inion in its own territory, and when the
Queen of England was asked to
decide the question, she chose a spot
on the boundary between the t,vo
provinces, and thus Ottawa becan1e
the capital.
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How· does the Dominion of Canada compare ,vith the United States in size? In
population? 1Vhat part of the inhabitants
of Canada are French ? 1Vhich are the two
leading provinces? vVhat is the capital?
Describe the clin1ate.
Is Canada a good agricultural country?
What are raised? vVhat parts of the country
are best for agricultural purposes? vVhat
is said of the forests ? The fisheries ?
1V.here is coal found?
Describe Newfoundland. 1Vhat fish are
caught there ?

60. The Polar Regions.
As one approaches the north polar
MONTREAL.
regions by way of the Atlantic Ocean,
•
Montreal is the 111ost in1portant city he meets fragn1ents of ice bome southof Canada. Ocean stea1ners ascend the ward by the current. Huge masses of
river as far as this city.
ice, weighing perhaps millions of tons,
The steamers fron1 the lakes on floating in the ocean, are called icethe return trip avoid the rapids of bergs. Great icebergs are coritinuthe St. Lawrence by passing
through a canal that has been
bnilt around them.
The island of Newfoundland
is cold and foggy on the coast,
but in the iiJterior it is
more pleasant. The ,vealth
of this island consists in its
cod and herring fisheries.
REVIEW QUESTIONS.

Where is British A1nerica? 1Vhat
is the greater part of it called ?

.
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ally breaking off from the ,vonderful ice rivers that are found on the
western coast of Greenland. Usually
they float as far south as the Banks of
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THE ESKIMOS.
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its immense mass into the sea. The
water hollows it out underneath, and
finally, a portion suddenly breaks'
away from the main mass, and this

~
~
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The first white man who visited Greenland called it by this na1ne in order to attract
settlers. Baffin, the discoverer of Baffin Bay, called it the Land of Desolation.
It is usually _thought that the polar regions are ahvays covered with snow; but every sumlller the sno,v chsappears on the western coasts of Greenland. In April the rocks appear; in
May the flats are bare; and in June extensive meadows yield forage for herds of reindeer and
musk oxen.
Flowers are so numerous that in some spots the ground is yellow, or blue, or cannine, or
white, with the bright flowers. Swanns of mosquitoes appear in the evenings.

6 l. The Eskimos.
Along the northern coast of An1erica, from
Alaska to Labrador and Greenland, dwell the

ICEBERGS.

Newfoundland before they melt, and
often they get into the way of ships
crossing the Atlantic.
Do you know how these ice rivers
are made ? The
sun's rays partly
melt the snow on
the mountain summits into a granular mass.
This
descends to the valleys, and is there

I

iceberg is carried southward by the
great Arctic current.
•
are many
Within the Arctic region
large islands. Greenland is the largest
island in the world.
To ,vhat country
in Europe have
you learned that
it belongs ?
In the southwestern part of
this island, the

'-================

changed by the inshores are covered
tense cold into a
A GLAc,eR.
with vegetation.
solid 1nass of ice, called a glacier. The interior is covered by a sheet of
The great weight of snow behind it ice, someti1nes called the "ice-cap."
constantly forces the glacier onward The only sett1en1ents of the island are
toward the coast, till at last it pours near the coasts.

DOG TEAM.

SUMMER TENT.

KAYAK.

Eski1nos. Their na1ne is a corruption of an Indian
name 111eaning ra"r.flesh-eater.
The Eskimos are broad-shouldered, and those in
•
northwestern
British A111erica are very short in
stature. Those in northern Alaska are quite tall,
•
1nost of the111 being about six feet in height. They
ESKIMO MOTHER AND CHILD.
have round, s,varthy faces, s1nall, twinkling eyes,
INTERIOR OF IGLOO.
s1nall, flat noses, thick lips, and straight, coarse hair.
The men and ·women dress much alike, in hooded jackets, trousers, and boots made of deer
skins or furs neatly sewed together with thread made of sinew. The skins are prepared for
sewing by being chewed soft by the women. In the war1n fur hood of the mother the baby is
carried about, or it is left sleeping in the hut in a bag of feathers.
Their hut, or igloo, is built of stones, and to enter it one must crawl on hands and knees
through a tunnel-like passage. In the very far north these igloos are built of blocks of snow
or ice. So1netimes they are made by covering a frame,vork of whale's bones with earth.
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Most igloos have only one roo1n, ancl that is
not furnished like any room in your house.
Around the sicles of the hut extends a broacl
seat ·which serves as table, chairs, ancl becls
for the whole fa1nily, ancl is the favorite spot
for nu1nerous sn1all clogs as ,vell.
This seat is covered ,vith warm skins, but
if you should look uncler the1n you ,voulcl see
blocks of harcl, frozen snow or ice.
All the light in this igloo, ancl all the fire
foT cooking or for ,vannth, conies fro1n a
soapstone lamp. This la1np is shaped like a
cleep platter, ancl is full of oil 1nade fro1n the
fat or blubber. Many wicks made of 1noss
float in the oil, ancl over the la1np hangs a
cooking-pot.'
The dishes and the weapons 1nade by the
Eskin1os are either of bone or of soapstone.
Soapstone when first taken fro1n the quarry
is soft ancl easily ,vorked, but it quickly
hardens upon exposure to air or heat.
,Vhat have you learned about the su1n1ner
1nonths in the Arctic regions ? When ,vann
weather co1nes, the walls of the igloos begin
to drip, and the Eskiinos leave the1n for tents
covered ,vi th skins.
The Eski1nos seldon1 eat anything but
ani1nal food. Fro1n the sea they get n1any
kinds of fish, and also whales, seals, ,valruses,
nar,vhals, while on the land they hunt reindeer, hares, foxes, and occasionally a bear
or wolf. In sumn1er 1nany birds such as
ducks, petrels, and others that live on fish,
fly north to the polar regions.
Someti1nes the Eskimos partly dry the
flesh of the sea animals for ,vinter use, occasionally they roast it ,vithout salt, but
much of it they eat ra,v. The little Eski1no
children eat a piece of ra,v seal or of blubber
as eagerly as you eat candy.
No horse could live in this cold country,
and so the natives use dogs instead. Many
dogs are fastened together by straps and

MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA.
taught to dra,v the sledges of the Eskimos.
The dog ,vhich runs alone at the head of the
line is called the leader, and he is ahvays a
very clever ani1nal.
The long narrow canoe, or kayak, of the
Eski1110s is very light and strong. Its fran1e,vork is of bone or ,vood covered tightly with
sealskins, and sealskins are also se,ved over
the top so that it is ·wholly ,vater-tight.

REVIEW QUESTIONS.

vVhat is a glacier? Ho,v is a glacier
for1ned? ,Vhat are icebergs? Ho,v are they
n1ade?
,Vhat island northeast of North An1erica
belongs to Denmark?
Describe Greenland. ,Vhy has it not
many rivers?
vVhere do the Eskimos live? Describe
their figures and their faces. Ho,v do they
dress? Describe their huts. Do they have
su1n1ner houses? ,Vhat furniture have their
igloos? ,Vhat do the people eat? Ho,v do
they travel? Describe their boats.

62. Mexico and Central America.
\Vithin the torrid zone lie Central
America, the vV est Indies, and the
southern half of Mexico. These countries are called Spanish America because they were settled by Spaniards,
and the people still. speak the Spanish
language.
A few years after the voyage of Columbus, a Spaniard na1ned Cortez reached the
coast of Mexico, near ,vhere its chief seaport,
Veracruz, no,v stands.
He ,vaged severe

~
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and cruel ,vars with the natives, and conquered the country for Spain. It re1nained
in the power of Spain for 300 years. Since
1822 it has been an independent country.
In wealth and population it ranks second
only to the United States a1nong the North
A1nerican countries.

lVIexico, like all countries in the
torrid zone, has a wet and a dry season ; but its plateau is so high that
it has. not the heat of that zone.
The low coast plain is hot and unhealthful, but the plateau has the
JVIexico lies between the United mild, healthful climate of ternperate
States and Central America, and ex- regions, while the high n1ountains
tends fro1n the Gulf of Mexico to the are extre1nely cold. The vegetation
Pacific Ocean.
and the prodWithout the
ucts vary from
long, narro,v
those of the
peninsula of
torrid zone to
Lower Califorthose of the
nia on the,vest,
frigid zone.
11exico is like
The winds
a cornucopia in
here are 1nainshape. What
ly fro1n the
peninsula
is
west, and they
there on the
be a r a 1on g
southeast?
clouds heavily
Along the
MEx,cAN PACK TEAM .
laden with
coasts of Mexico there are narrow, moisture from the Pacific Ocean.
rnarshy plains. The center is a high
What effect on these clouds does their
plateau. 'fhe sides of this plateau are striking the cold highlands produce?
bordered by 111ountain ranges ,vhich
On ,vhich side of the 1nountains does 1nost
gradually increase in height as they of the rain fall ? Is the interior plain 1noist
or dry?
extend southward. The highest peaks
Are the moist ,vind·s from the Gulf of
1
of these 1nountains are volcanoes
Mexico affected in the same ,vay ?
Do you see ,vhy the coasts are warm and
that have frequent eruptions.
Volcanoes are mountains from which melted
matter, steam, smoke, gases, etc., are thrown out.
The throwing out of these substances is called an
eruption,
1

moist, the interior cold and dry ?
In ,vhat part of Mexico does the greater
portion of its population live?
Why do the people prefer to live there ?
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In Northern Mexico horses and
cattle are raised. Silver-1nin.
.
1ng 1s a very irnportant
industry. Gold and quicksilver abound. J\Iahogany,
rose,vood , and various dye-

Mex,cAN

woods
MEXICAN ADOBE . HOUSES.
found
the forests of the lowlands, and
the products of the Gulf States
raised. What are these products? We receive cocoa from
J\Iexico, and also the vanillabeans from which vanilla extract is made.
The greater part of the
people of Mexico are Indians
and half-breeds. 1 Their chief
Half-breeds, people of white and Indian blood.

food is corn cake, and beans
cooked with red pepper.
They live in adobe
houses; that is, houses
n1ade of bricks dried
in the sun and not
burnt like our bricks.
The City of J\1:exico, the capital of
J\IIexico, is in a
beautiful valley several thousand feet
above the sea. Most
of its houses are
flat-roofed, one-story
stone buildings.
Gardens and orange
groves surround the
sov.
city, while beyond

are these are beautiful lakes, and still
.
1n farther a,vay the snow-crowned 1nounall tains.
are , Veracruz, on the Gulf, has a large

1

MEXICAN VILLAGE, SHOWING CACl'US FENCES.

LAKE NICARAGUA.

GUATEMALA.

111

NATIVE CABIN.

commerce . Is its cli1nate a healthful United States, between North A1neror pleasant one ?
ica and South An1erica.
He took
Central Anierica. - Central Arnerica back to Spain so1ne of the people
extends fron1 J\1exico to the Isthrnus ,vho111 he found there. The people
of Pana1na, and consists of several he called Indians. The islands ,vere
republics and one British colony. · A called West Indies. Fr0m page 64
railroad crosses the Isth1nus of Panan1a. you can ]earn ,vhy these •names ,vere
A canal is planned through ,vhich the given to these islands and the people.
largest ships 1nay pass from the CaribThere are about one thousand of
bean Sea to the Pacific Ocean. Lake these islands, some of them rugged
Nicaragua is to be 111ade a part of this and 1nountainous, others low . coral
canal.
reefs. vVhat have you learned about
The relief, products, and people of coral islands ?
Central A1nerica are sin1ilar to those
The products of these islands aI'e
of J\1:exico. vVhat can you tell about like those of J\1:exico, -valuable woods ,
the,n?
tropical fruit s, sugar, coffee, spices, and
There are many volcanoes in this tobacco.
•
region.
Cuba is the largest island and its
capital, Habana, is the greatest sugar
1narket . of the ,vorld.
63. West Indies.
The race of India~s
which Colu1nbus
.
On his first voyage to the N e,v found there has n early disappeared,
'vVorld Colu1nbus explored several of and now the people are descendants
the islands lying southeast of the of Spaniards and negroes.

•
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REVIEW QUESTIONS.

'

STREET SCENE, HABANA.

HABANA.

Where is Mexico ? vVhat is its relief?
Describe its clin1ate.
If a traveler should pass fro111 the coast
to the inland plateau, ,v hat changes in cli1nate ,vould l1e find? If one should cli1nb
the mountains, ,vhat change in cli1nate would
he experience ?
vVhere are Mexico's t,vo peninsulas? vVhat
are the products of the lo,v coast lands? ·yvhat
mines in the 1nountains ?
Describe the City of Mexico. Point out

the two seaports of Mexico. Ho,v do you
account for there being no navigable rivers in
Mexico? Does Mexico have 1nuch co1111nerce?
vVhere is Central America? Is this a
country or a group of countries?
vVhat is its relief? "\Vhat are its products?
Where are the VV est Indies ? What is
said of their climate ? What sea lies between
the111 and Central and South A1nerica? What
are their products ? vVhich is the largest of
these islands ? For ,vhat is Habana noted?
How did the vVest Indies receive their
name?
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SOUTH AME11IOA.
64. Position and Form.
In ,vhat direction from North America is
South America? In what zones does it lie?
What large city is near the Tropic of
Capricorn?
In ,vhat latitude is
------\.
the n1outh of the Am~••C's.'?.fe1 .<"YIIV /
azon River?
1Vhat
are
the
waters which bound
South A1nerica?

.

•

RELIEF MAP OF SOUTH AMERICA.

South America
is very si1n ple in
form, and its coast
line is not n1uch
. o
broken. In this ren
'
spect it resembles
'ol
'?the other south'
ern con tin en ts, and
is very different
from the northern
continents, which
have coasts broken by many projections and indentations.
Which continents have peninsulas? Which
have not i vVhich are northern continents ?
Which are southern continents ?
·

South Arnerica becomes narrower as
it extends southward. , Only a srnall
portion of it is in the south temperate
zone. Compare it with North America.

65. Relief.
You notice that
the western highlands of South
Arnerica and those
of North A1nerica
forrn one long
· chain along the
,,,
'-I
Pacific coast. The
eastern highlands
,,,
of South America
are in two diviSOUTH AMERICA
Key to Re lief Map
sions, one north,
the other south,
of the Amazon,
and are broad plateaus crossed by
ranges of rnoderate height.
The
nort,hern is called the Highlands of
Guiana ; the southern, the Highlands
of Brazil.
·,
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plain stretching fro1n north to
south nearly the entire length
of the continent.
'rhe river systems of
South America are those
the Orinoco, the An1azon,
and La Plata.
These tl1ree systems are separated
only by low divides,
as are some of the
systen1s in North
A1nerica. Indeed, the
,vatershed between
CARRY.ING WATER.
NATIVE CABIN.
the Amazon and the
Orinoco is so slight that a river connects the two systems, sending off a
branch to each, and flowing into the
-,~_... CARRYING
;ti".\. WOOD.
one less flooded. Certain tributaries
·k ~
also of the A111azon and La Plata rise
Andes are near each other; so that, by being
A ROAD IN THE ANDES.
higher than carried a short distance, a canoe can
those of tl1e Rocky Mountains, but the pass from one system to the other.
Are there any large rivers flowing westplateaus upon which they rest are narward in South America? Are there any in
rower.
North America ?
The Andes affect very greatly the
Name the three principal river systems of
climate of South America. They shut South A_merica. Trace the basin of each. Is
off the winds ,vhich blo,v from the it easy to find the di vi des bet,veen the1n?
vVhat does this show as to the surface of
Pacific, while tl1e greater part of the
South America?
continent is open to the winds from
The great central plain of South
the Atlantic and the Caribbean Sea.
In South A1nerica, as in North America is divided into three sections
America, there is a great lowland having different names and different

In ,vhat respects is the relief of South
America like that of North A1nerica ? vVhich system is the more
broken, the Andes or the Rocky ?
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products. In the north are the llanos,
or plains of the Orinoco, extending
frorn the highlands of Guiana to the
foot of the ~i\.ndes. These are low

I
I
I
• _- -

SELVAS.

plains, marshy in
the wet season, and
producing grasses
in abundance, but
bearing few trees.
The selvas cover
LLANOS.
a large part of the
basin of the A1nazon. The word selvas means forests, and tells the nature
of this region.
Southwest of the plateau of Brazil
are the pan1pas. These are rolling
plains covered with grass, somewhat
like our prairies. They afford fine pasturage for cattle, horses, and sheep.
The Amazon River system is the
largest in the ,vorld. The river and
all its tributaries are entirely within
the tropics. Towards its 1nouth the

fr-
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Amazon is many 1niles wide and contains nun1erous low islands. Sailing
up the river we pass rubber trees, with
gray trunks and shining green leaves,
from which our india-rubber co1nes,
cacao trees fro111 whose seeds chocolate
is rnade, and im1nense trees which yield
valuable dyewoods and gums. Farther away fro1n the banks we see
mahogany trees, forty feet high perhaps, and four or five feet in diameter.
These forests are
the densest in the
"'orld. The trees
are so interlaced
with climbing plants
that the forests in
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PAMPAS.
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some parts are impassable. Gay-colored
parrots, chattering monkeys, fierce
wild beasts, and poisonous reptiles
make their ho1ne there. During the
rainy season the river overflows and
covers a large extent of land.
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66. History.
\Vhen the Spaniards discovered the
New World, they came first to the
West Indies, then along the Gulf
coast to the mainland of Mexico.
Afterward they conquered the Pacific
•
coast of South Arnerica and the valley of IJa Plata. At the present day
the greater part of the people of
South An1erica, except in Brazil, are

i but unknown in the temperate regions
! of the United States and Canada.
In all parts of the torrid zone monkeys are found, but some of those in
South Ainerica
differ from any
in the Old
World .
Their tails are
almost as serviceable to the1n as
TAPIRS.
arms or legs, for
these tails are so long and strong that the
monkeys can twist then1 around a branch of a
tree, and thus suspend the1nselves.

The tapir is an anin1al living in the
dense forests of South Ainerica and
Central America.

MONKEYS.

-·
•

•

•.

the descendants of these Spaniards, of
the native Indians of the continent,
.
and of the Africans who ,vere 1rnported as slaves.
The wild Indians are now found
only in the vast interior forests.

67. Animals.
South A1nerica has rnany animals
that are coinmon in tropical America,

It has feet well fitted for burrowing, and
when pursued it can quickly bury itself 1n
the ground. Should you
be invited to a fine dinner
in South America, perhaps
you ,vould be served ,vith
ARMADILLO.
roasted armadillo.

Tapirs live upon fruits and leaves.
.
Their chief enemy is the Jaguar, on~
of the strongest
and fiercest of
wild anirnals. It
has a fine and
handsomely
spotted fur.
JAGUAR.

This curious-looking animal is the
ant-bear, ,vhich feeds upon ants and
the insects found in
the bark of trees. It
has a very long, red
tongue that resembles
ANT-BEAR.
a huge earthwor1n.
The skin of the
boa-constrictor is
used in 1naking
boots and saddles.
Anacondas are
large snakes;
some of them are
thirty feet long.

Lariats, long thin ropes used in catching cattle
and horses.

'rhese serpents
are not poisonous,

Its hide is very thick and tough. 'fhis
hide when tanned is ahnost white, and it
1nakes the finest of leather ·where great
strength is required. In Brazil it is n1ade
into halters and lariats. 1
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ANIMALS.

The purna is another fierce animal
found throughout South Arnerica.
The armadillo is a small
quadruped
having a bony
.
case covering
all its body. Its
PUMA.
head, legs, and
tail are protected by bony plates.

1

BOA-CONSTRICTOR.

i''.
~~
_..

'ti'
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but they kill their prey by winding then1selves about it and squeezing it to death.
Their jaws and skin have such a wonderful
po,ver of expansion, that they often devour
animals much larger than the1nselves, and then
lie stupid and sleepy for a long time afterwards.
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CONDOR.

PARROT.

The largest flying bird is the condor, found only in the Andes Mountains. Its body is about four feet long,
and when its wings are outstretched
they measure nine or ten feet from
tip to tip.
Measure off ten feet upon the schoolroom
floor to see ho,v large some of these birds
are. The condor feeds' upon living or dead
animals, and is so powerful that it can carry
off sheep and calves. Shepherd dogs are
trained to bark whenever one appears in
the air.
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HUMMING-BIRD.

TOUCAN

The forests of Brazil a,re full of
beautiful humrning-birds and parrots.
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The toucan is a peculiar-looking
bird, having an enorn1ous beak.
The penguin is a ,veb-footed s,vimn1ing bird found only south of the
equator. Its ,vings have
only one 1novable joint,
that at the shoulder. 1'hey
are useless for flight, but
1nake good paddles.
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68. Countries and Products.

South A1nerica is divided into ten
republics and three small posses~ions
of Great Britain, The N etherla,nds,
and France.
The language spoken by the g11eater
part of the people of South ~l\.me11ica is
Spanish. In Brazil, Portuguese, tbe
language of its first settlers, is u&ed.
On land the penguin sits
The people of the countries which
upright. It also walks and
PENGUIN.
runs erect except ,vhen frightoccupy the plains of South Ai-perica
ened; then it drops forward, and, using its
are chiefly engaged in agricultui·e and
,vings as forelegs, makes great speed. During
the hatching season vast nlunbers, flocks of stock-raising.
thirty or forty thousand, live together in
In the Andes l\'1ountains a,re rich
rookeries, choosing for these the 1nost deso- 1nines of silver, copper, 1nercury (quicklate islands.
silver), and gold. These mines have
A1nong the domestic animals the been worked for more than tl}ree hunllama is very useful.
It has long dred years.
woolly hair, and so mew hat rese1nbles · Quinine is made fro1n the bark of
a sheep, although it is much larger.
trees ,vhich gro,v in Peru a,pd Bolivia.
The lla1na is used as a beast of burden in
Frotn the shores of small islands off
the Andes, its sn1all hoofs especially :fitting
the coast of Peru, guano, a valuable
it for n1ountain climbing. It belongs to the fertilizer, is collected and, sent to our
can1el family, and like country and to Europe.
the camel it has a
The most important countries of
sto1nach so arranged
that it can drink suf- South America are Bra~i1, Argentina,
LLAMA.
:ficient •.vater at one and Chile.
time to supply it for a long journey.
Brazil is the · largest country of
The American ostrich is s1naller than South America. It is nearly as large
the ostrich of the Old World. · Its as the United States.
One-half of all the coffee used in
plumes are not orna1nental, and are .
therefore useful only for feather dusters. the world is raised in Brazil. Sugar-

can~, cotton, vanilla, cacao, rice, and
the banana are also cultivated. Nuts
and tither fruits abound.
Nearly all our india-rubber comes

I•'-
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to Rio Janeiro, the largest city of the
world south of the equator.
Chile is the best governed country
of South America, and its people are
the rnost industrious and
prosperous. They are engaged in mining, in cultivating ,v heat, corn, and
fruits, and in rearing herds
of horses and cattle. Valparaiso is a flour:ishing seaport. Santiago, a, large city
in the center of Chile, is
its ca pita1.
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RUBBER TREES, BRAZIL.

frorr1 Brazil. What articles are n1anufactured from
india-rubber ? Brazil has
mines of diamonds, iron,
and salt.
.
The capital of Brazil is
Rio Jctneiro, the largest city
of South America. \Vhere is it situated?
Argentina is about one-third the size
of the United States. Its climate and
prod nets resemble those of our conn try.
It exports great quantities of hides,
horns, and wool, ,vheat and corn.
Buenos Ayres, its capital, is next

•
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COFFEE PLANTAT~ON, BRA,ZIL.
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Chile is as long fro1n nortl1 to south
as the United States is fron1 east to
west.
Valparaiso and Buenos Ayres are
connected by a railroad. Why is this
road i1nportant ?
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REVIEW QUESTIONS.

Where is South An1erica ? Where is it
widest ? Is it as long as North .A.merica ?
Describe the relief of South America. How·
do the Andes ]\fountains differ fro1n the Rocky
Mountains?
Into what sections is the great central
plain of South America divided? Describe
each section.
What ·would you see in a voyage up the
A1nazon ? Up the Mississippi ?
How do the Andes ]\fountains affect the
cli1nate of South America?
In what part of South A1nerica is Spanish
spoken ? Did the Spaniards enter South

0

An1erica first fro1n the east or from the
west? In what country is Portuguese spoken?
Ho,v large is Brazil ? 11/hat does it export?
vVhere in South An1erica is stock-raising
extensively carried on ?
1Vhat countries of South A1nerica export
quinine? 1,Vhence do we get 1nost of our
coffee'? India-rubber?
1Vhat is the capital of Brazil? 1¥here is
it situated? What city near the mouth of
the A1nazon? Is ·the A1nazon of as 1nuch service as the Mississippi to con11nerce ? vVhy?
What can you say of Chile ? vVhere 1s
guano found ?
What ani1nals of South A.merica can you
name? Describe those you na1ne.
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POSITION AND RELIEF.

EUROPE.
N a1ne the three southern peninsulas
What are the three divisions of the eastern . of Europe.
continent? 1Vhich is the smallest ? Vi!hat
There are three i1nportant rivers

69. Position and Relief.

0

fonn the boundary line between Europe and Asia ?
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ARCTIC

Look at the n1ap of
Europe and see ho,v
1
very irregular its coast
line is. Has any other
continent so 111any bays,
•
'
.....
gulfs, and seas ? The
s.,
Baltic and the JVIediterk;
, ..
':
ranean Seas, ,v hich are
'I
Ii.,
but ar1ns of the Atlantic
Ocean, extend into the
land so far that they
see1n like inland seas.
In Europe the Alps
with their extensions
eastward and ,vest,vard forn1 the chief
mountain syste1n. Other 1nountain
syste1ns are the Scandinavian JVIountains and the Ural l\1ountains ru_nning
nearly at right angles to the Alps.
North of the Alps is a great plain
stretching to the North Sea, the Baltic
Sea, and the Arctic Ocean.
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EUROPE
Key t o Re lief Map

that rise near one another in the Alps.
On.e, the Danube, is long, flows to,vard
the east, and has great ,vheat fielcTs
near its banks. Tell where it rises,
through what countries it flows, and.
into ,vhat it en1pties.
The Rhine rises near the source of
the Danube, flo,vs northward through a
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beautiful country, and has vineyards
70. Climate.
and many fa1nous castles on its banks.
The climate of Western Europe is
Through ,vl1at countries does it flow ?
more mild and 1noist than that of
Into ,vhat does it empty?
the United States;
but Russia, in Eastern Europe, is so
far from the ocean
that it has an extren1e climate, very
hot in su1nn1er and
cold in winter.
South of the Alps
the cli1nate is about
as warm i:ts that of
our Gulf: States;
north of the Alps
to the North Sea,
it is about like that of
our Northern Stares.
The countries lying
The third one of
northeast of the
rivers, the Rhone, flo,vs
North_ Sea are cold
south. It is a short river,
away from the coast
and having its source high up
and are not very fertile.
in the mountains it is thought to
be the most rapid river in the world.
Through what country does this river
flow? Into what does it e1npty?
Find one more river, the longest
in Europe, ,vhich flows through a
great plain into the largest sea in the
,vorld, which has no outlet. Nan1e
three other rivers of Europe.

!i:

for ropes, and beets for sugar are make their home. The skin of the
raised. In the ,varm southern penin- chan1ois furnishes the real charnois
sulas fruits are everywhere abundant, leather. The ibex has long horns.
- oranges, le1nons, olives, figs, and It is beco1ning rare .
grapes. There also 1nulberry trees are
grown, upon ,vhose leaves the little
silk-,vorms feed.
Although much grain is raised in
Europe, yet the amount is not enough
for all its inha,bitants.
Our country sends to thern wheat and corn,
as ,vell as cotton, beef, coal-oil, and
C HAMOIS.
I BEX,
other products. From Europe we receive rnany 1nanufactured goods.
73. Countries.

72. Animals.

Wolves, foxes, and deer similar to
those of North America, and bro,vn
bears, ,vhich
are unknown
on our continent, are found
in Europe, but
1nost of the
ani1nals a r e
REINDEER .
domestic. Can
7 l. Products.
you tell why this is so?
The productions of Northern Eu·
In the northern part the reindeer
rope are similar to those of all other
thrives on the 1noss-lik:e plants under
cold regions. The central portion is · the snow. Among the ragged cliffs
the boTeat actricultural
region, -..vhere
of the Alps the ,vary ibex and a beaub
wheat, barley, rye, and potatoes,
tiful, swift animal called the cha1nois
grapes for wine, flax fot linen, hemp
~

I
I
I-
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Europe is not much larger than
the United States, but it has nearly
six ti1nes as many people.
All the white people in our country are Europeans or their descendants.
In Europe there are 1nany in1portant countries. The six n1ost i1nportant ones, called the Six Great
Po,vers of Europe, are Great Britain,
Germany, France, Austria-Hungary,
Russia and Italy.
Let us imagine ourselves on a mountain in
Sw·itzerland ancl looking over Europe. To the
nortlnvest lies France, and east,vard from
France lie in order Belgium, The Netherlands, Ger1nany, Austria, and Russia. A,vay
to the southwest is the peninsula of Spain
and Portugal. South of us is Italy, and
southeast the Balkan Peninsula, in ·which lie

.:'I"
'
'
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THE BRITISH ISLES.

Turkey ancl Greece.
'£he countries in the
northern peninsulas are S-weden, Norway,
and Denn1ark. West of the continent are
the British I sles, the 1nost i1nportant country
of Elu·ope.

No other country produces so much
coal; and only the United States produces more iron. No other country has
so 1nany colonies, so large a navy, such
extensive con1rnerce, such a variety of
,
74. The British Isles.
1nanufactures, nor, considering its size,
The Britisl1 Isles con1prise t,vo large so many large towns as has England.
The largest of these to,vns, and the
islands and 111any sn1all ones near
largest city in
then1. The largg Long;itude 6oWest from 30 Orecnwich.0° Lonii:itude 8° E:1.st
the,vorld,isLonest island is
o.
BRITISI-I
ISLES
don. It has over
Great Britain.
~
four 1nillion inThe
southern
habitants, about
part of this
as many as New
island is EngYork, Chicago,
land, the hon1e
R
T
and
Philadelof the English
phia combined.
people, and the
'rhe corrnnerce
northern part is
E .4
of London is
Scotland, the
very great.
hon1e of the
120
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SHE. LAND
lSLA OS

London is so
Scotcl1. Ireland,
vast a city, and
the horne of the
has so 1nany 111ag•
Irish,is the large
nificent and interisland ,vest of
esting buildings,
n1useums, and
Great Britain.
50
churches, that a
These islands,
stranger n1ust stay
60Copyrii:;ht, 18\'.16, 3° by the Werner 0° Company.
witl1 1nany posthere a long time
to see thein all.
sessions on all
On the next page is a picture of ,Vindsor
tl1e continents, for1n the British E111Castle ,vhere Queen Victoria, the present ruler
.
pire, the largest, richest, and n1ost of this' gi:eat kingdorn, lives much of her tune.
powerful k_ingdom in the ,vorld.
Nlost of the steamers fro~ N e,v York
'rhe sl1ipping of England is greater
than that o-f all the rest of the world. to England land at Liverpool, the sec0

ond great seaport. The greatest 111anufacturing city of the world is Manchester.
Scotland is a
country of grand
scenery. There
are n1any inlets
of the sea and
ocean extending
into tl1e land, so
that no part of
the country is
more than forty
WINDSOR
1niles from salt
water. The largest of these inlets of the
sea are called firths. How many firths
do you see on
the 1nap?
Scotland is
a very lTIOUlltainous country, and has
111any beauti: ful rivers and
lakes.
The
surface of
Scotland consists of the
highlands and
the lo,vlands.
A PIPER OF SCOTLAND.
vVhat past of
the United States rese1nbles Scotland
in its n1ountains and coast?
I

The great co1111nercial and 111anufacturing city of Scotland is Glasgow.
Edinburgh, the
capital, has famous schools.
Ireland _has
the 1noist ,vinds
from the Atlantic, and its vegetat,ion is so green
that it is often
called "The Emeralcl Isle."
CASTLE.
There are, ho,vever, large tracts of land called bogs
that are bro,vn and dull, but these bogs
are very useful because the turf or
peat can be dried and used for fuel.

CUTTING PEAT IN IRELANO.

Many of
hard to get
emigrate in
country and

the people find it so
a living there that they
large numbers to our
to Australia.
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Ireland has a beautiful capital, Dublin. This city has ,vide streets and
1nagnificent parks.
" The Manchester of Ireland " is
Belfast.
vVhere are the British Isles ? N an1e t-wo
of then1.
vVhich is the largest city in the ·worlcl?
Describe it. 1Vhere is Liverpool? Jl.fanchester? For what are Liverpool and
Manchester each noted ?
In ,vhat respects cloes Englancl surpass other nations?
Where is Scotland ?
N a1ne two cities of Scotland.
1Vhere is Irelancl ?
Why is it called the
En1eralcl Isle ? What
are "bogs " ? vVhat is
1neant by saying "The
Manchester of Ireland is
Belfast" ? 1Vhere is Dublin?

75. Switzerland.
A VILLAGE IN

•

S,vitzerland is the only important inland country of Europe, and
it is the most mountainous.
It has been called the playgrouncl of Europe, because so many people go there to see
its ,vonclerful mountains ancl lake scenery.

•

Switzerland sends to our country
watches and clocks, curiously carved
wooden art1cles, woven silks, cottons,
'
and various kinds of chee.se.
The capital of Switzerland is called

Berne. The word Berne n1eans bears,
and there are many images of bears
about the city. Magnificent peaks of
the Alps can be seen from this place.
Geneva, on Lake Geneva, is noted
for the beautiful ,vatches that are
made there.
How does Switzerland differ fro1n the
other countries of Europe? vVhat attracts,
travelers ev~ry year to S,vitzerlancl? vVhat are the exports of
S,vitzerlancl ? vVhat is the
capital'?

76. France.
France is one of
the great countries
of Europe. It is
fortunate in having
shores on the Atlantic
Ocean and on the Mediterranean Sea. Its boundSWITZERLAND.
aries are natural ones of
,.vater and n1ountains, except in the
northeast, where it joins Belgiurn and
Gern1any. The Frencl1 people have
had 1nany ,vars ,vith the English and
,vith the Ger1nans, and each nation
has a large ar1ny.
Silk, cotton, and woolen goods are
n1ade in France. The French also
make more wine than the people of
any other country.

GERMANY.

The French are a gay, pleasure-loving people. No city in the world has
so n1uch that · is interesting, a1nusing,
and beautiful as Paris, the capital of
France.
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level, but in the center and south it
is high, and has 1nany famous 1nountain ranges. In these 1nountainous
regions are mines of silver, iron, coal,
copper, zinc, and quarries of marble.

London is called the business capital of
the worlcl, and Paris the pleasure capital.
All over Paris are s1nall, open squares
where the happy French chilclren play. There
is a large garclen
containing 1nany
kinds of animals,
and there are
manyparks, beautiful ,vith statues
and flo,vers and
fountains.

Gennany, like England, has a great number of large and beautiful cities. Most of
these cities are very old, and contain quaintlooking buildings built many centuries ago.
Many of the
small towns are
noted as having
been the birthplace of a famous
poet or painter
or 1nus1c1an or
general, or else
for some great
Lyon is the
siege or battle.
In the old Gersecond city of
man towns the
France in popstreets are very
ulation. It is a
narrow and windgreat silk 1nan,ing, and sometimes the top stoUNTER DEN LINDEN, BERLIN.
ufacturing city.
ries of the houses
Find France on the globe. Look at the ahnost touch, for each story projects farther
rivers on the relief map, and see ,vhich ,vay into the street than the one below it. The
the land slopes. · What does France produce? roofs of the houses are of red tiles, and are
In what city is a great deal of silk 1nanu- often n1oss gro\Vn.
factured?
The largest city and the capital of
What would you like to see in Paris ?

77. Germany.
Germany, like the United States, is
a country composed of several states.
The chief of these states is Prussia.
In the north the land is lo,v and

the Ger1nan En1pire is Berlin. London
and Paris are the only cities of Europ~
that have 1nore inhabitants than Berlin.
Berlin has been called "an oasis of stone
and brick in a Sahara of sand," because the
city with its beautiful buildings has been
built in a very level, sanely region.
Its
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streets are long and broad.
The one that
has the 1nost beautiful palaces is broader
than most streets in this country, and is
called Unter den Linden (Under the Lime
Trees), because it is planted with four rows
of lime trees.

Hamburg is the most i1nportant
port of Germany. Here the greatest a1nount of comn1erce is carried on.
Bre1nen is the
second
port.
From Bremen the
most of our German irr1migrants
come.
Cologne, on the
Rhine, i,s fan1ous
for its cathedral ·
and for its Cologne water.
Have you heard
about any other
Gern1an city?
Where is Gennany? In ,vhat respects
does it rese1nble the United States? Describe
the surface of Germany. vVhat mines are in
Germany?
What rivers in Germany?
Name a large city _on each. Describe the
streets in many of the old German to"'ns.
. What is the capital of Germany ? N arne
four other German cities, and tell something about each. At ,vhich German city
would you find the greatest a1nount of
shipping?
Why is a line of steamships between Ne,v
York and Bremen necessary ?

78. Austria-Hungary.
Austria-Hungary is situated in the
1niddle of Europe. What coast line has
it? It has a double narne because the
t,vo separate countries, Austria and
Hungary, are united under one ruler.

SCENES IN GERMAN TOWNS.

]\!fountains nearly surround it on
the east, north, and west.
Find on the map the rivers of this country.
Which is the largest one ?
In ·what part of the country are the best
farming lands ? vVhere do you suppose the
n1ines are ?
vVhat sea does it border?
Its con1merce is mostly upon. the Danube
and Black Sea.

Should you travel through AustriaHungary, you ,vould hear many languages spoken.

THE BALKAN PENINSULA.
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Once _there ,vere many s1nall and
79. The Balkan Peninsula.
weak nations there, but now they are
The eastern of the three southern
united and strong.
The capital of Austria-Hungary and peninsulas of Europe is occupied by
also of the kingdom of Austria is Turkey and Greece, and several
Vienna, on the beautiful Danube River. smaller states that have recently been
It contains many handso1ne public forn1ed from Turkey.
The capital and
buildings, and is one
chief city of Turkey is
of the finest cities in
Constantinople. It is
Europe.
situated on the strait
On an island in the
leading to the Black
river is the finest park
Sea, and has a fine
in the world.
harbor. ConstantinoBudapest is the
ple is built upon seven
capital of the ki11ghills, and ,vith its paldon1 of Hungary. It
aces, rivers, and garconsists of t,vo cities
- dens seen1s, frorn a
on opposite shores of
distance , the most
the Danube, ,vhich are
beautiful city in the
connected by a fine
world.
Its streets,
bridge.
ho,vever, are for the
Another beautiful
most part very dirty
city is Prague, which
PEASANTS OF AUSTRIA- HUNGARY.
and crowded ,vith beghas so rr1any to,vers
that it is kno,vn as "The town of the gars and hungry dogs.
'
South,vest
of
Turkey
is
the
little
hundred to,vers."
country of Greece, which has more
vVhere is Austria? 1Vhere is Hungary? coast line in proportion to its size than
Are these one nation or t,vo nations? Na1ne
any other country of Europe. It has
two of Austria-Hungary's great rivers. Describe its capital. 1Vhat are the occupations 1nany mountains and very fertile va,1of the people?
leys. Thousands of acreS' of land are
Both capitals are on what river?
covered ,vith currant vines. Greece
Which capital is composed of "twin
is famous for its sculptures and archicities" ?
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tecture. Athens, its capital, is a celebrated city. In it are rnany ruins
that tell of its for1ner glory.

the Apennines extends through the
long peninsula.
There are several volcanoes in Italy. One
of them, Vesuvius, near Naples, long ago buried
two cities by an eruption. On one of the
s1nall islands in the Mediterranean is a volcano always burning, and known as the
"Lighthouse of the Mediterranean."

,Vhere is Turkey? Constantinople? Describe Constantinople.
Where is Greece ? What
can you say about its coast
line? Is a country ·with such
a coast lime a level or a mountainous country? Con1pare it
with Norway in this respect.
For ·what is Greece famous? What is its capital?

CONSTANTINOPLE.

80. Italy.

TURKISH HAREM .

ITALY-SPAIN AND PORTUGAL.

Italy is the _central
one of the three southern peninsulas of Europe. Its
northern boundary is the Alps,
and on all other sides it is surrounded by the sea. What does
it resemble in shape? What
large islands are near Italy?
The northern part of Italy
is a very fertile plain, through
which the river Po runs. Mulberry trees are here grown .
A range of n1ountains called
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interesting churches and palaces. It
has canals. instead of streets, for the
city is built upon many islands.
It seems strange to us that the people ·who
have al,vays lived in
Venice have never
seen a horse, but
they think it
· strange that all
do not know
about their
pretty boats, or
gondolas, ,vhich
they use on their
canals.

Italy was once occupied by the most
powerful nation
of the ,vorld,
and it is a
conn try
The rnost
which peobeautiful city
ple eagerof Italy is
lyvisit beNaples. It is
cause of its
also the largmany faest city.
111ous cities
Where is Italy?
,vith
their
What are its bound,vonderful ,vorks
aries? vVhere is the
of art and ruins
river Po? What mountains in Italy? Why do
of ancient times.
people of other lands like to
Rome, its capital, was
visit Italy_? What can you say of
once the largest and rnost powVENICE,
volcanoes in Italy ? Describe Rome;
erful city in the world. It is
Venice; Naples.
DO,v a wonderful city, ,vhere every
8 J. Spain and Portugal.
broken column and aln1ost every stone
The nations occupying the southhas a story to tell.
In Genoa 1nany ships are built and western peninsula of Europe ,vere once
furniture, silks, and laces are 111ade. the richest and most powerful nations
of the ,vorld, but now they are far beColu1nbus ,vas born near there.
Venice is a curious old city ,vith hind most of the countries of Europe.
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In this peninsula are two nations, Spain and Portugal.
It was Isabella, the queen af Castile, a kingdon1 of Spain, who furnished Columbus
,vith n1eans to start out
on his voyage of discovery. Spanish adventurers conquered Mexico
and Peru. Portuguese
sai lors first sailed
around the Cape of
Good Hope, the southern point of Africa.

The regions of
Spain along the
shores are very fertile, while in the cenNAPLES AND VESUVIUS.
•
ter there are great,
bare tablelands. The Spanish people say that "swallow_s crossing this tableland 1nust carry prov1s1ons with then1."
l\Iost of the people are farmers. They cultivate, besides the grains, the olive and mulberry
trees, and vineyards. Most of our corks come
fro1n cork trees which gro,v in Spain. l\ferino
wool comes fro1n l\ferino sheep, which are
natives of Spain. There are rich 1nines of iron,
coal, copper, lead, and quicksilver in Spain.

products greatly rese1nble those of
.
Spain. Lisbon, its capital, 1s a very
beautiful city built on a
nu1nber of hills.

82. Belgium.
Belgiun1 has been called
" The Battle-field of Europe," " The Garden· of
Europe," " One Large To,vn."

•

What

Its people, its soil, and its

•

THE ALHAMBRA.

French; near The Netherlands, Dutch.
Brussels is the capital and largest city
of Belgium. I-lave you heard of Brussels lace and Brussels carpets that
are n1ade here? Antwerp is a large
city, and carries .on an extensive foreign trade.
,Vhat are some of the na1nes given to Belgiu1n? Is it a large country? Name t,vo
cities of Belgiu1n. N a1ne so1ne things 111anu•
factured in one of the111.

83. The Netherlands.

The capital and largest city is l\fadrid.

Portugal lies along the Atlantic seaboard.

It is a thriving and beautiful land.
The people near France are mostly

Why clo you think of Spain
when you think of Colun1bus?
vVhat part of Spain is fer- •
tile ? ,Vhat part is barren ?
What are the products of Spain?
Describe the Spaniards. In ,vhat
respects is Portugal like Spain?

Most of the to,vns of Spain are many centuries old,
and are quaint places ,vith curious, interesting buildings.
The Alhambra, or red palace, is one of the 1nost beautiful buildings in all Europe.

If you should visit this place some su1n1ner afternoon,
you would see the workmen lying asleep in the street,
A STREET IN NAPLES.
under the shade of the trees, or by the fountains. It is
so hot then that no work is done till late in the afternoon.
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seLLING F1sH , seLG1uM .

do these phrases tell you about the
country?

The Netherlands is the home of the
Dutch. It is a very interesting country to visit, for it is quite different
fron1 any part of our own country.
1'he land is so lo,v and flat that the
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SCENE IN THE NETHERLANDS.

sea ,vould overflow much of it did not
the people build walls to keep the
water out.

to the canals. These
wind1nills are also used
to sa,v logs, grind corn,
etc. One can usually
tell ho,v wealthy a farmer is by counting the
nu1n ber of wind1nills
he owns.
In the to,vns one sees
boats passing through
the streets, and red
brick houses showing
through dense foliage.
During two or three
months of the year the
canals are frozen over.
Then every one skates,
even the s1nallest chi!.
'
dren on their ,vay to school. They greatly
enjoy their ice boats, which are mounted on
runners and driven along by sails.
Here are few poor people. Every one
seen1s contented and happy. The Dutch all
work hard. They keep their homes very
clean, and are fond of seeing everything bright

They drive two rows of long piles deep into
the ground, one ro,v v,ithin the other, and fill
the space between with huge blocks of granite. These ,valls are called dikes. They are
banked up with earth, and on the top are
often roads, trees,
and even buildings. So1netimes
the sea succeeds
in breaking
through these
dikes, and hundreds of people
are drowned.
Canals
have
been dug over the
land, and huge
,vindmills built to
1Jun1p the water
fron1 the land inDIKES OF THE NETHERLANDS.

on a great trade with other countries.
Many of the islands of the East Indies and of the '\Vest Indies belong to
The Netherlands.
vVhere is 'rhe Nether lands? Is it a large
country? Describe its surface. vVhat are
dikes? Ho,v are they made'? vVhat are they for?

A NORWEGIAN FIORD.

Coinpare 'fhe Nether lands and Switzerland.
Tell all you can about the Dutch.
and shining. So much butter and cheese are made
that a large amount is sent
to other countries.

What is the capital
of The Netherlands 1
Amsterdam is the largest city, ·and carries

84. The Scandinavian Countries.
'

The largest peninsula of Enro-pe is
in the northwestern part. It is called
the Scandinavian peninsula, and contains t,vo kingdon1s, Nor,vay and S,veden, separated fron1 each other by
mountains. South of this peninsula
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there is another ,vhich juts out north,vard fro1n Germany. This peninsula,
,vith the islands near it in the Baltic
Sea, is Denmark.
The Danes, vvho live in Den1nark, the
Sw·edes of S,veden, and the Norwegians
of Nor,vay, are called Scandinavia,ns.
These people resen1ble one another
in 1nany ways, and
they speak languages
that are n1uch alike.
Al1nost all of then1
have blue eyes, fair
skin , and light hair,
and they are a
strong, ligl1t-hearted,
industrious people.
N oriuay. -The
Nor,vegians have a
beautiful, mountainous country. Look
, at the 111ap of Norway, and see how
the ocean reaches as if ,vith long arms,
called fiords, into the land ; notice
the n1any islands all along the coast;
you will then see why the Norwegians
have always been te111-pt-ed into boats,
and why they have been such good
sailors. Most of _the people who are
not sailors are engaged in fishing, or
in felling the trees of their rich for, ests, or in taking care of their cattle.

I

I
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THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE.

Norway for a long tin1e belonged to
The capital of Svveden is Stockholm.
Denmark. The people celebrate the
Denniark. - The land of the Danes
17th of J\ilay, the anniversary of their is very low and flat. The vvestern
separation frorn that country in 1814, part of the peninsula is covered ,v-ith
with cannon-firing, fireworks, arid pro- sand, and is inhabited only by fishercessions, just as we celebrate the 4th 1nen.
of July. Nor,v-ay and Sweden have
The Danes have about the sarne
separate governments, but
occupations as the Svvedes,
are under the same king.
but their dairy far1ns
What two other
are n1uch larger, and
countries of Euare fan1ous for
rope have but
their fine butter
one ruler ? The
and cheese.
capital of NorT_h e capital of
way is KrisDenn1ark is Cotiania.
penhagen.
S'lueden.-S,veFar out in the
den is a country
Atlantic are n1any
for the 1nost part
islands which belevel, and some porlong to Denmark.
tions of it are very fer"\Vhat have you learned
tile. So1ne of the Svvedes
about Greenland?
are fishermen, and others 1NTER10R oF swE01sH PEAsIceland. - One of the isANTs' HOME.
lumbern1en, like the N or,velands belonging to Den111ark
gians, but 1nost of thern are occupied is Iceland. It has a clin1ate like that
with cultivating their s1nall farms.
of the extreme north of Europe.
It is a cold, barren country. Only
In winter, which lasts four or five months, a very few stunted trees grovv there.
the children have great fun in coasting and
skating, bnilding sno,v forts, going on sleigh- The island is noted for its n1any volrides, or even in sailing over the frozen lakes -canoes and geysers.

vVould corn grow ,vell in their land?
are heard, the water begins to boil, and soon,
How does Sweden differ fro111 Norway?
like a great fountain, the hot water is thrown ·
Describe Den1nark.
from the center of the pool a hundred feet or
Tell about the geysers of Iceland. '\Vhat
more into the air. This lasts about ten minutes,
and then the geyser is still again. Others are the exports of Iceland ?
of the hot springs are constantly boiling.
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in ice yachts.
· Their merry-making at Christinas ti1ne lasts
•
two weeks.
At this ti1ne the far1ners never forget to put out a sheaf Qf grain for the birds.

•

The largest geyser when quiet is a large
pool of clear water. After several quiet
hours, sounds of explosions under the ground

85. The Russian Empire.
The land of the Russians is a vast
country, extending throughout the central and northern part of Europe, and the
northern part of . Asia. That part of

A SIBERIAN VILLAGE.

this country ,v-hicl1 is in Europe is called
Russia ; that part in Asia, Siberia.
Russia is 11;1,rger than the rest of Europe,
and Siberia t,v-ice as large as Russia.
A GEYSER IN !CELANO .
The Russian En1pire is a great plain,
Fish, ,vool, and horses are the chief
having large barren regions, immense
exports of Iceland.
fertile grain fields, and the largest forREVIEW QUESTIONS.
ests in the ,v-orld, except those of the·
vVhich are the Scandinavian countries?
A1nazon. This plain is crossed by
Describe the Scandinavians.
vVhat leads many N or,vegians to become eight very long rivers. Why n1ust
sailors?
these rivers be long? Much of SibevVhy do they eat rye bread rather than
ria is covered vvith snow and ice, anrl
wheat bread?
is not inhabited.
[Rye grows farther north than wheat.]
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The ruler of this great en1pire is three countries do the Laplanders becalled the Czar, and his will is law. long?
Their hon1e is a bleak, dreary region
There are many rich people in Russia,
but the peasants are very poor and of snow-covered n1ountains and level
wastes. The Lapps ,vho live along the
ignorant.
•
St. Petersburg, the capital, IS a coasts are fisher1nen, but 1nost Lapps
wander about an1ong the n1ountains
. ,vith their reindeer.

I

A Lapp ,vho has a herd of reindeer is a
rich 1nan. He lives upon reindeer milk and
flesh, his clothing and tent are n1ade
fro1n the skin~ of reindeer, and
when he ,vants to go anywhere reindeer draw his
sledge. Do you wonder
that in su1nmer, when
THE KREMLIN, MOSCOW.
the mosquitoes on the
plains tor1nent the reinvery large city. It contains
deer, the Lapps go with
the1n to the cold mounmany magnificent buildings.
tains to Ii ve? Upon what
'£he river on ,vhich th~ city is
do the reindeer feed ?
built is frozen over for about four n1onths
The Lapps do not put bits
of the year. The people "' rap themselves A LAPLAND SLEDGE. in the mouths of the reindeer
in furs and greatly enjoy the long winbut guide them by cords tied around their
ter, with all the sports on snow and ice.
horns.
The Lapps are very short in stature.
Moscow is an old city and ,vas once
Their huts, or houses, are small and low,
the capital.
having only a single roon1 ,vith no ,vindows
nor chiinneys. There is a hole at the top
It has a most beautiful citadel called the
for the s1noke to escape. Should you like
Kremlin, where each Czar goes to be cro,vned.
to live in such a dark and sn1oky place?
Thick sods cover the hut on the outside
so as to keep it ,varrn.
86. The Lapps.
Within there are reindeer skins on the
In the northern part of Europe, floor on ,vhich the Lapps sit and sleep. For
the baby there is a little boat-shaped cradle
from the shores of Norway to the of wood, lined ,vith dry 111oss. Sometimes
vVhite Sea, is r~apland, the home of this cradle is hung to the side of the hut by
the Lapps or Laplanders. To what cords, and sometimes the mother carries it on
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her back, supporting it by a band around her
forehead as the Indian women do.
1,Vhere is Russia? How large is it? What
are the t,vo parts of the Russian E1npire?

SCENE IN LAPLAND.

Describe the surface of Russia. Describe the
capital of Russia. What is said of Mosco,v?
Con1pare Siberia and Canada.
Co1npare
Asiatic and European Russia. What are the
seaports of Russia?
vVhere is Lapland? To what country does
the larger portion of it belong? Describe
Lapland. Ho,v do the Laplanders live?
What people do they re1nind you of?

REVIEW QUESTIONS.

1,Vhere is Europe? What separates it from
Asia? From Africa? Name five seas bordering Europe and tell between what bodies
of land each lies.
What islands northwest of Europe? vVhat
sea separates them from
Denmark?
Between
what seas is Den1nark?
Find three peninsulas in
the south of Europe, and
two in the north of Europe.
Describe the relief of
·Europe. Name five rivers of Europe. What is
raised in the north of
Europe? In the center?
In the south? Co1npare
Europe ,vith the United States as to size;
as to population. N an1e the six Great Po,vers.
Na1ne the central countries. The countries
of the northern peninsulas. The countries
of the southern peninsulas. The inland
countries. The island country. Tell what
you learned about the cities of Europe.
vVhat country of Europe would you like
best to visit ?

'

A LAPP CRADLE.

!
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In Europe we found a central high87. Position and Relief.
land (the Alps, etc.), with a great plain
. , h
Asia lS • t e largest of the land sloping north and three peninsulas
masses of the world. Both in area south. So it. is in Asia.
"\Ve shall get the best
A R 0
vie,v of the principal
highlands of Asia if we
begin with the Pan1ir,
or "Roof of the World,"
and observe the ranges
:
0
extending fron1 this
a
center.
The great plain north
of the central high..,"
lands extends across
..,
Europe and Asia from
"
'l
\ ..,,------·· ARABIAN
- [j"'
the Bay of Biscay ahnost
0.,
SEA
··.•
to the Pacific Ocean,
ASIA with the slight break of
Key to Relief Map
the Ural lVIountains, a
and elevation it is the giant of conti- low and unimportant range.
Trace the southern edge of this
nents.
It is larger than the two
An1ericas, and it is nearly equal to plain across the two continents.
From the central highland of Asia
Europe, Africa, and Australia co1nbined.
Asia joins Europe in a broad north- great rivers run to the south, to the
ern plain, and is united to Africa by east, and to the north. What are the
chief drainage basins of Asia ?
the Isthn1us of Suez.
~
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88. Climate.
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In the southern part of Central Asia
the Ilirnalayas, extending east and
,vest, present a sloping ·surface to the
sun, and this makes the climate of the
countries south of the1n very warm.
Asia south of the Hi1nalayas is very hot
in the su111mer, and the heat brings
the ,vinds from the Indian Ocean, so
that during five months of the year
this is a region of hea,vy rainfall.
In spring
the rivers of
Southern and
Eastern Asia
carry great
floods heavily
laden with soil.
WILD ASSES.
vVhat effect
upon the soil along their lo,ver courses
does this have ?
North of the I-Iimalayas is the great
central highland, and beyond this highland are the broad plains of Siberia,
sloping north,vard. The highland is
very cold and is subject to extreme
changes of temperature on account of
its elevation, its distance from the
sea, and its dry atmosphere. Siberia
is cold on account of its latitude and
its slope northwarp.
The great rivers of Siberia prove

that there is much rainfall near their
sources. They are large also because
they drain such an in1mense region.
'iVhich are in the ·wanner cli1nate, the
sources or the 1nouths of these rivers? Spring
freshets starting fro111
the head ·waters run
ove1\ the frozen lo,ver
stretches of the
rivers. vVhat effect
on the productiveness
of Northern Siberia
does this have? 'iVould you like to live in
that country ?
'iVhat parts of Asia are thickly settled?
What parts are thinly settled? What reasons
can you give for this ?

89. Animals.
The animals of Asia, north of the
central pla,teau, ·are like those of Europe in the sa111e latitude.
The 111usk deer, valuable for
its sack of perfume, is found
in Central Asia. The
,vild ass, a very swift
animal, and the gazelle, beautiful as ,vell
as s,vift, inhabit the
GAZELLE.
southern regions.
The animals of Southern Asia used
as beasts of burden and for riding are the
ca1nel, the yak, the elephant, the zebu,
and the buffalo. vVhat difference do
you notice bet,veen the zebu and the ox?

. I
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as an average
man. They live
in herds in the
forests, usually
·where there is a
marsh. vVhen the
natives ,vish to
YAK.
ZEBU.
catch a wild elephant, they take ,vith them tame
Its broad feet have thick soles to protect elephants to go near the ,vild ones and keep
them from the burning sands of the desert; then1 fron1 noticing what the men are trying
in its nostrils are valves which it can close to do. Then they fasten the elephant by
to keep out the sand blasts ; there are great ropes to trees. The elephant, thus caught, is
pouches in its t,vo stomachs, ,vhich retain furious and struggles several days, but ·when
water for a long time; and one hump on its ,vorn out and hungry, it is ta1ned and taught
to do all that a horse
back is mostly a store of fat ,vhich endoes, and many things
ables it to go a long ti1ne without food.
besides.
Do you not think this animal has
The buffalo does not
been well named "the
have a hump on its back
ship of the desert " ?
as the American bison
Could people easily
has.
Its horns are
travel over the deserts
very large and crooked
,vithout the camel ?
and turn out,vard, ,vhile
those of the bison are
The -~ild yaks
· h
far smaller and turn
0
=~JI.;.,
f~--:-".
::., v., ..,"--~·
l1ave t h e1r ome on
~ -'¼--:--=iri,vard. The ta1ne bufthe high plains of
ELEPHANT AT woRK.
f a1oes -are eas1-1y manCentral Asia, and feed upon the aged. In the jungles of India wild buffaloes,
coarse grass found there. The yaks very fierce and dangerous, abound.

In the . desert
regions of Southwestern Asia the
Arabian ca1nel,
or dro1nedary, is
of great value.

that have been tamed supply their
owners with milk, food, and clothing,
besides being used as beasts of burden.
Some elephants of Asia
are twice as high

The tiger is a fierce ani1nal of the
cat kind, found only in Asia. It
devours cattle, deer, wild hogs, small
buffaloes, and
occasionally hu-

CHIN A AND THE CHINESE.

man beings. Its fur is striped, very
soft and beautiful ; from it handsome
robes and rugs are 1nade.
Other fierce -wild animals of Southern Asia are
the lion and
the leopard.
The leopard
belongs to the
LEOPARD.
same family as
the lion. Its yellow fur is thickly
spotted with black or deep brown spots.

ENTRANCE GATE , PEKING.

90. China and the Chinese.
China, or the Celestial Ernpire as the
Chinese call their country, is kno,vn to
us as the land of tea and of the silk,vorrn.
It is the largest ernpire of 1\.sia, and the

DROMEDARY OR ARABIAN CAM EL.

TIGER.

BUFFALO OF INDIA.

~
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oldest one in the world. It is larger
than all the countries of Europe. No
other country contains so many people,
nor do the people elsewhere live so
closely together as in China.
There are twenty-eight cities in the
United States that have more than one
hundred thousand inhabitants. China
has more than fifty of such large cities.
Peking is the capital. Like most cities
of China, it is surrounded by a wall, and
is composed of two cities, a fortified wall

WITHIN THE CITY OF PEKING.

separating them. The one is the comn1ercial city, active, full of shops and
1narkets. The other is the official city,
,vhere ttre the offices and buildings of
the government. Here, in the 1nidst of
a vast park, is a palace of the emperor.

•
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Canton is the
chief com1nercial
city of China.

CH INESE
OFFICIAL.

It is larger
and cleaner than
most other Chinese HOUSES IN CHINA.
cities.
Where is it situated?

•

Chinese houses are one or two stories
high, and are made of sn1all blue bricks, of
mud and stucco, of straw, or of other cheap
material. The roofs are thatched with
stra,v or covered ,vith tiles. Most of the
houses contain three or four rooms not 1nore
than ten feet square. At night doors and
windows are closely shut, but the Chinese
seem to thrive without any ventilation.
The streets in China are very filthy and
narrow, often blocked with donkeys and
loaded wheel-barrows.
Many Chinese have gone to Australia and
California, but they always expect to return
to this "Flowery Land" to spend their 1noney
and to die.
In ahnost all of our large cities there are
Chinese laundrymen, and you are familiar
,vith their round, yello,v faces, black, beadlike eyes with slanting lids, high cheek

bones, thick lips, thin beards, and coarse
black hair shaved in front and braided in a
queue behind. Their dress is peculiar, con.
sisting of a kind of loose jacket, or tunic,
fitted closely around their necks, wide
trousers, and shoes of cotton or silk
,vith thick felt soles.
These Chinan1en are usually
from the lo,ver classes, and they
see1n to us so ignorant that it is
difficult for us to realize what intelligent and skillful people the
Chinese re:ctll y are, and that more
than t,vo thousand years before
our continent v,as discovered
they ·were a ci vilizecl people.
The Chinese of to-clay are
very patient, econon1ical,

BOY AND G IRL.

industrious, skillful, and clever in
i1nitating articles,
but they have no
ability to invent
anything ne,v,
and in character
they are cowardly
and untruthful.
The Chinese of
the higher class
CHINESE LADY.
are the only people
,vho cripple the feet of their girls by bandaging them tightly. Of course this is very painful, but they think the poor clefonned foot far
pretti@r than one which is large enough to

•

CHIN A AND THE CHINESE.
walk upon comfortably. Have you ever seen
one of the tiny shoes ,vhich they wear?
The Chinese ladies of the ,vealthy class
wear a long robe of bright-colored silk beautifully e1nbroiderecl, and a great a1nount of
jewelry, such as pins in their hair, heavy earrings, finger-rings, and bracelets. They seldom
]eave the house, and ,vhen they do they are
seated in a sedan chair with curtains closely
drawn. The chair is carried on the shoulders of several 1nen.

Rice is the food
upon ,vhich the people mainly Ii ve. They
do not eat beef . .NI ilk,
butter, and cheese
are unkno,vn. They
have no fields of
grass nor cattle in
pastures. At their
meals they do not use
knives and forks, but long
ivory or ,vooden sticks called
chopsticks. It is fron1 China that
most of our tea and much of our silk
Delicate embroideries, carvcome.
ings of ivory, engravings on wood and
stone, and lacquered wares are also
sent to us.
The Chinese are skillful farmers,
and cultivate the sarne kinds of crops
that are raised in our southern states.
Tea is grown on the hillsides, and exported in great quantities. Other products are salt, opiun1, and can1phor.
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How would you like to spend ten years
at school in learning to read and to write ?
This is ,vhat the Chinese boy must do, for
he has a far harder language than ours to
learn. His language has no alphabet, but each
,vorcl is represented by a different character.
As there are fron1 forty to seventy thousand
words in the Chinese language, no one knows
just ho,v 111any, you see ,vhat a hard task he
has before hi1n.
The ,vords are written in columns, and
from right to left on the page.
Their writing is clone with a
small brush and India
ink.
' The n1oney ,vhich the
Chinese use is very inconvenient. Their silver
usually comes in blocks
weighing fro1n four to
five pounds; and it takes
twenty-t,vo strings of
"cash," or pieces of copper, one hundred pieces
on a sti·ing, to n1ake one
dollar of our money.
Paper money, like the
bills shown on this page,
CH IN ESE PAPER MONEY.
can be had; but every
place has its own paper money. One place
,vill not take the paper money of other places.
,Vhere is China? Ho,v large is it? Describe its capital. What is the chief con1mercial city? Describe the Chinese as to appearance and dress ; as to character. Describe
their houses. How do ladies of the wealthy
class dress? What is the principal food of
the Chinese ? Do the Chinese use horses
when they travel?
What are the main exports frorn China ?
,¥hat do the farmers raise ? What can you
tell about the Chinese language ? What can
you tell about the money of China?
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91. Japan and the Japanese.
Five large islands and a great number of smaller ones off the eastern coast
of Asia forn1 the E1npire of Japan, or

JAPANESE LADY.

the " Land of the Rising Sun," as it is
often called. Tokyo, the capital, has
more than ontl and one-l1alf 1nillion
inhabitants.
On these islands are about forty million people. The Japanese look somewhat like their neighbors, the Chinese,
for they belong to the yellow race and
have a yellow co1nplexion, coarse hair,
and low stature, but their brows are
higher, their faces more oval, their
eyes not so slanting, and their cheek

bones not so prominent. They are far
1nore . intelligent and wide awake, too,
than their neighbors.
The Japanese ,vomen are very pretty·
and in their ,vicle-sleevecl, gay-colored, flow'.
ing dresses, they are a very pleasing sight.
The little babies are never dressed in
,vhite, for that is the color used for n1ournino0
in Japan, but in bright reels and yellows.
Their heads are kept shaved until they
are old enough to go to school.
,Yhen the little Japanese baby is only a
fe,v weeks old, it is tied by long bands of
cloth to the back of so1ne older sister or
brother to be carried about ,vhile its n1other
is busy. Often the little nurse is only five
or six years old, and baby's little s1nooth
brown h ead s,vings back and forth as the
little child runs and ju1nps about. This does
not see1n to us very co1nfortable for either
the nurse or the baby; but the baby soon
learns to cling tightly ,vith hands and feet,
ancl the little
nurse flies kites
or play s hopscotch just as he
,voulcl
,vithout
any baby on his
back.
The older people in Japan ride
about in a jinrikisha, or '.' man-carriage," a sort of
buggy on t,vo
,v heels dra,vn by
a man instead of
by a horse. This
JAPANESE GIRL AND BABY.
man is not un willing to go forty or fifty miles a clay. Ho,v 1nany
miles can our horses travel clay after day?

I

JAPAN AND THE JAPANESE.
On the 3d of March comes the Feast
of Dolls, the great yearly holiday for all
the little girls. 'l'he boys have their holiday on the 5th of May, and this is a still
more important time. . How many boys
under seven years of age there are in each
house can be told then by the nu1nber of
huge paper fish of all colors that
float fron1 the top of a bamboo pole near by.
The houses in Japan
are low, ,vooden
buildings, ·with
flat, heavy roofs.
There are no
good building-stones in
Japan, and
the houses
must be low
because high
buildings are
in greater
danger from
the earthquakes
,vhich so often
occur there. On
-e ntering a house one

SCENES IN JAPAN.
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takes off his
shoes or sandals, and leaves
the1u in the
en trance hall.
The door is a
sliding screen,
and
paper
screens serve for
,vinclo,vs; but
there are sliding
shutters ,vhich can
be closed at night or
during heavy rains. Inside there are panels that
slide in grooves, so that the one
large roo1u of the•house can quickly be
divided into several compartn1ents.
There is no furniture within, no carpets, no stoves or furnaces. The floor
is covered ,vith matting, and on this
the Japanese sit ·with their• legs bent
under them. vVhile sitting in this way,
their food, consisting chiefly of rice
and fish, is brought to them. Their
bed is only a blanket thro,vn on the
matting, ,v hich in the daytime is
rolled up and put away.
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How do the Japanese differ fro1n the Chinese ? How are their babies
cared for? In what do
the Japanese ride?
Describe the houses
in Japan.
vVhat can you
tell about the nee
fields ? About the
shops and trading?

JAPANESE HOUSES .

In the country, n1en and
won1en ,vork in the rice
fields all clay, standing ankledeep in the s~icky mud; these
fields are kept flooded ,vith ,vater n1ost
of the ti1ne.
The shops of Japan are very different fro1n
stores in our large cities. It takes a long
ti,ne to 1nake a purchase, and no one seerns
in any hurry. You enter what seen1s like a
covered platform, sit do,vn upon the n1atting, and a boy offers you so1ne tea. A clerk
con1es and ,velco1nes you, for the Japanese
are very polite people; he pushes a charcoal
brazier 1 to,vards you so that you can light one
of the tiny pipes ,vhich Japanese 111e11 and
,vomen often carry about ,vith the1n; and then
you inquire for ,vhat you ,vant. Little boys
are sent across to the ,varehouse on the other
side of the platforn1 for the goods wanted.
In the s1nall stores all goods are within the
reach of the proprietor, and his custo1ners sit
on the edge of the platforn1. If you live in a
large city, you should visit a Japanese bazaar
and see what are the articles which the J apanese send over for us to buy.
Where is Japan? Ho,v far along the coast
of Asia does Japan extend ?
1

An earthen or brass dish full of Ii ve Goals.

92. Inda-China.
The large southeastern peninsula.
of Asia is called
CARRYING TEA LEAVES.
Indo-China, or
Farther India. The British and the
French have extensive possessions on
this peninsula.
Singapore, a British city, is one of
the great centers of trade in the far
east.
There are also independent states.
here. In the n1iddle of the peninsula
is the kingdom of Siam . The natives
belong to the yellow race, the race
to which the Chinese and Japanese
belong.
Bangkok is the capital of Sia1n.
It is called the "Venice of the East."
A great part of the city is built
in a river on huge bamboo rafts.
These rafts, which are bound together
by im1nense chains, are moored to

INDIA AND THE I-IINDUS.

great poles driven into the bed of the
river. These floating houses can be
reached only by boat, for there are no
foot,vays as in Venice.
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Britain, belongs to the British E1npire.
Queen Victoria is Empress of India.
This great country is bounded on
the north, and part of the east and
west, by n1ountains, and is elsewhere
A. ,vhite elephant, a very rare ani1nal, is
surrounded by the Indian Ocean. It
worshiped in this country of Sia1n, as well
as in Bunn a, another di visio11 of In do-China. is as large as the United States.
The elephant is k ept in a 1nagnificent ten1ple
The highest 1nountains in the
within a palm garden,
" 'orld are north of
ancl is cared for by a
this peninst1la. Its
dozen priests, who
fertile plains are
weave ,vreaths for hin1
ancl sing songs in his
watered fay. rnany
praise. The stall of
rivers. Among its
this sacred ani1nal is
rivers are three
a large roo1n covered
with a nat of pure,
very large ones, the
chased gold, and the
Brah1naputra and
troughs fro1n ,vhich he
the Ganges, ,vhich
drinks are of pure gold
enter the head of
also.
"the Bay of Bengal
vVhere is Farther
India ?
·vvh y is it
by a great many
called F.a rther India?
1nouths, and the InWhy Indo-China?
d us, which flows in to
vVhat European naWHITE ELEPHANT OF SIAM.
the Arabian Sea.
tions control parts of it?
'iVhere is Siam? vVhat is its capital?
In, these river valleys crops of rice
Describe it.
and cotton and opium for the Chinese
vVhat is said of the white · elephant of
are raised ; sugar-cane, coffee, and tea
Sia1n?
are cultivated; silk is manufactured.
93. India and the Hindus.
The forests of India are very extenThe peninsula of Hindustan, or sive, and the trees are gigantic.
The palm is the one most freIndia, is called by the English people
"the pearl of the British crown." quently seen, and it is exceedingly useAhnost all this part of Asia, fifteen ful to the natives, for it furnishes thern
times as large as the island of Great with both food and shelter. The dense
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jungles are the homes of
fierce animals and poisonous snakes, which kill
thousands of people
every year. The
elephant is 1nade
verv
useful, as
•
tl1e picture here
and the one on
p. 148 show you.
The word Hindustan
means "the country of
the Hindus."
There are
so many different races and
classes a1nong the Hindus that it is
.
.
TRAVELING
i1npossible to give a descr1pt1on
that ,vill be true of all. They vary in complexion frorn olive-brown to almost black.
They all wear long linen or muslin robes,
those of the ,vealthiest class being beautifully worked in silver and gold. On their
heads they wear gay turbans made by
t,visting several yards of cloth
into folds. They are very
fond of je,velry, and huge
ear-rings, nose-rings, necklaces, finger-rings, anklets, and toe-rings are
often seen.
There are many
grand temples and palaces and comfortable
homes in India, but
most of the people live
in mud houses roofed
,vith tiles, the light coming in through the door and
the few holes in the wall. Some
of the houses have walls of light

cane or unburnt bricks and roofs
thatched with straw·. The
house furniture is very
simple; a n1at serves
fot a chair, there are
no tables, and the
people use their
fingers instead of
knives and forks.
The houses of the
rich are built
around a central
open courtyard, out
of which leads a .
smaller yard where
are apartments of the
women. Here the ,vindo,vs are very small, and
placed too high · up in the ,valls
IN INDIA.
f or any one to 1ook ou t . Tl1e
ladies of rank in India very seldom leave
their hon1es, and when they do they are
ahvays closely veiled.
A Hindu school is often held outdoors,
under the shade of beautiful palms. The
boys, with their teachers before them,
sit cross-legged upon tiger skins,
or upon mats made of palmleaves. At first they make
. their letters on the ground
with their fingers, and
when they can do this
well they are given a
paln1-leaf slate and a
short, sharp-pointed
iron rod with which
to write.
Each boy
pays a cent a month
when he first goes to
school; but after becoining 111 ore advanced, he
pays a higher price for his
instruction.

A VILLAGE IN INDIA.

INDIA AND 'rHE HINDUS.
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The people of India are divided into
several classes, or castes, and a n1an of
one caste will never eat food that has
been prepared by one of a lo,ver.caste
than he.
Among the poor people there is 1nuch
misery. The average ,vages for a n1an
and his fan1ily is only about five cents
a day. Rice is their chief food. l\1.illions of Hindus have never tasted
1neat. They will· not eat beef, for
they consider cows to be sacred anin1als, and it would be a crime to kill
one. So 1nany animals are sacred that
they are seen every,vhere; flocks of
parrots flying about, 1nagnificent peacocks perched on fences, and 1nonkeys
playing in the ,voods and devouring the
crops in the fields. Even the deadly
cobra is allowed to go undisturbed.
The Ganges is the sacred river of
the Hindus. From all parts of India
come to bathe in its waters,
PilO'rin1s
O ·
for they think that by this act they
,will obtain forgiveness for their sins.
Many, when very ill, are brought to the
banks of the Ganges. To die there is the
greatest desire of all Hindus, whether princes
or peasants. The pilgri1ns often carry long
poles with a bag suspended fro1n the top in
which are the ashes and bones of son1e relative thus brought to be thrown into the
sacred river.

Benares, one of the most sacred of

all places on the Ganges, is also one
of the oldest of cities.

•

•

At the tin1e of festivals its population is
someti1nes doubled by the pilgrims ,vho come
to bathe in the river, and to visit the temples.

The largest city in India is Calcutta.
The finest modern city in Asia is Bo1nbay.
Nearly every city in India is famous
for its special ware. Beautiful rugs
and shawls are ,voven, fine embroideries ,vorked, wood and stone very
skillfully carved, dishes, spoons, candlesticks, bells, idols, etc., in endless
variety, are ha1n1nered out of brass
and copper. These articles are all
found in the native bazaars, where the
I-Iindu merchants sit on the floor with
their pipes beside them and their
wares piled up around the1n.
vVhere is India ? How large is it ? vVhere
are its highest 1nonntains? vVhat is its
shape? Name its three chief rivers. vVhat
are raised in these river valleys ? vVhat
is said of the forests and jungles? · ,V'hat
are jungles? What is another na1ne for
India? What are the inhabitants of India
called?
•
vVhat is the complexion of the Hindus ?
How do they dress? Describe their houses.
Describe a Hindu school. vVhat is meant by
caste? vVhat can you tell about the wages
of 1vorking1nen? About their food? vVhat
are some of the sacred ani1nals of India?
vVhat can you say about the Ganges River?
Tell about Benares; Boni bay.

,
C'
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BEDOUINS.

94. Arabia and the Arabs.
The southwestern peninsula, of Asia
is called ~~rabia. Parts of it belong
to the Turkish En1pire.
The southwestern part . of Arabia is
fertile, and here the settled Arabs live
in their cities and villages. It is in
this region that the best coffee in the
vvorld grows.
Most of Arabia is a dry, desert
country, where the Arabs can live
only by moving with their herds fron1
place to place.
These wandering

Arabs are called Bedouins, a word
which 1neans "D,vellers in the Desert."
Over this desert a hot, stifling vvind
called the si111oon sometirnes blo,vs,
and while it lasts the traveling Bedouins press their faces into the sand
in order to breathe.
The Bedouins are divided into 111any
independent tribes, and each tribe is
ruled by a sheik. They hctve their
sumn1er and ,vinter ca111ping-grounds
in oases of date-pal111s, where they
live in tents and care for their herds
of sheep, can1els, goats, and horses.
They cultivate a little rice and a fe,v
vegetables, and eat honey, locusts, and
even lizards.
The Bedouins are dark-skinned and
fierce-looking.
Perhaps their habit
of constantly fro,vning to protect their
eyes fro1n the glare of the sun gives
thern this fierce look. These desert

PERSIA AND THE PERSIANS.
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,vanderers are very ignorant and dis- the children, goats, ancl clogs all tu1nble haphonest, and they rob and plunder pily about.
whenever they have a chance.
The ca111el caravans usually travel
The settled Arabs are temperate by night and rest by day. The leadand hospitable, very kind to their
little, black-eyed, dusky children, and
even n1ore kind to their beautiful,
s,vift, Arabian horses, ,vhich are their
great pride.
There are fe,v countries ,vhere so
little change has been rnade by the
people as in Arabia. Descriptions
v,hich the Scriptures give us of the
nianners and custon1s of the people
CAMEL TRAPPINGS.
thousands of years ago are true of
the Arabs at the present day.
ing camel, alwitys a 111ajestic anin1al,
decorated ,vith a mass of colored tasThe ,vomen clo n1ost of the ,vork, attend
to the hercls, ,vea ve cloth for the tents, or sels and jingling bells, carries his head
proudly aloft.
1Vhere is Arabia? To ,vhat country cloes
it belong? vVhat part is fertile ? 1Vhat is
raised here ? 1Vho are the Bedouins ? Tell
all you can abont the1n. 1Vhat is the si1noon?
Tell about the Arabs of the villages.

· 95. Persia and the Persians.

ARAB SHEIK.

AN ARABIAN CAMP.

grincl corn in hancl-1nills; while the 1nen
lounge around s1noking or drinking coffee, ancl

Persia is another plateau of deserts
and oases si1nilar to those of Arabia.
It is a very dry country, and the
southern part is exceedingly wa~·m.
Teheran is the capital, where the
ruler of Persia, or Shah as he is called,
lives.
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The small to,vns of Persia are much alike.
They are built near a grove of date trees and
contain a square fort, the sheik's house, a fe,v
other houses of stone, and n1any of n1ud or of
mats 1nade fro1n date-leaf stalks. The finer
houses are built around central courts, in
,vhich are lovely gardens, fountains, and
son1eti1nes large groves of fruit and shade
trees. No ,vindo,vs look out upon the streets.

In

•

guest bare-headed would be considered
very i1npolite. Next to the Chinese,
the Persians are the most courteous
people of the East.
Like 1nost Eastern peoples, the Persians are
exceedingly filthy; ,vater is scarce and conveniences for its use are fe,v. They are not
a noble people.
'fhe school buildings are open
toward the street, and the
schoolmaster can glance
at the passers-by a;;
,vell as at his pupils,
who are seated on
their heels in rows
before hin1. The
lessons ,vhich he
teaches are reading, writing, rule;;
of behavior, the
J(oran (which isc
their sacred book),
the poets, and rhetoric.

lands like Persia,
Arabia, or Turkey in
Asia, ,where there are
no good roads, and
travel is 1nainly
by saddle horses
and beasts of
burden, a palanquin
takes
the place of our
carriage.
It is ·
1nade of reeds and
,vicker-work and is
Fro1n April to Devery light, and by no
means so uncomfortable
cen1ber, rain never
as you might think
Ealls in their country,
from the picture.
-g ~
/ · ·2,<- and 1nany occupations are
The Persian is rather
PERS IAN PAL ANQUIN.
carried on out of doors.
fine - looking, slender, dark-skinned, In the streets the baker kneads and rolls
with dark: hair and eyes and regular his bread, presses the dough into thin,
features. He delights in gay colors, long sheets on his bare arrns, and after
and dresses i11 loose robes of cotton the loaves are baked, lays the1n on a
or of silk with a sash around the ,vaist. ,vall by his shop for sale. The bazaars
His turban or lan1bskin cap, ,v hich is are open and are very attractive ,vith the
very high and ,vithout a bri1n, is a wares, and especially with the embroidvery important article; to receive a eries for ,vhich Persia is so fa1nous.
,, .._
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TURKEY AND THE TURKS.

About one-third of the Persians wander fron1 place to place, having no permanent hon1es. Their
food is easily prepared,
for it consists mostly
of sour milk and dates.
Occasionally they
eat brook trout., which
abound in the mountain strean1s, or salmon from the Caspian.
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The su1nmers in Turkey are very
hot, and the ,vinters mild, hence the
olive and n1any other kinds of fruit
grow in great abundance.
Here, as ,,vell as in India and Persia,
there are large rose gardens ; fron1 the
rose petals attar of roses is n1ade.
The roses are gathered before the morning
de,v is gone, and are then distilled. It takes
about four thousand pounds of rose petals to
make one pound of this oil.

A PE RSIAN .

1Vhere is Persia? In ,vhat respects is it
like A.rabia? Vlhat is the capital'!
How are the s1nall towns of Persia usually
built ? What is a palanquin ?
Describe the- Persians.
Tell ·what you
know about the Persian schools.
1Vhat occupations are carried_ on in the
streets of P ersian to,vns ?

96. Turkey and the Turks.
The Ernpire of the Turks includes
large provinces in Asia and Africa,, as
,vell as the greater part of the Balkan
Peninsula in Europe.
The peninsula in Asia ,,vhich extends bet,veen the Black and the l\!Iediterranean Seas belongs to the Turks,
and also two long narro,v belts of land,
one along the Red Sea and another
stretching part way down the Persian
Gulf. T~vo large rivers, the Tigris and
the Euphrates, flow through the southeastern portion of the Turkish Empire.
L

Smyrna and Da1nascus are the largest cities in Asiatic Turkey. Fro1n
S1nyrna co1ne some of our beautiful
rugs and carpets. Damascus is the
center of a large caravan trade. In
that country there are no good roads,
and all 1nerchandise is carried fro1n
place to place by caravans.
The famous country of Palestine
lies along the Mediterranean coast.
l\l[ost of the events 1nentioned in the
Bible occurred in Palestine.
l\!Iany
pilgri1ns co1ne to Jerusalem every
year.
vVhat have you learned about Constantinople, the capital of Turkey?
There are many beautiful churches
or mosques in Turkish cities, and on
the balconies of their tall spires, a
1nan appears several times a day to
call the people to prayer. "\Vhen his
sad, ,vailing voice is heard, all the
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people, no matter ,¥hat they 1nay be
doing, prostrate the1nselves on the
ground ,¥ith their faces to,vard their
holy city of Mecca, and repeat the
prayers which have been taught the1n.

'rHE EAST INDIA ISLANDS AND THE MALAY PEOPLE.

of the women, is separated by a gallery from
the rest of the house.
On the street the wo1nen ahvays hide their
faces behind long black veils.
The Turk ,vears a turban, or a fez, a cap
shaped like a tu1nbler, wide trousers gathered
at the ankle, and loose robes of silk fastened
at the v,aist ,vith a girdle.
There are many gypsies in this part of
Asia.

hair.

•

•

GYPSIES AND THEIR HOME.

QUESTIONS.

CALL ING TO PRAYER .

The homes of the poor are very vrretched,
but the wealthy have luxurious ones. The
floors are covered with soft, thick carpets, and
there is a di van, a kind of high seat, running
around the wall of the roo1n upon which are
1nattresses and 1nany soft, beautiful cushions.
Here the 'rurk likes to lie ,vith a pipe in his
1nouth. Near by, in winter, there is a brazier to keep him ,vann. At meal-ti1ne he sits
cross-legged on the carpet, ,vith his face
toward the east. The harem, or apart1nent

About ho,v far is the Black Sea fron1 the
Mediterranean? From the Caspian?
Where is Turkey ? What other country
is partly in Europe and partly in Asia?
What part of Asia belongs to Turkey ? To
Russia? What large rivers in Asiatic Turkey? vVhich are the largest cities of Asiatic
Turkey?
vVhere is Da1nascus ? Palestine ? J erusale1n? For ,v hat are these places noted?
vVhat are caravans? ·vvhy do 1nerchants
travel in caravans?
Deseribe the hon1es of the rich Turks ;
their dress.
1,Vhat is said of the calls to
prayer?
1Vhat can you say of the character of the
Turks ? Of the cli1nate and the plants of
Turkey ?

97. T he East India Islands and the Malay
People.
Between the two continents of
Asia and Australia lies the largest and
most fertile group of islands in the
world. The group is called the East
India Islands. They have a hot, moist
cli1nate, and their products and animals
are like those of Southern Asia.
1'he largest island is Borneo, the
third island in the ,¥orld in size.
The people of these islands, and also
of the l\'1alay Peninsula, the long, narro,v peninsula of Inda-China, belong to
the Malay or brown race. The people
of this race have bro,vn, flat faces,
projecting cheek bones, and very black
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Some of them are very intelligent, while others
are among the lowest of savages.
Java is the most
important of the
many islands, for
its people are the
most numerous and
the most highly
civilized, and
its
products
are the best.
From this
- isl an d co1ne
Java coffee
and tea; sugar
and rice are
also exported.

SCENE I N JAVA.

The villages are almost hidden by the luxuriant vegetation, sago-palms, banana plants,
and cocoanut trees. The tidy one-story
houses are made of ba1nboo and thatched
with pahn leaves and wild grass. In front
there is often a wide open veranda hung
around ,vith bird cages, and this is the sittingroom and worksh·op. 1,Vithin the house are
the parlor and sleeping-rooms, and back of
these is the kitchen, which consists of only
a roof supported by poles.
The 1nen and women dres s in very brigpt
colors. The cotton cloth used is made by
the women with their spinning-wheels and
loo1ns. The children often go wholly naked
their heads being protected fro111 the sun
an umbrella or perhaps by only a banana
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Describe the Malays.
Tell ·what you can about Java; about the
villages and houses ; the dress of the men and
,vomen; the food of the people.
vVhat singular food is exported fro1T1 Java
to China?

leaf. The Javanese do not cut their hair;
•
the 1nen twist it around upon the crown of
the head, w·hile the women wear it in a large
knot at the back of the head.
Many of the natives eat nothing but rice,
fish, and fruits, except upon great festal occasions. They have as many kinds of bananas
as we have of apples. Cocoanuts are eaten
REVIEW QUESTIONS.
when green, before the ,vhite part beco1nes
hard. The water contained in the nut is
What can you say of the size of Asia?
their common drink.
In what five divisions may it be studied?
Notice in the picture of the banyan tree
What countries are in each of these divihow 1nany shoots have been sent do,vn from
the branches and have taken root in the soil. sions?
N an1e three southern peninsulas. Name
Sometin1es this tree covers several acres.
the western peninsula. N a1ne the two eastern
Multitudes of birds' nests, built by a kind
of swallow, are sent from this island to China; peninsulas.
N an1e two rivers of China.
the Chinese think them delicious food.
What important islands east of Asia?
Where is the Malay Peninsula? Where
N a1ne three islands of the East Indies, and
are the East Indies? vVhere are the West
Indies ? N a1ne three islands of the West tell s01nething about each.
vVhat is the sacred river of India? The
Indies. Three of the East Indies. What
continents do the East Indies lie between? sacred city ?
Where are the highest mountains of the
The West Indies ? These islands see1n like
stepping-stones between the continents. world?
What is the land of the ,vhite elephant?
'iVhat other series of islands connecting
What city is the Venice of the East ?
continents can you find?
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R,ELIEF, CLI~'i:ATE, AND PRODUCTS.
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AFRI O~~98. Relief, Climate, and Products.
Africa is tl1e second continent in of the continent the space between the
size. "\Vhat connects it with Asia? highlands near the coasts is filled with
By ,vhat ,vaters is it surrounded? Its · an elevated tableland, or plateau. On
the northern borgreatest length is
der of this plateau
five tl1ousand
there. is a steep
n1iles, and its
descent to the low
greatest ,vidtl1 allands of Northern
111ost as 111uch.
Africa. Exa1nine
Look at the n1ap
the map and deof 1\.frica and see
cide which are the·
ho,v regular its
chief river syscoast line is. It
tems of Africa.
has few harbors.
0
Describe three of
0
Afric~, has its
'"
these systen1s as
chief
rnountain
' to location and'
syste1n on the
extent.
AFRICA
east. Beginning
Key to Relief Map
The interior of
,vith the pla.teau
Ca.1)6
Africa is comof Abyssinia it exposed of vast
tends to the Cape
of Good Hope. Its highest peaks are plateaus that descend by terraces to
Upon the edges of this
near the equator. 011 the ,vest and the coast.
plateau are several 1nountain ranges,
north are other 1nountains.
There is in Africa no vast, lo,v plain and in the central region rise the
extending from north to south, as in chief rivers of Africa.
Into the Mediterranean flows the
the An1ericas. In the southern half

J

of
Good Hope

RELIEF MAP OF AFRICA.

•
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Nile; into the Atlantic Ocean floivs the
Kongo, which, next to the Nile and
the Amazon, is the largest river of the
world. It carries such a flood of water

HIPPOPOTAMUS .

99. Animals.
When people cross the great desert of Africa, they travel with cam-

RHINOCEROS.

that it keeps the surface of the sea fresh
for many miles. The Niger, now navigated by British steamers, also enters
the Atlantic. vVhere is the Zambezi?
Almost all Africa lies in the torrid
zone, and it therefore does not have
the extre1nes in te1nperature or the
warieties of products which are found
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ANilVIALS.

ANTELOPE.

els. What have you learned about
this animal ?
'iVild anirnals are more numerous in
Africa than in any other continent.
The wild elephant and the huge hippopotamus are hunted for their ivory.
The forehead of the African elephant
has a different shape fro1n that of the

I

they enter villages at night _and carry
off do1nestic animals.
In Africa are rnany large serpents
and crocodiles
that resemble
the alligators
of our southern
states.
CROCODILE.
There are many kinds of apes in the
forests. Among them
are the chimpanzee and
ostrich.
the gorilla, which looks
Like the elephant, the
much like a hurnan behippopotarnus and
the
rhinoceros
have
thick
ing, and is found only
hides without hair, and
in Africa.
they live upon herbs and
A great plague of
plants and leaves of trees.
Central and Southern
The giraffe feeds upon
leaves that grov, high up
Afric(l, is ti, kind of fly
ANT-HILL.
on trees, and so it needs a
(tsetse fly), whose 'bite
very long neck. It is not
a beautiful anin1al, but its coat of light fa,vn kills horses and somecolor, covered ,vith brown spots, is very times cattle.

There are also vast herds of antelopes of many kinds ; prettily striped
zebras; a great
thick - skinned
animal called a
rhinoceros; the
tallest of anin1als, the giZEBRA.
raffe ; and the
largest of birds, the

pretty.

In Africa there are also the fierce
ani1nals of the forests - the lions
and panthers, or leopards - that lie
in wait for prey.
CHIMPANZEE.

f
OSTRICH.

AFRICAN ELEPHANT.

in Europe or Asia. Coffee, cocoa, cereals, dates, cotton, and india-rubber,
salt, gold, copper, dia1nonds, and ivory
are the chief exports.

ASIATIC ELEPHANT.

GIRAFFE.

Asiatic elephant, and its ears are 1nuch
larger. The African elephant is seldom tamed and made to work as the
Asiatic elephant is.

HYENA.

The jackals and hyenas live chiefly
upon carrion,1 but when very hungry
1

Carrion, dead animals.

GORILLA.

Red and white ants abound in a portion of this region. The white
ants build great mounds that
contain many tons of earth.
TSETSE FLY.

On this page is a picture of an ant-hill.
Sometimes these are thirty or forty feet in
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PEOPLE.

srnallest of the hu1nan race, others
an1ong the largest and strongest.
S01ne liYe ,vholly naked in caves and
holes, and subsist upon roots and
srnall animals. Others live in settled
villages and cultivate their fa,r1ns;
l00. People.
they n1ake iron and copper utensils,
This vast continent is divided into spears, axes, knives, needles; they
1uany regions, over ,vhich several Eu- spin, weave, and 1nake nets.
These tribes are alike
ropean nations have
in having black, woolly
gained control. But a
l1air, dark eyes and
large part of the contiskin, broad, flat nose,
nent is occupied only
thick protruding lips.
by the native tribes.
It is thought that
Hidden a,vay in the forests of Central Africa are
there are two hundred
the smallest of all people,
million people in Afrithe Pign1ies. The 1nen are
ca. In what pa,rts are
about four feet one to eight
inches in height, are ·well
the 1nost people ?
formed, and their ,vhole
Ignorant people ,vho
bodies are covered with
live in far-off countries
short, coarse hair. They are
think that all A1nerifierce, brave, and cunning.
They do not live in vilcans are Indians, and we
lages, but wander about
should make a similar
the forests in small bands.
SUDANESE MOTHER ANO CHILD.
mistake if "'e ,vere to
They dig pitfalls, ,vhich
suppose that all Africans are negroes. they carefully cover v,ith boughs and
Of the people in Africa, one third leaves, and then climb trees and ,vatch
for their big ga1ne, the ·wild elephant.
belong to the ,vhite race, another third When an elephant has fallen into their
are of a rnixed race, and the various pit, they kill hi111 with spears, and then
tribes of the black race rnake up the build their little huts around so that they
can stay there as long as the elephant lasts
remaining third. These tribes differ them for food.
greatly in size, strength, character, and
When one of their nu1nber dies, they
intelligence.
S01ue are among the eat his body. The captives taken in war-

fare are also killed and eaten. Such savages tivate. The only v1ork which a man does
who eat luunan flesh ,ve call cannibals.
. during the year is to •get his field of millet
In Central Africa are 1nany other tribes, started. He chops off all the boughs fron1
who are al ways at ,varfare with one another. the trees ·which cover his future field, and
They are a thoughtless and contented people, sets the1n on fire as they lie on the ground.
for their ,vants 11re few. Bo,v and arro,vs
After a rain has ,vashed the ashes into the
' earth, he hoes the ground lightly, scatters the
seed, and his year's ·work is over. Now he
can lounge and s1noke, or engage in hunting
and fishing, ,vhile the won1en do the hard
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One
dian1eter and ten or fifteen feet high.
of them would fill your schoolroon1.
Which of the ani1nals of Africa are also
found in Southern Asia?
Are the ani1nals of Africa found in Northern Asia?

•

l

HOUSES IN AFRICA.

a pipe, and a rough knife are their only necessities. One stick pointed 1nakes them a
spear, t,vo sticks rubbed together start a fire,
several sticks tied together and covered
,vith leaves n1ake thein a hut. The bark
peeled fro1n the boughs furnishes their strip
of clothing around the waist.
For food they live upon ,vild fruits and
herbs, and upon 111illet seed, which they cul-

work. They pound the 111illet seed in a mortar, 111ix it ,vith ,v_a ter, and then the tasteless dough is ready to eat. Often the negro
,varrior scorns to sow the seed hi1nself, and
his wife, ,vith the seed in a basket upon her
hea<l, a hoe over her shoulder, and a baby tied
to her back, goes to this labor in the field .
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Many villages have their huts built in
a circle. The huts the1nselves are round.
The framework of flexible poles is tied
together at the top
with "monkey-rope," a
stout vine that stretches
from tree to tree, and
reed or bark thatching
covers the poles. In
the center of this large
circle of huts is the
house for public debates, or " palaverhouse " as it is called.
Other villages have
rectangular-shaped, flat-roofed houses, built
on both sides of a wide street. Sometimes
the huts are dome-shaped, and decorated within with many-colored beads.
A fe,v 1nats,
baskets, earthen pots, and ·weapons are all
that the huts contain.
Other tribes live in
grass huts, and have
large flocks and herds
,, near the great lakes of
Central Africa.
Perhaps the most

army are many ,vo1nen soldiers. The court
of the king is paved with human skulls, and
his palace ,valls are orna1nented ,vith the1n.

EGYPT AND THE EGYPTIANS.

to the central highlands of Asia. What
waterways break this desert ?
The Desert of Sahara consists of a
vast sandy and stony tableland. Here
and there are green places called oases,

THE NILE.

l Ol. Divisions.

In tl1e northeastern part of Africa is
the fan1ous river Nile and the land of
Egypt, about which we read in the
Bible. The inhabited region along the
Mediterranean Sea rese1nbles Europe
much more than it does the rest of
Africa.
South of this inhabited region is a
plain which is nearly as large as Europe and is alinost
wholly barren. This
plain is called the
Desert of Sahara.
You have learned
that Arabia and
Persia are for the
AN OASIS IN THE DESERT.
rnost part desert
cruel of the native Africans are those known
lands. There is a great desert belt
as the Dahomey tribe. They are constantly
making raids upon their neighbors. In their stretching from the Atlantic Ocean
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Mediterranean, and take back manufactured goods, such as cotton, cutlery,
and all kinds of trinkets for the natives in the interior.
In the southern part of Africa is
Cape Colony, which belongs
to the British Empire.
In this part of Africa in11nense flocks of sheep are
raised. There are extensive
ostrich farms.
The little ostrich chicks are
very pretty, with their large eyes
and plump little bodies. At five
years old they are fully grown,
and are very awkward, queerlooking specimens after their
feathers have been plucked.

AN OSTRICH FARM .

where the date-palm grows, and where
rice, corn, and barley are sometimes
cultivated. There are routes across
the desert that are traveled by caravans of camels.
These caravans
carry ostrich feathers, gold dust, and
ivory northward to the ports on the

There are copper mines
here, worked at a great
depth.
Valuable diamond
fields are also work:ed.
A
fe,v railroads have been
built to these mines, but
the chief 1neans of travel
is by great canvas-covered
wagons drawn by oxen.

l 02. Egypt and the Egyptians.
'ro one looking at the map of
Africa, Egypt see1ns to occupy a large
space in the northeastern part, but
'
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Egypt, and then the country presents
a strange sight. The towns and villages look like little islands in the
midst of the waste of ,vaters, and the
delta of the Nile is one vast lake.
vVhen this ,vater falls, it leaves a coat
of rich soil over the land, which n1akes
it very fertile. Then the Egyptians
scatter their seeds of ,vheat, rice, corn ,
barley, sugar-cane, cotton, indigo, and
tobacco, fro1n which they gather abundant harvests.
For n1any centuries before Christ,
this fertile Nile valley ,vas filled with
cities and palaces, vast temples and
INUNDATION OF THE NILE.
the real Egypt is only the narrow val- magnificent tombs. The land is often
ley of the river Nile with its delta. spokei1 of as the "cradle of civilizaEast and ,vest of this river are des- tion." Here ,vriti11g, astronomy, mathert regions inhabited only by a fe,v
wandering tribes. An ancient historian called Egypt "the gift of the Nile,"
for only ,,vhere the Nile overflovvs is
the land fertile.
In Egypt rain is aln1ost unknown,
and for a long ti1ne it was a great
mystery why this river should overflo\v in sumrner. The Nile is one of
the longest rivers in the world, ho,vever, and its ,vaters co1ne fron1 a large
highland basin close to the equator,
where there is an abundant rainfall in
the winter months. It takes several
1nonths for this water to reach lower
ON THE NILE.

it:..,,..•
-
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ematics, medicine, chemistry, architecture, sculpture, ,vere first known.
If you
have been in
New York's
great park,
you have
seen a ta.
per1ng monument covered
with
strange-looking marks.
This monu1nent, called
an obelisk,
carne fro1n
OBELISK IN CENTRAL PARK, N.Y.
Egypt and
is about three thousand years old.

streets are so narrow that two camels
can scarcely walk side by side.
Besides the camels and the donkeys there
are carriages preceded by a runner who "'aves
a ,vhite wand to clear the way; Arabs leading their horses ; ,vornen r iding, whose eyes
only can be seen gleaming front their ·white
1nasks; wo1nen on foot with naked children
sitting astride their shoulders'; water-carriers
with goatskins filled with vrcater; or girls
with water-jugs poised on their heads; gayly
dressed Greeks; Turks iri their flowing robes;
and inen and children begging for baksheesh,
or money.
Ca1nels and donkeys are everywhere seen
in Cairo. The donkeys have bright reel saddle-cloths, and there are many jingling coii;is
around their necks. The .Arab donkey-boys,
,vho run along behind to hurry the donkeys
on with a stick, can run for miles ,vithout
getting out of breath. They are clad in blue

Egypt has 1nany very old 1nonnn1ents.
There are seventy great pyra1nids like those
in the picture. These are huge piles of stones
fastened together ,vith cen1ent that is harder
than the stones themselves. 'rhese pyra1nids
are thousands of years old and are supposed
to be royal to1nbs. The Great Pyra1nicl covers
1nore than thirteen acres.

Not far fro1n one of the pyramids is
the Sphinx, an i1n1nense stone figure
which the Arabs call " The Father of
· Terror." It has the body of a lion
and the head of a 1nan.
The capital of Egypt and the largest
city in Africa is Cairo. Some of its
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PYRAMIDS AND SPHINX.

go,vns, or 111 those which were once white,
and they have bright-colored handkerchiefs
,vouncl around their heacls.
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In the country, a1nong the pahn
trees and orange trees, are 1nany n1ud
hovels with only a hole in the roof for
a chi1nney, and another one in the wall
for a windo,v. These hovels serve as
habitations not only for hurnan beings,
but also for dogs and goats, pigs and
chickens. 1'he Egyptians 111ay be seen

'

How does the Nile benefit Egypt? vVhat
crops do the Egyptians raise in the valley of
the Nile?
vVhy is Egypt called the "cradle of ci viii.
zation"? For ,vhat puq_Jose is it supposed
the pyra1nids ·were built?
\Vhere is the capital of Egypt?
vVhat n1ay
. be seen in the streets of Cairo?.
\Vhat 1nay be seen in the country on either
side the river ?

0

PLOWING IN EGYPT.

plowing with a pointed stick drawn
by ca1nels, or by a can1el and donkey
yoked together, or perhaps by a ca1nel
and a co,v. Creaking "'heels are
slo,vly turned to raise the ,vater fro111
the river just as ,vas done ages ago.
Where is Egypt ? vVhat part is fertile ?
\Vhy does the Nile overflo,v? vVhat appearance does the overflo,v give lower Egypt?

Give the position of Africa. vVhat are its
bounding ,vaters ? vVhat isthmus connects it
,vith Asia? Ho,v large is Africa? Describe
the relief of Africa. Nan1e its four principal
rivers.
\Vhat fan1ous river and country in the
northeast of Africa ?
Where is the Desert of Sahara? I-Iow
large is it? Describe it. \Vith ,vhat other
deserts is it nearly connected?
What British possessions in Southern
Africa? • vVhat anitnals are extensively
reared here ? \Vhat 1nines are here ?
In ·what zone is a large part of Africa?
1Vhat are the products of the valleys ? Are
all the people of Africa negroes ? What different races are to be found in Africa? \Vhat
different degrees of civilization among the
blacks?
\Vhat can you tell about the Pign1ies ?
About the people in Central Africa? Describe the villages. Tell about Daho1ney.
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AUSTRALIA.
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AUSTRALIA .
J03. Relief, Climate, and Products.
Australia is the smallest of the continents. It is about the size of the
United States.

r~,

~

.

i

By what oceans is it surrounded? vVhat
large gulf on the north ancl ,vhat large bay
on the south ? vVhat islands
lie between it and Asia? In
,vhat zones does it lie?
Which are the wanner, its
northern or its southern
coasts?

'.
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This land has been
called the New 1Vorld
of the Eastern He1nisphere, because it was
not known to the people of Europe till long
after our country was
discovered. The English
INDIAN
people claimed it because they discovered it,
and at first they used it
as a great jail, to which they brought
their prisoners and left the1n. After
gold was discovered among the hills,
the free people of Great Britain
came over in great numbers and
founded flourishing colonies.

Besides the Europeans there are now
many Chinese and a few thousand native black people in Australia. These
natives are lighter in color than the
Africans. They are very ignorant and
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have no settled hon1es.
Australia has its chief 1nountain sys•
tern on the east and southeast, and
other 1nountains on the west and
northwest. Between these mountains
is a broad, low plain; it is n1ostly a
'
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desert from lack of moisture, and is other continents. The largest animal
is the kangaroo.
but little known.
The eastern region is the most
The kangaroo has short and s1nall fore
productive and populous part of the legs, but long and po,verful hind legs. It
uses its fore pa,vs almost like hands
continent. Here
to pluck the long grasses and put
are found
the1n in its mouth. With its hind
legs it makes wonderful leaps along
rich mines
the ground. It can leap many miles
of coal, bewithout stopping. The picture opsides gold
posite shows you a kangaroo sitand other
ting on its hind legs, as it is in
•
the habit of doing. In this position
precious
many of them are taller than a man.
metals.
The duck-mole and
The only
the bat, the wild dog,
large river ·
or " dingo,"
is the Murray. _,,,_"--.:: ·
are anin1als
There are many
peculiar to
lakes, but most of
this conthe1n are salt.
tinent.
On the fine pastThe duckure land millions of
mole swims
sheep are raised for
in ponds
Horses and cattle are also
and quiet
rivers and
reared. The vine is largely
also easily
cultivated for wine and raisins.
climbs ti·ees
There are many peculiar trees, like
near the wathe one shown in the illustration.
ter. It digs
a burrow
There are also tree-ferns that have
slanting upSCENES IN AUSTRALIA.
leaves six or seven feet long, and
ward, many
grow as high as fifty feet.
feet long in the bank, ·where it 1nakes its nest

l 04. Animals.
Many of the ani1nals of Australia
are such as are not found on the

of dried grasses and leaves.
Bats are covered with hair, not with
feathers as birds are, and their ·wings are
quite unlike those of birds. The wings consist of very thin skin that is stretched over

•
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long, thin bones. In our country bats sleep
through the winter, hanging by the cla,vs of
their hind feet, heads do,vn ward, in so1ne
hollow tree or from some beam in a barn. In
Australia, however, ,vb.ere there is no winter,

DUCK-MOLE.

BAT.

the bats do not have a long sleep. The bats
there are much larger than those in our
country. They ahvays hide the1nselves in
the daytime and fly about at dusk or at
night.
The dingo is the only kind of dog that is
found both wild and do1nesticated. The wild
dingo is very fierce, and is a great ene1ny of
the sheep for which Australia is famous. ,

New South "\Vales is a flourishing colony. Strangers ,vho visit its
fine capital, Sydney, say that it
seems just like an English city, and
that it is difficult to realize they are
many thousands of n1iles from England.
Victoria is a srnall but very important colony. Its capital is Melbourne,
the largest city in Australia. Fifty
years ago the wild kangaroo had its

KANGAROO.

Crocodiles, lizards, and snakes live
in the rivers.
Australia has birds
of beautiful plumage.
The lyre-bird is one of
the most beautiful. This
shy bird is -about the
size of a s1nall £ow 1,
LYRE-B IRD.
and makes its home in
the dense thickets.

l 05. Australian Colonies.
Australia belongs to the British
Empire. It is divided into several
colonies. ·

D I NGO~

home where this beautiful city now
stands. It has grown very rapidly.
South of Victoria is the island of
Tasn1ania, which forms another Aus,-tralian colony.
Where is Australia? About how far is it
from Asia? Is it a continent or an island?
How large is it? To what nation does it
belong ? Which is the more fertile portion ?
Where are the gold 1nines ? "\Vhere are the
sheep ranches? N an1e the three largest cities
south of the equator.
N an1e the eastern provinces. What is
said of N e,v South vVales and its capital ?
Which is the most flonrishing province ?
"\Vhich exports most gold? What have you
learned about Melbourne?
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J06. New Zealandt New Guineat and Hawaii.
Neiv Gitinea. - North of Australia
New Zealand. - If a straight line
were drawn fron1 the British Islands is the island of New Guinea, the
through the center of the globe, it largest island in the world, except
would come out on the other side Greenland. It is divided among Engnear a group of islands called New land, The Netherlands, and Gern1any.
Scattered over the Pacific are a
Zealand. The New Zealanders are
therefore said to be the antipodes of the great number of other islands. Son1e of
English. What does" antipodes" mean? them are called atolls, consisting of a
reef of coral that
These islands
surrounds a laare called " The
goon.
Britain of the
IsHaivaiian
South," for the
lands. -The Haclimate there is
waiian Islands are
much like that of
in the Pacific
the British IsOcean, nearly on
1ands, though less
the 1in e separachangeable. New
SCENE IN NEW ZEALAND.
ting the torrid
Zealand is one of
the 1nany possessions of Great Britain. fron1 the north temperate zone.
The climate is pleasant and healthThere are many hot lakes and
springs, and the natives who live near ful. The soil is fertile. Great quanthem cook their food by placing it in tities of sugar are produced.
the hot water, or by covering it with
REVIEW QUESTIONS.
hot earth.
Where is New Zealand ? "\Vhy is it someMost of the people now on these times called "The Britain of the South"?
What are the exports of New Zealand ?
islands are British. They export to
vVhere is N e,v Guinea?
other countries wool, tallow, hides,
To what nations does it belong? "\Vhere
sheepskins, preserved and frozen n1eats, is the Gulf of Guinea? Where is Guiana?
and dairy products. They also mine
Which are the three largest islands in the
world?
gold and coal.

•

APPENDIX.

PRONUNCIATION OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.
KEY: fat, fate, far, tau, fast,

Abyssinia
Adelaide
Adirondack
Adriatic
Afghanistan
Africa
Alabama
Alaska
Albany
Albert Nyanza
Aleutian
Alexandria
Algeria
Algiers
Alleghany
Altai
Amazon
America
Amsterdam
Amur
Andes
Antarctic
Apennines
Appalachian
Arabia
Arabian
Aral
Ararat
Archangel
Archipelago
Arctic
Argentina
Arizona
Arkansas
Asia

rare ,· met, mete,

ab-i-siu'-i-a
ad 1-e-lad
ad-i-rou'-dak
a-dri-at'-ik
af-gan-is- tan '

af'ri-ka
al-a-ba'-ma
a-las'-ka
'l' - b a-111.
a
al'-bert nyan 1-za
al-e-o'shi-an
al-eg-zan 1-dri-a
al-je'-ri-a
al-jerz'
al 1-e-ga-ni
al-ti'
am 1-a-zon
a-mer 1-i-ka
am 1-ster-da1n
3.-mOr'

an 1-dez
ant-ark 1-tik
ap'-e-ninz
ap-a-lach'-i-an
a-r3. 1-bi-a
a-ra'-bi-iin
ar'-al

ar'-a-rat
ark-an 1-jel
.. k"
ar..-1-pe11-a-goark'-tik
ar 1-jen-ten
ar-i-z6 1-na
ar 1-kan-sa
a'-shia

her ·, pin , pine ,· not, n-t
o e, move,
..
nur;
A
t n b , mu
-t e,
pull; Iei§ure ; thin, then.

Assuan
Asuncion
Athens
Atlantic
Australia
Austria-Hungary
Azores
Azov
Baffin
Baliamas
Bahia
Baikal
Balkan
Balkash
Baltic
Baltimore
Baluchistan
Bangkok
Bangweolo
Barcelona
Batavia
Belfast
Belgium
Belgrade
Benares
Bengal
B ering
Berlin
Biscay
Blanco
Bogota
Bolivia
Bombay
Bordeaux

as-swan'

Borneo
Bosporus
a-sOn-se-On'
ath '-enz
Bothnia
Bralunaputra
at-ian'-tik
Brazil
as-tra 1-lia
'/t···1
Brazilian
as
- n-a-1un I-gaa-z6rz1
[ri Bremen
Brisbane
a'-zof
British
Brooklyn
baf'-in
Brussels
ba-ha'-maz
Budapest
ba-e'-a
bi'-kal
_Buenos Ayres
Bnkharest
bal'-kan'
Bulgaria
bal-kash 1
bal'-tik
Burn1a
bal 1-ti-mor
bal-o-chis-tan'
Cadiz
Cairo
ban<>--kok'
0
- - I-1-o
Calais
b ang-we-O
1
bar-se-16 -na
Calcutta
·• California
ba-ta'-vi-a
Cambridge
bel 1-fast
Canada
bel'-ji-nm
Canary
bel-grad 1
Cancer
be-n8/-rez
Candia
ben-g8,l'
be'-rincr
Canton
0
Capricorn
ber 1-lin
Caracas
bis'-ka
Caribbean
blan 1-ko
Carolina
bo-o-o-ta'
"
Carpathian
bo-liv'-i-a
Carpen taria
bom-ba1
Cascade
bor-do'
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b6r 1-ne-6
bos 1-p6-rus
both 1-ni-a
brah 1-ma-po-tra
bra-zi1 1
bra-zil 1-yitn
brem 1-en
briz 1-ban
brit 1-ish
bruk'-lin
brns 1-elz
bo'-da-pest
bwa./-n6s-I 1-res
bo-ka-rest'
bul-ga'-ri-a
ber'-ma
ka'-diz
ki 1-r6
ka.l 'is (F. ka-la 1)
kal-knt 1-a
kal-i-f6r'-ni-a
kam'-brij
kan 1-a-da
ka-na'-ri
kan 1-ser
kan 1-di-a
kan-ton'
kap 1-ri-k6rn
ka-ra 1-kas
kar-i-be'-an
kar-6•li 1-na
kar-pa 1-thi-an
kar-pen-ta'-ri-a
kas-kad'

"
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Caspian
Catskill
Caucasus
Cayenne
Celebes
Ceylon
Chad
Champlain
Charleston
Chesapeake

k as I -p1-an
.
kats -kil
ka 1-ka-sus
ka-yen 1
sel 1-e-bes
se-lon'
chad
sham-plan'
charlz 1-ton
ches'-a-pek
1

Chicago

shi-ka 1-go

Chile
Chimborazo
China
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Colombia
Cologne
Colorado
Columbia
Columbus
Concepcion
Connecticut
Constantinople
Copenhagen
Cuba
Cuzco
Cyprus

che'-le
chim-b5-ra'-zo
chi 1-na
klev'-land
ko-lom'-be-a
ko-lon 1
kol-o-ra'-do
ko-lnm'-bi-a
ko-lum 1-bus
kon-sep 1-shon
ko-net'-i-knt
kon-stan-ti-n6 1-pl
ko-pen-ha'-gen
kii'-ba
koz'-ko
si'-prus

Dahomey
Dakota
Damascus
Danube
Darien
Delaware
Denn1ark
Detroit
Dnieper
Dover
Dublin
Dwina

da-ho -me
da-ko'-ta
da-1nas 1-kus
dan 1-iib
da'-ri-en
del'-a-war
den'-mark
de,troit'
ne'-per
do 1-ver
, dub'-lin
dwe 1-na

Ecuador
Edinburgh
Egypt
Elbe
England
English Channel
Erie

sin-si-na'-ti

1

ek 1-wa-dor
ed1-n-bur-o
e -jipt
el'-be

Etna
Euphrates
•
Europe
·Falkland
Faroe
Fezzan

Fiji
Finisterre
Finland
Florence
Florida
Formosa
France
Freetown
Friendly
J,'nndy
Ganges

Geneva
Genoa
Georgetown
Georgia

Germany
Gibraltar
Glasgow
Greece
Greenland
Greenwich
Guatemala
Guayaquil
Guiana
Habana
I-Iague
Haiti
Hamburg
Hammerfest
Havre
Hawaiian
Hebrides
Hekla
Himalaya
Hindoostan
Hobart

ing'-gland

llongkong

in.c. ,. 1-o-lish
chan'0
el
e'-ri

Honolulu
Hudson
Huron

~
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et'-na
ii-frii/-tez
ii'-rop
fak ~land
fa 1-ro
fez-zan'
fe 1-je
fin-is-tar
fin'-land
flor 1-ens
flor'-i-da
f6r-mo 1-sa
frans
fre 1-toun
frend'-li
fnn'-di
gan'-jez
. -, -va
Je-ne
jen 1-o-a
jorj'-toun
jor 1-jia
jer 1-ma-ni
ji-bral'-tar
glas'-go
gres
gren 1-land
gren 1-ij
ga-te-ma'-la
gwi-a-kel'
- .. ,
ge-a
-na
ha-va 1-na
hao-0
11-a 1-t·I

Iceland
Idaho
Illinois
India
Indiana
Indianapolis
Indies
Indo-China
Indus
Iowa
Ireland
Italian
Italy

is 1-land
i 1-da-ho

Jamaica

ja-ma'-ka
jamz'-toun
ja-pan'

Jamestown
Japan
Java
Jerusalem
Juan Fernandez

~

il-i-noi' or -noiz
. , d 1-a
' ..
111·in-di-an'-a
. I - cl 1-a-nap
'
I -o- ]'1s
1n
in'-dez
in'-do-chi'-na
in'-dus

i 1-6-wii

ir -land
i-tal'-yan
. ,-a-r1
1t
1

••• I
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Ja - va

je-ro'-sa-lem
h0-8.n' fer-nan'•
deth

Kamchatka
Kamerun
Kansas
Kara
Kentucky
Khartum
Kilimanjaro
Kimberley

kam-chat'-ka
ka-me-ron 1

Kongo

kon 1-g5

Korea
Kristiania
Kurile

ko-re'-a
kris-te-a.,-ne 1-a
ko'-ril

Labrador
Ladoga
han1'-b€rg
La Paz
ham'-mer-fest
Lapland
i:i/-vr
1
La Plata
ha-wi -yan
Lena
heb'-ri-dez
Liberia
hek 1-la
him-a 1-la-ya, or Lima
Lisbon
him-a-la'-ya
Liverpool
hin-do-stan 1
Llanos
ho 1-bart
hon 0o·1-kon o-f
Loire
Los Angeles
ho-no-lo'-lo
Louisiana
hud'-son
Louisville
hii'-ron

Lowell
Lyon

kan'-zas

ka'-ra
ken-tuk'-i
kar-tom 1
kil-e-man-ja 1-ro
kim'-ber-li

lab-ra-dor 1
la'-do-ga
la path
lap 1-land
la pla'-ta
le 1-na
li-be'-ri-a
le'-ma
liz 1-bon
liv'-er-pol
lya'-nos
!war
los an 1-je-lez
10-e-zi-an'-a
lo 1-is-vil

Mackenzie
Madagascar
Madeira
Madras
Madrid
Magellan
Malacca
Malay
lWalta
Manchester
Maracaibo
Marmora
Marseille
Maryland
Mashonaland
Massachusetts
Mecca
Mediterranean
Melbourne
Mexico
Michigan
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Mobile
:Mocha
Monrovia
Montana
Montevideo
Montreal
:Morocco
Moscow
.Murray

lo'-el
le-on'
ma-ken -zi
rnacl-a-gas 1-kar
ma-de'-ra
ma-dras'
ma-drid'
. l' -an
ma-Je
ma-lak'-a
rna-Ia/
mal'-ta
man'-ches-ter
ma-ra-ki 1-bo
1

New Jersey
New Orleans
New York
New Zealand
Niagara

nft jer'-zi

Potosi

nii 6r -le-anz
nii y6rk
nii ze'-land
ni-agi-a-ra

Prague

Niger

Nile
Nippon
Norway
Nova Scotia
Nova Zembla

Obi
Oder
m8.r 1-m6-ra
Odessa
1
mar-sal
Ohio
mer 1-i-land
Okhotsh
ma-sho'-na-land Oklahoma
mas-a-cho'-sets
Omaha
mek'-a
[an Oman
med"-i-te-ra'-ne- Onega
mel'-bern
Ontario
mek'-si-ko
Oporto
mich'-i-cran
Oregon
n1il-wa'-ke
Orinoco
min-e-ap'-o-lis
Ottawa
~

1non-ta 1-na

mon-te-vid 1-e-o
mont-re-al'
mo-rok 1-o
1110s'-kou
mur'-a

Palestine
Pamir
Pampas
Panama
Papua
Paraguay
Paramaribo
Parana

Paris
Patagonia
Paterson
Peking

Naples
Nashville
Nebraska
Netherlands
Nevada
Newark
Newfoundland
New Guinea
New Hampshire
New Haven
New Hebrides

Puget

po-to-se'
prag
prush 1-a
pwer'-to re 1-ko
pii 1-jet

ni'-jer
nil

Pyrenees

pir'-e-nez

nip-on'

Quebec
Queensland
Quito

kwe-bek 1
kwenz 1-land
ke'-to

Rangoon
Reykjavik
Rhine
Rhode Island
Rhone
Richmond
Rio Janeiro
Rio de la Plata
Rio Grande
Rio Negro
Rochester
Rotterdam
Rumania
Russia

ran-gon'
rik'-ya"-vik

1

n6r'-wa

no'-va sko 1-shia
no 1-va zem 1-bla
o-, -b-e
51-der
o-des 1-a
6-hi'-o
o-kotsk'
ok-la-ho'-ma
o'-ma-ha
6-man'

on -e-ga
on-tiV-ri-o
o-por'-to
or 1-e-gon
1

1

6-ri-n0 -k6

na -plz
nash'-vil
ne-bras 1-ka
neth 1-er-lanclz
ne-va 1-da
nii 1-ark
nii 1-fund-land
nii gin 1-i
nii hamp 1-shir
1

nft ha -vn

11[1 heb'-ri-dez

Pennsylvania
Penobscot
Pernambuco
Persia
Peru
Philadelphia
Philippine
Pittsburg
Platte
Portugal
Potomac

Prussia
Puerto Rico

rin

rod i'-land
r6n

rich'-mond
re'-o zha-na 1-ro
re'-o da la pla'-ta
re'-6 gran'-da
re 1-6 na/-gr6

roch '-es-ter
rot'-er-dam
rO-ma/-ni-a

rnsh 1-a

ot 1-a-wa

min-e-s5'-ta

mis-i-sip'-i
rni-zO'-ri
m6-bel 1
mo 1-ka
-, . ..
mun-ro -v1-a
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pal'-es-tin
pa-mer'
pam'-paz
••
••
•• I
pa-na-ma
pap'-o-a
par '-a-gw1par-a-mar'-i-bO
pa-ra-na'
par'-is
pat-a-go'-ni-a
pat'-er-son
pe-king 1 .
pen-sil-va 1-ni-a
pe-no b 1-skot
per-nan1-bo'-ko
per 1-sha
pe-ro'
fil-a-del 1-fi-a
fil'-ip-in
pits 1-berg
plat
port'-ii-gal
po-to 1-mak

Sacramento
Sahara
St. Augustine
St. Helena
St. Lawrence
St. Louis
St. Paul
St. Petersburg
St. Roque
Sakhalin
Samoa
San Francisco
San Joaquin
Santa Fe
Santiago

Sardinia
Savannah
Scandinavia
Seine
Senegal
Servia
Shanghai
Shannon
Siam

sak-ra-men'-to
sa-ha'-ra
sant 3/-gus-ten

sant he-le'-na
sant la'-rens
sant lo'-is
sant pal
sant pe'-terz-berg
sant rok
sa-ka-len'
sa-mo 1-a

san fran-sis'-ko
san ho-a-ken'
san 1-ta fa'
san-te-a/ -go
sii.r-din 1-i-a
sa-van'-a •

skan-di-na 1-vi-a
san
1
sen-e-o-8,1
0
ser'-vi-a
shang-hi'

shan 1-on
sI-am'
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Siberia
Sicily
Sierra Leone
Sierra Nevada
Singapore
Sitka
Smyrna
Solomon
Somali Land
Spencer
Stockholm
Strassburg
Snakin
Sucre
Snez
Sumatra
Sunda
Sweden
Switzerland
Sydney
Syracuse
Tagus
Tahlequah
Tampico
Tananarivo
Tanganyika
Tas1nania
Teheran

si-be 1-ri-a

Tennessee
,
.
]"
SIS -1- 1
Texas
se-er 1-ra le-i:i'-ne Thames
se-er 1-ra na-va'- Tibet
sing-ga-p5r' [da Tierra del Fuego
sit'-ka
· Tiaris
,0
1
sm0r -na
Timbuctu
sol'-6-n1on
Titicaca
s6-ma 1-le land
Tokyo
1
spen -ser
Toledo
1
stok -holm
Tonga
1
stras -berg
Trinidad
swa'-kin
Tripoli
so'-kra
Tunis
1
s0 -ez
Ural
so-ma 1-tra
Uruguay
sun'-da
Utah
swe'-den
swit 1-zer-land
Valdai
sid'-ni
Valparaiso
sir'-a-kiis
Vancouver
Van Diemens
ta 1-gus
Land
ta-le-kwa'
Venezuela
tam-pe'-ko
ta-na--na--re'-vo
Venice
Veracruz
tan-gan-ye'-ka
Vennoot
taz-ma'-ni-a
Vesuvius
teh-e-ran'

.

ten-e-se'
tek'-sas
temz
tib 1-et
te-er 1-ra del fwa'ti' -o-ris
[go
b
tirn.- bnk 1-to
te-te-ka'-ka
to 1-ke-o
t6-le 1-d6
tong 1-ga
trin-i-dad 1
trip 1-o-li
tii'-nis
O'-ral
0-rO-gwi'
u'-ta

val 1-di
val-pa-ri'-so
van-ko 1-ver
van de'-menz
land
ven- e-zwe 1-la
ven'-is
ve'-ra krOz ver-rnont'
ve-sii'-vi-us

APPENDIX.
Victoria
Victoria N yanza
Vienna
Virginia
Vistula
Volga

vik- to 1-ri-a
vik-to'-ri-a nivi-en'-a [an'-za
ver-jin 1-i-a
vis'-tii-la
vol'-ga

Wales
Warsaw
W ellington
Whangho
Willamette
Winnepeg
Wisconsin
vVorcester
Wyoming

walz
war 1-sa
wel'-ing-ton
hwang'-ho
wil-a--met
win'-i-peg
wis-kon'-sin
wlis 1-ter
wI-5'-ming

Yangtze
Yenisei
Yezo
Yokohama
Yosemite
Yucatan
Yukon

yang1-t§e
yen-e-sa 1-e
yez 1-o
yo-ko-ha'-ma
y6-sem 1-i-te
yo-ka-tan'
yo'-kon

Zambezi
Zambezia
Zanzibar
Zealand

zam-be 1-ze
zam-be 1-zhia
zan-zi-bar'
ze'-land
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POPULATION OF CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES ABOVE 75,000.
CENSUS •OF 1890.

•

New York, N.Y.
Chicago, Ill.
Philadelphia, Pa..
Brooklyn, N.Y.
St. Lonis, Mo ..
Boston, .Mass ..
Baltimore, Md.
San Francisco, Cal.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio .
Buffalo, N.Y. .
New Orleans, La.
Pittsburg, Pa ..

1,515,301
1,0\!9,850
1,046,964
806,343
451,770
448,477
434,439
298,997
296,908
261,353
255,604
242,039
238,617

Washington, D.C.
Detroit, Mich . .
Milwaukee, Wis ..
Newark, N.J. .
l\iinneapolis, Minn.
Jersey City, N.J ..
Louisville, Ky.
Omaha, Neb. .
Rochester, N.Y.
St. Paul, Minn.
Kansas City, lVIo . .
Providence, R.I.
Denver, Col.

230,392
205,876
204,468
181,830
164,738
163,003
161,129
140,452
133,896
133,156
132,716
132,146
106,713

Indianapolis, Ind.
Allegheny, Pa.
Albany, N.Y. .
Columbus, Ohio
Syracuse, N.Y.
Worcester, Mass.
Toledo, Ohio
Richmond, Va.
New Haven, Conn.
Paterson, N.J ..
Lowell, Mass. .
Nashville, Tenn,
Scranton, Pa. ,

105,436
105,287
94,923
88,150
88,143
84,655
81,434
81,388
81 ,298
78,347
77,696
76, 168
75,215

AREAS OF CONTINENTS AND OCEANS.
Asia
Africa .
North America .
South America .

..

17,256,000
11,509,000
8,892,000
6,835,000

3,782,000
2,945,000
70,000,000
35,000,000

Europe
Australia .
Pacific .
Atlantic

.

23,000,000
7,000,000
4,000,000
750,000

Indian.
Antarctic .
Arctic .
Inland Waters

LAND AREA OF STATES AND TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED STATES.

POPULATION OF STATES AND TERRITORIES.
1. New York .
2. Pennsylvania
3. Illinois
4. Ohio
5. Missouri.
6. Massachusetts .
7. Texas.
8. Indiana .
9. Michigan
10. Iowa
11. Kentucky
12. Georgia .
13. Tennessee
14. Wisconsin
15. Virginia .
16. North Carolina
17. Alabama
• •

.

.

5,997,853 18.
5,258,014 19.
3,826,351 20.
3,672,316 21.
2,079,184 22.
2,238,943 23.
2,235,523 24.
2,192,404 25.
2,093 ,889 26.
1,911,896 27.
1,858,635 28.
1,837,353 29.
1,767,518 30.
l,68G,880 31.
1,655,980 32.
1,617,947 30'-'·
1,513,017 34.

New Jersey.
1,444,933
Kansas .
1,427,096
Minnesota
1,301,826
J\llississippi
1,289,600
California
1,208,130
1,151,149
South Carolina
Arkansas
. · 1,128,179
Louisiana
1,118,587
Nebraska
1,058,910
Maryland
1,042,390
,vest Virginia .
762 ,794
Connecticut
746,258
Maine
661,086
412,198
Colorado
391,422
Florida .
•
New Hampshire
376,530
Washington •
349,390

35.
"05 .
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Rhode Island
Vermont
South Dakota
Oregon .
Dist. of Columbia
Utah .
North Dakota .
Indian Territory
Delaware
New Mexico
Montana
Idaho
Oklahoma
Wyo1ning
Arizona
Nevada
Alaska

345,506
332,42~
328,808
313,767
230,392
207,905
182,719
180,182
168,493
153,593
132,159
84,385
61,834
60,705
59,620
45,761
32,052

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Alaska .
Texas
California
Montana
New Mexico
Arizona
Nevada .
Colorado
Wyoming
Oregon.
Idaho
Utah
Kansas .
Minnesota .
South Dakota
Nebraska .
North Dakota

.

.

531,409
262,290
155,980
145,310
122,460
112 ,920
109,740
103,645
97,575
94,560
84,290
82,190
81 ,700
79,205
76,850
76 ,840
70,195

Square Miles

Square M.iles

Square Miles

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

33.
34.

Missouri
vVashington
Georgia.
Michigan
Jllinois .
Iowa
Wisconsin.
Florida .
Arkansas .
Alabama
North Carolina
New York.
Mississippi
Louisiana .
Pennsylvania .
Tennessee .
Ohio.
•

.

.

68,735
66,880
58,980
57,430
56,000
55 ,475
54,450
54,240
53,045
51 ,540
48,580
47 ,620
46,340
4.5,420
44,985
41,750
40,760

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Virginia
Kentucky
Oklahoma.
Indiana
Indian Territory
South Carolina
Maine
West Virginia
Maryland .
'
Vern1ont .
New Hampshire .
Massachusetts
New Jersey
Connecticut
Delaware .
Rhode Island .
District of Columbia

·- .

.

.

40,125
40,000
38,830
35,910
31,000
30,170
29,895
24,645
9,860
9,135
9,005
8,040
7,455
4,845
1,960
1,085
60
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